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Foreword

WARRIORS Chapter 12 is a continuation of Ms. Krekic’s first
book, WARRIORS Battle in the Gate, Truth on Trial. Readers
will find some common threads woven through both works, but
with an increased fervor in this sequel.
With “Do the Right Thing, America” as her mantra, and with an
extensive knowledge of scripture for support of her views, Ms.
Krekic presents a compendium of beliefs that range from
political to deeply spiritual. She sees parallels between the
written Word of the Bible and today’s global state of affairs that
most people do not. Relying on the significance of gematria, or
assigning numerical value to a word or phrase, as well as literal
interpretation of scripture, Ms. Krekic offers an impassioned plea
to Americans to turn to the Word of God for guidance and
redemption in our troubled times.
Her writing is articulate and sharply pointed; she pulls no
punches and speaks what she knows in her heart to be the Truth.
It is her life-choice. She is unwavering in her beliefs and has
gratefully accepted her calling as a messenger, to warn others of
the perils to come, and that redemption is possible only through
the love of God and the pursuit of Truth.
Suzi Harkola
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Dedication
WARRIORS CHAPTER 12 is my little book sequel to
WARRIORS. It is the conclusion of a two part work offered and
inspired with the measure of faith given me, by power of the
Spirit of YHWH, God of TRUTH. It is my fervent hope and
passionate plea, to reveal that which made me free. FREEDOM
AND TRUTH and the reverence of that which cannot stay
hidden in darkness, proves itself superior as no weapon of form
shall ever prevail against it. There’s no defense against the
arrows of Love and TRUTH.
1Peter 1:4-5 To an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled, and that fadeth
not away, reserved in heaven for you, Who are kept by the power of God
through faith unto salvation ready to be revealed in the last time.

A lifetime of study has transformed my mind to that of Christ
whose love of mankind was and is to lead us into all truth and
out of bondage to lies and liars and that which makes all men
free. I have the same agenda one of many, under a banner that
flies over the ranks of the heavenly host press corps in service to
the God of Truth. Our mission is to loosen the cords that bind,
healing the blind of their shortsighted opinions, enabling them to
break free and stand with us, as they ought to be on the front
lines, indeed.
We are born into a prison world of dulled senses, a war zone
within our own minds under assault by an anti-Christ system of
Masonic magical mind control. I am opposed to all that seeks to
1

kill the Spirit and the LAW of GOD that dwells within us and
replace it with lawlessness. It is a cosmic conspiracy. The
magnitude of scientific devices being unleashed on an
unsuspecting populace is unbearable and unimaginable, defying
all basic common law foundations of justice, mercy and loving
compassion or reverence for original God-given life. I am
challenging all to consider their life choices and decisions while
it is still today. Who is your God and what kind of fruit grows on
the tree? Is it all manner of fruit that heals the nations, pure and
healthy, or genetically modified by lawless criminals?
What is your legacy going to be, your testimony in this open
book test and trial called life? What will the ledger reveal in the
books of accounting you yourself are recording by your words
and deeds? Are you on the side of Truth and willing to stand for
it by exposing and eradicating lies in this ongoing ancient battle
we are born into? The war raging against mankind and the book
God gave us is rapidly coming to a close, and I am determined to
make my last mission in life a call to repentance and salvation,
as one calling in the wilderness. Delivering hard messages of
truth to free a lost and broken world oppressed by tyrannical
government systems of injustice is not always appreciated by
downtrodden captives. History teaches us that a only a small
remnant of us are found to be the willing, wise and stirred of
heart standing to the end, on the front lines of defense. We do it
for Christ’s sake and for the sake of our own lost family and
friends no matter what they think. It requires unshakable
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devotion to truth and justice and the constant infilling of
Spiritual energy. It is a commitment well worth laying one’s life
down, to take it up again in the end. A messenger is known by
their works and reveals which God they represent. Earth is like a
boot camp, and it is a do over opportunity that exists for
everyone who is committed to true Law and Order.
Truth is a double-edged sword that pierces hearts with living
words that heal our wounds. The WORD is the true judicial
power that brings one to repentance or judgment, creates or
destroys in accordance with scriptures and that which instructs
us in the ways of Truth and it separates us, one from another.
Scriptures cannot be broken and the LAW of Christ is and was
already fulfilled and that is why the WORD is living and active
now. Christ who was and is coming again soon fulfilled the Law
of Life. He overcame death and He was the first. We the people
are to follow Him and the examples He set. Lead by example is
all I am called to do until due time arrives, the Great Shepherd
returns and we all are re-energized to the fullest capacity by the
Great Spirit. It is our duty and reasonable service in seeking for
the prize to be won at the end of the race. It ’s done. We are the
holy set apart, law abiding citizens of a far country, a peculiar
people of God who is Spirit. We’ve won, it’s one race
superimposed over the other. A great victory song.
Revelation 4:11 Thou art worthy, O YHWH, to receive glory and honor and
power: for thou hast created all things, and for thy pleasure they are and were
created.
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Preface
I am one servant of the most high God, the creator of heaven and
Earth, the great redeemer of all mankind. Many have come and
gone across the spans of time, and are here now in the Spirit and
power of Elijah the heavenly host sent from on high, the called
and chosen. We shall rule and reign in the age to come, when all
remembrance of this evil time is gone. Scriptures shall be
fulfilled as they are recorded for our instructions and
admonitions. Warriors by the thousands are riding and the
exploits being done, the shining ensigns, of the light of Truth, in
this present age. Our Father ’s prayer is, Thy Kingdom come and
Thy will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven. His wish is our
command. We are the champions and the rivals to those whose
secret agendas and mantra of war is, “As above so below.”
Deceivers calling evil for GOOD are now revealed with nowhere
to hide from the SPIRIT of TRUTH, try as they may century
after century to break the covenant law of day and night and
escape. Lawless, heartless, SPIRITLESS criminals caught
tampering with TIME and LAW will be eradicated in a great lake
of fire and replaced with our redemption in a NEW HEAVEN
and EARTH. No more war and no more tears shall flow as the
maturing SPIRITUAL seed held within us, replaces our sorrow
and momentary trials of today. GOOD triumphs over evil, in the
valley of the shadow governments, of all ages. PARADISE.
PARADISE. That’s our battle cry.
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BIRDS OF PARADISE
Christ’s passion, a warm embrace.
God’s garden, a wonderful place.
Leaves of the tree, nurture thee.
Do you see? No more sea.
River of life will water thee, if you drink of me.
Come. You’ll see.
Me.

PARADISE II

Copyright 2013 All Rights Retained.
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Triumphal Entry
Door of your heart,
Open to me.
I am a widow knocking,
Fervently, I await your reply.
Deny me not before the world.
I plead my case,
Court is convened.
Witness and testimony recorded,
Above as below.
What is your plea?
Is it against me?
I beseech thee,
Awake.
Deborah is,
Awake. Awake.
I am done giving birth,
Truth is. Christ.
Always, I AM.
I’ll sing a little song, do a little dance.
I’m a bee. That’s me.
Tangle with me. You’ll see.
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Chapter 1. Servants of TRUTH
Romans 8:16 The Spirit itself bears witness with our spirit, that we are the
children of YHWH: 8:17 And if children, then heirs; heirs of YHWH, and jointheirs with the Messiah; if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also
glorified together. 8:18 For I reckon that the sufferings of this present time are
not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be revealed in us. 8:19
For the earnest expectation of the creature waits for the manifestation of the
sons of YHWH.

I

am one lone voice struggling to share all that I am and all
that I have, with all mankind. Wrestling with hard truths of
reality revealed to me and those who seek for such great

pearls must be determined. I am. I have found and I do believe
that we are born into this life with one specific mission and duty
and it is the same for all of us. Discovering and committing
ourselves wholeheartedly to the Truth is what fulfills the whole
reason for our being. Our existence and the ultimate prize for
such loyalty is being born again of incorruptible seed by the
Spirit of God and returning to PARADISE.
1Peter 1:22 Seeing ye have purified your souls in obeying the truth through
the Spirit unto unfeigned love of the brethren, see that ye love one another
with a pure heart fervently: 1:23 Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but
of incorruptible, by the word of YHWH, which liveth and abideth forever.

Love, Truth, Freedom: these three are one and the priceless
inheritance that those adopted into the Royal Family of YHWH
may legally claim. It is the very reason we are persecuted by the
lawless ones who know their time is short and that justice and
judgment will not be denied.
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Life is an adventure filled with peril and tribulation through
which we must navigate to attain the prize, ever learning and
being changed from glory to glory. Finding our way out of the
darkness with limited understanding in a hostile environment is
tiring and persevering in pursuit of the light of life and truth is a
tedious journey. Life is a test. Our momentary trials and little
victories strengthen our resolve and increase our endurance as
we come out on the other side. Let patience have her perfect
work and the prize awaits. Perfection. We become complete,
freed from flaws, spots and wrinkles making us into new
creations of Spirit, wonderfully and fearfully made creatures. We
are Mankind.
Learning to express a message of such profound truth and share
the knowledge of redemption and justice revealed, on the double
edge of such a mighty sword, is no easy task. Baby steps turn
into giant steps as one victory leads to the next and I have grown
ever stronger and more determined to persevere, by faith,
knowing I am not the Captain of this battle who wages war
against lies and liars through me. I am continually led into all
truth, my feet are not my own and I am wholly yielded to a
higher power that seeks real governmental peace and security
for all of mankind through YHWH’S lawful administration of
the commandments, a common law justice system, a Tree of
Life.
True servants share the same goals, leading to wholeness and
abundance, confidence of character and a voluntary conscription
8

of enlistment in service to mankind. TRUTH itself has been
under attack for such a long time now, all things are corrupted as
it was in the days of Noah, and it appears that even the very
elect are overwhelmed and deceived on many fronts in spite of
all the warnings that have gone forth.
Servants doing the right thing and working together become one
strong cord of free invisible energy and by uniting with that
which is GOOD produces power. Faith is a creative force of
grandeur beyond our conscious ability to really comprehend or
appreciate fully. Knowing that what we choose to say and do
does matter here on Earth is powerful, in and of itself. It starts by
learning to value the Truth above all other loyalties. God is Truth
and we are an integral component part of creation, establishing
our names of authority, changing tomorrow today by our actions.
We must always seek to persevere and patiently endure to the
end calling by faith those things that be not, as though they are
and remembering we can do nothing of ourselves in this battle.
We can do all things in Christ who is our animating activating
strength and power. Yes we can.
It’s been a long journey as I approach the end of the road and
running of this race. Servants both great and small have
encouraged me by their sincere actions, thoughts and deeds and
especially a certain few by their personal contributions of their
time and resources. It has been a time of refreshing for me as one
crossing a desert in need of a cup of water.
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Acts 3:19 Repent ye therefore, and be converted, that your sins may be blotted
out, when the times of refreshing shall come from the presence of YHWH.

The dramas and details of real life parallels that I am witness to
in this amazing part I am playing on the world stage are
numerous beyond a real ability to share them with the highest
level of appreciation. I’ll include a few highlights here and there
as the narrative twists and turns through my thoughts and the
stories within stories, all written and hidden in my heart.
One of the greatest confirmations to me of the anointing upon
me for these special works I am tasked with and I am so very
blessed to do, is that I always have just enough provision to
accomplish the work that needs doing and I still have all the
desires of my heart. A cup running over in time of need, indeed.
The wages of the workers who have labored in this work with
me have been satisfied. There are no balance sheets or debts due
only a bounty of blessings to reap for the seed sown by all.
Romans 13:8 Owe no man any thing, but to love one another: for he that loves
another hath fulfilled the law

I will continue to go forward, abiding in the law of love, leading
by example in this end of life mission I am on one step at a time
like always. It is my calling, preparing the way for the return of
my King. Elijah’s prayer is my prayer, drawing all mankind to
repentance on the road to salvation by way of the Truth leading
to FREEDOM.
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1Kings 18:37 Hear me, O YHWH, hear me, that this people may know that
thou art YHWH Elohim, and that thou hast turned their heart back again.

I have long considered myself a servant of God, appointed and
destined for a special mission and now I am living it, embracing
it fully. The scriptures say that the creation has groaned in
anticipation of the sons of God to be revealed. I am convinced I
am one such warrior among many others. We are here now
exposing all hidden things of darkness to the light of Truth,
fulfilling scriptures with our destroying weapons, the words of
truth. The white horses we rode in on are invisible.
The way into the Spiritual City of Righteousness and true
governmental peace that will manifest on this Earth is being
made ready now by faithful servants standing up and filling the
gaping holes in the city gates and foundational walls that are
breached in the Covenant Laws of God on Earth. The covenant
law of death ruling and reigning on this planet will cease and be
dis-annulled and the over-comers will rejoice and be glad they
chose to go all the way with TRUTH, the witness of Christ and
the Captain of our faith. He came as a man suffering as we do.
He showed us the way to freedom in the flesh was through a
trial. A trial by faith awaits us all.
It was a servant who helped Him carry the cross He bore to the
site of His awaiting death by crucifixion. A servant named Simon
whose name means rock, and Peter the one who carried the stake
of a tree, by forced conversion into sudden slavery by those in
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control. Our situation is a direct parallel. Our forced conversion
into slavery is momentary, it will not last much longer, it is
temporary. A slave’s name is not changed nor is there any
authority and no adoption into the royal family or right to any of
the inheritance.
I am adopted into the royal family as a willing servant like the
analogy to another Simon whose name was changed to Peterthe apostle Peter, one of the big three of the twelve called and
chosen and one of the closest associates of Yahshuwah. A name
change of authority was given to him by the name above every
other, Yahu-wah-shu-wah. Salvation is the free gift that was
bestowed upon mankind before the price was paid, by the name
change of Simon to Peter a type and shadow underlay of Christ
the Rock who overcame death as a son of man. Christ is the
Thirteen of Regeneration overcoming the rebellion of creation.
Peter denied Christ three times yet he was willing to follow Him.
When he fell short he kept trying and gave it his all. Peter was
always willing and the Rock of faith upon which he stood is
contagious and encouraging to us when we fall. A loyal servant
of YHWH picks faith first, standing courageously upon the
Rock of Christ the Messiah, against all odds willingly. We are
little rocks, singing and slinging stones.
Time itself and righteous rule of cosmic laws are being trampled
upon by transgressors whose transgressions have come to the full
in the realm of the Spirit and are literally destroying the Earth. It
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is a plan of attack that is of unimaginable proportions and the
degree of lawlessness in evidence defies all reason and common
sense. Destructive policies and concepts seem farfetched to those
without a thorough understanding of ancient scriptures and real
history. The rudimentary basics of the sciences, quantum fields
of astrophysics and the like are being abused as the secrets and
sanctity of life is profaned on this planet by the changing of
times and laws and dividing time itself!
Scriptures that once could not be understood are open to those of
us tasked with exposing the criminals responsible for such
destruction and abominations that make desolate the creation and
are challenging the authority of God the rightful owner of this
vineyard. The mysteries and agendas are known for what they
really are as everyone wakes up sooner or later to the truth. Truth
triumphs in the end. The perpetrators and criminals seek to
control every source of power illegally to retain control over the
world and its people. Nothing is impossible for them unless they
are stopped by an intervention which is GOD’S end time plan
and they know it.
We must all stand firmly and courageously no matter what we
see them do in their last ditch attempts to overthrow all of
creation again and use their ill-gotten gains to re-create their own
time of Genesis. It is time for our last stand. Again.
Those who seek for Truth with all their strength and due
diligence can unlock these prison doors of limited thinking and
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wrong conclusions that keep most of humanity captive to tyrants
who take advantage of them and use errant conclusions based on
wishful thinking and feelings against them. A more dimensional
understanding of life and our purpose for being here revealed in
scripture study prepares one for such a time as this. A working
knowledge of both the Old and New Covenant is the basic
foundation that has endured and is still available to all. It ’s not
too late to accept and seek out proper instruction in this day and
age of great deceptions, even as time is cut short.
Job 31:3 Is not destruction to the wicked? and a strange punishment to the
workers of iniquity?

The heavens and Earth are shaking and lest no flesh be saved,
our REDEEMER must come soon, ready or not. Are you ready?
Are you properly dressed or will you hear the words, “I never
knew you.” I hope to hear the words, “Come up hither.”
Mathew 7:23 And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from
me, ye that work iniquity (trouble, idolatry, wickedness). 7:24 Therefore
whosoever hears these sayings of mine, and does them, I will liken him unto a
wise man, which built his house upon a rock:
Mathew 25:41 Then shall he say also unto them on the left hand, Depart from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels:

Many transgressions are ongoing without restraint especially
those loyal to the left handed paw of power in secret societies.
The DNA mixing of plants and animal species is promoted as a
good thing, when it is in reality a repeat of the crimes committed
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in the days of Noah, that brought the judgment of the great flood.
This time around the Lake of Fire awaits them. Calling evil good
does not make it so and there is no private interpretation. Evil
men are guilty of crimes against all of God ’s creations and have
increased to the point of where a total enslavement agenda is out
in plain sight. It's an open assault upon all mankind, an evil end
of time plan unfolding, parallel to scripture prophecy.
I embrace my end time mission as a responsibility with a
passion, publicly regardless of the personal consequences. It is
an honor to serve as a true patriot seeking truth that leads to
freedom and justice. Seeking, finding and following Truth has
already made me free. What can mortal man do to me, besides
torture me?
I hope that my story will help others to see the hard truth of our
condition and comprehend that we must choose to be free,
choose to stand up and speak up. My hard speeches for the cause
of mankind’s freedom and my convictions are posted for all who
will seek them. My websites, videos, my demonstrations at state
capitals and my books (with the potential of a movie on the
horizon) are all for one reason. They are the culmination of my
life and contain the seeds of a living sacrifice, me. I am a
destroying angel messenger on a mission to destroy all that
opposes and exalts itself against the living GOD of Freedom and
Truth.
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John the Baptist and Elijah type servants and witnesses are here.
It’s the last call to repentance on the road to redemption, a
salvation call. The rebuilt tower of Babel is the United Nations, a
united consortium of corporate criminals opposed to true
governmental peace, and it is leaning on a foundation full of
holes, built by deception and death.
Our trials and tribulations are all turned to the good, by the Spirit
of God within us when we are obedient and loyal servants of the
TRUTH. Be of good cheer. Our Captain of the Host has
overcome the world of nations no matter how many illegal
doorways to the stars they may have. It ’s a strange act with
secret scripts but the actors are known by their rotten deeds and
decrees.
There will be a reversal in the end. Evil shall be overcome by
GOOD as Pass Over becomes our Tabernacles. A Lake of Fire
will become a time of refreshing for us in a restoration project of
the GOD kind. Justice will be done. It ’s finished. It’s written and
I believe it.
Isaiah 28:21 For YHWH shall rise up as in mount Perazim, he shall be wroth as
in the valley of Gibeon, that he may do his work, his strange work; and bring to
pass his act, his strange act.

Americans must awaken out of their slumber and shake loose of
the stronghold of apathy common to those in bondage and under
oppression. The enemy is in the gate and within the camp, and
those of us who see it are not going down quietly. Captivity is
16

leading the captives and we will not go along with them as the
impending implosion of our nation, our culture, even our world
is no longer a hidden hand operating subversively and openly
seeks to overtake and destroy FREEDOM and TRUTH, the
Spirit of God and creation.
I want to impress upon all who will hear me that the only way to
complete understanding and knowledge of redemption is through
Love, Truth and Justice as taught in the Word of God. It is the
scriptures of the prophets and apostles that helps tie all the other
worldly knowledge together in the mind of the beholder. It is the
bequest of wisdom that allows us to understand a proper legal
opinion, as seen through the eyes of GOD. A GOOD and perfect
gift.
Idolatry is one of the main deceptions and devices employed as a
weapon of mass destruction against the people of the BOOK. It
is our national transgression like that of Nineveh and Sodom and
by those who claim to love God! Our past sins are repeating and
the pastors in the churches are silent while hiding their eyes and
covering their ears to hard truths, refusing the instructions given
in the Word to separate from such and the warning of the many
messengers who have delivered them. Rebellion is as the sin of
witchcraft leading many astray. They are accountable as all
servants who squander the talents they have been given.
Repent America. Stop following a shepherd who abandons the
flock like a hireling and makes merchandise of you.
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Exodus 20:2 I [am] the LORD thy God, which have brought thee out of the land
of Egypt, out of the house of bondage. Thou shalt have no other gods before
me. Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness [of any
thing] that [is] in heaven above, or that [is] in the earth beneath, or that [is] in
the water under the earth: Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor
serve them: for I the LORD thy God [am] a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of
the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth [generation] of them
that hate me; And showing mercy unto thousands of them that love me,

and keep my commandments.

The Old Covenant scriptures warn us, not to have other gods and
that our God will not hear our prayers if we bow down to them in
obedience and worshipful reverence. How can we expect our
God to hear us and heal this land if we are not loyal to Him?
Pledging allegiance to a flag declared a living thing and a
country is openly defiant of the admonition to be separate from
such practices. We are in the world but not part of it. We are just
passing through. What part of that instruction is unclear and why
will pastors not address this with their flocks? Think about it.
Mark 13:19 For [in] those days shall be affliction, such as was not from the
beginning of the creation which God created unto this time, neither shall be.
13:20 And except that the Lord had shortened those days, no flesh should be
saved: but for the elect's sake, whom he hath chosen, he hath shortened the
days.
Mark 13:22 For false Christs and false prophets shall rise, and shall shew signs
and wonders, to seduce, if [it were] possible, even the elect. Mark 13:27 And
then shall he send his angels, and shall gather together his elect from the four
winds, from the uttermost part of the earth to the uttermost part of heaven.
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Scriptures clearly state there will be a strong delusion to those
who fall prey to wrong conclusions. Why is it so hard for people
to realize and believe the adversary that deceived Eve is subtle
beyond imagination!
Over-comers must separate from this age old deception that the
prize of immortality is to be had without repentance. The
inhabitants of the first paradise lost their lives as free happy
people for loving the lie more than God and His Laws. Those
found worthy to escape all the evil now coming on the world
must be free from spots and wrinkles on their spiritual garments
of light free from the deceptions that cause transgression of the
law that only brings death.
The first Exodus in the wilderness of the world was the example
we are to follow now, with a SPIRITUAL exit and separation
rescue mission planned for us. Mystery Babylon and the
Egyptian pantheon of gods is revealed in alliance with the
princes and old world ruling powers of Persia, Greece and Rome
revived, all working together as one united NATION. They have
beguiled the world with revived pagan illegal holy days and
lawless decrees. They hope and pray you never see the deception
and repent, living your entire life without getting the real victory
and that you will continue to stumble and fall, just like our
ancestors did who rebelled. It is obvious that history is repeating
and so those of us who are loyal to Truth are showing the way
out by way of a second exodus. Patriot pastors loyal to Truth are
known by their swords and the dividing of the words they
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deliver. The revived tower of Babylonian Governmental rule is
contrary to real law and God. A nation bowing down to
lawlessness and tyrants leads to destruction of life, liberty and
GOD given rights to peace and security. Tyrants claim false
peace and security and break their own laws and treaties, the
evidence is in. We are the parallel on Earth, to the physical New
Jerusalem and we the people are the Israel of God under siege,
for the same sins as the original Jerusalem. We are the captives
being led into captivity.
Traversing through a war zone of life’s trials and tribulations on
a servant’s path begins a journey that is a very rocky road full of
treacherous turns and outcroppings to be avoided, but I ’ve found
it smooths out over time and is made less perilous through
supernatural intervention in times of need. I attribute this
discovery to obedience and loyalty to Truth. It’s written. I
believe it. Selah. Understanding and knowing it is all part, of one
giant symphony of life connected and leading us to the River of
Life in PARADISE. HalleluYah it makes it all the more
appreciated.
Psalm 46:1 Elohim is our refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.
46:2 Therefore will not we fear, though the earth be removed, and though the
mountains be carried into the midst of the sea; 46:3 Though the waters thereof
roar and be troubled, though the mountains shake with the swelling thereof.
Selah. (A technical musical term denoting a pause that lifts up connected to a
river.) 46:4 There is a river, the streams whereof shall make glad the city of
Elohim, the set-apart place of the tabernacles of the most High.
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It is a lonely road but the high points along the way of a lifetime
and encounters I have had with certain special people who have
come along and crossed my path has strengthened me and
blessed me. Their many divergent personalities and life skills
shared with me have lessened my burdens considerably,
especially that of my dear departed third husband Herman
Krekic, the warrior who always comes to mind first, though he
was last. He just loved me and always did me good in his
mission with me; he came along and never left me, he stood by
until he became the love of my life and I will never let him go.
He is the man who will never be forgotten and whose name of
authority and legacy was that of, “Doing the Right Thing.” He
was a true servant. The memories and never-ending love and
appreciation I always, always will have for him sustains me. It
fuels my end of life mission, in this last battle I see playing out
on Earth. We were two of one kind bound by Love. Do the right
thing America. Freedom and Truth loving people are one kind
and we are being separated out as we pass under the rod of
correction.
Isaiah 1:27 Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and her converts with
righteousness.

If you did not read the first WARRIORS book, my Herman was a
servant of the highest esteem charged with the authority that
goes with the responsibility to serve, protect and guide the
people in Rochester, New York as an officer for the Monroe
County Sheriff ’s Department. The books of the law and the Ten
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Commandments were his legacy and stated basic foundation.
When I met him and we both fell in love he knew that I was to
be his last end of life mission and he was to help me. He was
officially retired and he really knew how to be loving and
caring in both word and deed and I could not resist him or his
determination to have me as his own. I have never met anyone
who surpassed him in that capacity other than my Yah who is
jealous for us, until he draws us under His wing.
Herman knew my loyalties to God first and he also knew he was
a servant to the most High God. I was not his easiest assignment,
but I know that he really loved me and I carry that everywhere I
go. He was slow to anger and rarely raised his voice, he didn ’t
need to. As his loving wife, I was attuned and attentive. I miss
him and our home base on the edge of the forest, a little slice of
heaven and so named at first until I renamed it, the Botanical
Garden of God and I put up a little sign declaring it so. I was
able to establish a strong base in that place of physical and
spiritual strength from which to launch forth this end of life
crusade for Truth. Herman is in my heart, always, never to be
replaced by a mortal man. I learned from his life and trials and
by the examples he set. It was an honor to be married to such a
man. He was an over-comer who got things done and always
found a way to achieve his goals. Above all he was a servant
who knew he would not stand before God ashamed and that his
works would follow him. He said so.
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I am trying to show and tell a story within a STORY, my story.
Your story. Our story. The amazing twists and turns we take, the
parallels of our lives and the encounters we have with other
people do have more depth of meaning and creative potential
than most people realize in affecting our reality of what
manifests on the Earth. What starts as a simple thought may
become a masterpiece work started with only one note of
inspiration and, with combined talents, makes for a symphony
from the epiphany. The artwork in this book of WARRIORS is a
perfect example.
The last thirteen years of my life has been a time of preparation
and exploits, one of which has been to write this book. I am a
whole new creature, more mature than I could have ever
imagined as a babe in Christ. I never would have thought of
myself as the warrior woman that I am without a little help from
my friends. The characters of interest in this little story of mine
both hidden and revealed, all in all, have played a part in testing
me and my loyalty to the Truth. Do you believe in Freedom? We
do. We do.
My sister, my second husband, my dear departed third husband,
attorneys,

artists,

writers,

employers,

clients

and

now

cinematographers are all helping me to produce a living book of
testimony. A movie is playing in my mind, one that parallels the
greatest story ever told. I am sure they are servants called and
prepared in advance as part of a great multitude of messengers
sent my way, with a required skill for the work set before me.
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My editor is the chosen vessel that the inspiration for a real
movie came through and it was she who delivered it to me. I
received it immediately by faith, a mighty weapon soon
forthcoming as due time approaches. She and her husband both
have been instrumental as conductors of this particular overture,
a work playing out as a two part book and a mini movie a
prelude trailer, in production now. Did you know that it is
common practice for movie trailers (endings by definition) to be
made before the movies themselves? That is a parallel to ponder!
Enthusiasm is catchy and it has proven to be a sustaining force I
could not have anticipated and is much appreciated on this
journey that almost wore me out completely. They have all
shown up or been found, at just the right moment in time, as if
called, chosen, and appointed to do so. Callings and elections
that are sure, stand by faith and are aided supernaturally through
the power of Christ who is the Redeemer of our Regeneration.
The desire I have had for a professional video team was realized
on December 25, 2012 at my appearance in front of the Federal
Building in Tampa, Florida. It was a demonstration of my faith
while exercising my God-given right to free speech and my
Freedom USA Campaign. I read a prepared statement and
displayed some signs on the sidewalk. One lone woman who is
never alone.
The story within a story aspect of the company owner, Chris
Rokosz of Rokosz Studios, is equally fascinating and a
rewarding confirmation to me that he is a servant of interest. I
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brought my two little protestant separatist signs taped together as
one tripod to our first business meeting and set them on the table.
Beginning with a little background and recounting how my
husband Herman originated from Croatia in eastern Europe, an
astounding parallel connection was realized and elicited an
immediate and excited response.
The owner of Rokosz Studios is from a family of warriors who
have a history of standing against tyrants in the same part of the
world. He is the third generation now living here in the USA, in
another battle zone of a never ending war. I was thrilled to learn
this upon our first meeting, and I am doubly thrilled to learn that
his surname reveals so much more detail regarding his family
origin.
Rokosz stands for a double meaning, the right to resist royal
power bestowed upon the name of those who took a strong stand
in opposition to barbaric forces of war in the middle ages, in
defiance of tyrannical kings and for forming a confederation. He
and his partner wife Carrie are uniquely equipped and qualified
to help me carry the burden and deliver the message of freedom,
found. Freedom from oppression and bondage in a war that is
more than just nation against nation we are as a three strand
cord, not easily broken, and I am thrilled to have such servants
as companions. Chris Rokosz is in charge of creating a mini
movie trailer currently in production promoting freedom, truth
and my little books, WARRIORS - Battle in the Gate, Truth on
Trial of which he is one, a warrior. And promoting WARRIORS
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CHAPTER 12 , the sequel leading to a full length movie, Birds of
Paradise II. Another really interesting aspect to his given name
of authority held secure within his first name and, by analogy
and parallel, is that it is an anagram for CHRIST, a carrier
bearing a burden and a living legend! Greek translation signifies
it as, “to anoint or smear by covering over, an inauguration of a
high rank!” Two discoveries equally exciting as far as knowing
the story within a story unfolding about a special servant called
and chosen to help me in the works prepared for us to do.
What a portrait of providence connecting us all. My maiden
name is Carriere, the Native American slave name given my
ancestors on my father’s side, those forced to carry stones out of
the quarries. What a tie in and tie back with them as my helpers
and a reversal intercession. I am not forced to do the work of
Christ or carry rocks out of a quarry, I carry the ROCK who
carries me!
Chris Rokosz is now filling the ranks on the front lines with his
wife, a team ordained and me. Clear definitions show how this
confirmation of calling and their willingness to be named in this
book relates directly to my previously declared description of my
deceased warrior husband Herman. He was and is in my eyes a
living legend. I already testified to those words in my first
WARRIORS book. Herman was a first generation immigrant, a
refugee of the Second World War. Chris is here now, helping fill
the ranks as an officer of authority just as his name implies. He is
a direct living link in the great chain that binds the adversaries of
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mankind in this work, a parallel production and delivery of the
sequel of this, my second book, WARRIORS CHAPTER 12, the
mate to WARRIORS! What a marriage of midwives working
together against governmental lawlessness, standing in the gap
of time with our destroying weapons of war. Servants delivering
a mighty message for the Most High God. Do you believe in
FREEDOM? We do. We do.
I have even met a paralegal in training who is capable of helping
me to report and interpret what really is happening in a court
case when the time comes. I was planning on finding someone
to help me record the trial regarding my upcoming medical
malpractice case for Herman and sure enough, I found one
without even trying!
A few years ago a Sheriff showed up when I was on the side of
the road on an interstate in need of a tire change. I had the wrong
jack for the job at hand, and lo and behold he opens his car trunk
and out comes a floor jack. Not only that, he actually changed
the tire for me! I did not expect that surprise and it still brings a
smile to my face! Who knew such a thing could be found in the
trunk of a patrol car?
Herman used to carry the books of the laws of New York State in
his patrol car trunk when he was still working on active duty.
His fellow officers would come to him for legal opinions. He
knew the law and how to apply it. He has been taken away from
me but also from the evils that are come upon us here in this
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country and upon the world, and I take solace in knowing that.
He is at rest. I labor on and I am lonely with no earthly mate to
hold my hand or hold me close. I cling to the living WORD that
declares I AM with you until the end of the age, content to walk
the rest of this mission out with my heavenly husband who
comforts me with the governmental peace that passes the
understanding of most. He never leaves me nor forsakes me, as I
hold onto Him, His WORD and His Ways.
I consider all of these special encounters as mini-miracles. The
ever-present help of supernatural assistance wrought by human
hands sent in times of trouble. Our momentary trials played out
as bit parts with major accomplishments are the songs of my
story written in between the lines, invisible yet they live, existing
in my book of remembrance. I have great affection and
appreciation to all of them and I count them servants all.
Meeting a paralegal woman has been an especially encouraging
confirmation to me that I am never alone in this war zone and the
Captain of the Host is leading. I seek out my heart’s desires and
like breadcrumbs left for me to follow, I usually find what I go
looking for in earnest expectation of receiving them by faith. All
the desires of my heart are continually manifesting. I don ’t give
up waiting for them because I am determined and I believe the
WORD that says I will get them, if I seek first the Kingdom of
God and I do. I do.
I met my new paralegal friend through a mutual desire of the
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heart. Seeking to fulfill it, our paths intersected in the physical
realm. The object we were drawn by was a red shiny bicycle for
sale at a flea market that met my needs perfectly. It was the one I
was seeking to find and we both ended up having it.
I was in Tampa, Florida in December of 2012 on a mission to
promote my first WARRIORS Book and my FREEDOM USA
CAMPAIGN 2012-2013. Repealing the FLORIDA Wrongful
Death Act and Malpractice Cap is under the banner of Freedom,
which was added to my focus after my husband’s death. I
consider the Wrongful Death Act a covenant with death. It is in
opposition to God and lawful administration of justice contrary
to FREEDOM and TRUTH. I am opposed to injustice and, like
Herman, I carry the books of the LAW and Lawgiver written on
my heart everywhere I go. I have also read and studied the entire
Florida Statutes regarding medical malpractice and wrongful
death legislation in preparation for the trial to come, the battle
and the end of the matter thereof. I am prepared for the
adversaries contrary to real LAW. The Florida Wrongful Death
Act and Caps shall be dis-annulled like every other lawless
decree enjoying its last gasps of life on this planet.
I decided before I left New York to buy a bicycle in Florida for
use during my stay. I had eighty dollars available and I was
determined to spend it on a nice easy to ride bike, instead of
renting one while I was going to be away from home. First I
decided what I wanted, and then I went looking for it. It was a
second mode of transportation for me and an added blessing in
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addition to a rental car. I needed to get to a variety of public
appearances while I was there on a planned two-week trip, and
the car was required to fulfill the mission. The car cost a lot
more, almost double what I planned on spending, but I still had
just enough money to get everything I desired! I decided to cut
short my stay to 10 days in a condo that usually required a 30
day prepaid stay and was way above the caliber of
accommodation I could have afforded otherwise but as
providence would have it, the one I had my heart set on was
owner occupied only part of the same month I needed it. The
days I needed were available at a discounted price within my
budget! I got my first choice because I am the head and not the
tail in this battle. I seek the King and Kingdom first and all other
things are added unto me. I returned home earlier than planned,
on December 25, 2012, a very noteworthy day in my calendar of
exploits, parallels and intercessions unfolding between the pages
of my life as you will come to see.
It comes to my remembrance now looking back, as a parallel and
a do over in several regards in that, my husband Herman had set
another December 25th as his D-Day for going home forty-three
years ago after he had been in an automobile wreck while on
duty as a sheriff. The same accident that was listed as his cause
of death resulting from the complications that resulted in a failed
medical device, and the original accident all these years later. It ’s
interesting the way things work out and how they are listed in the
legal records of death.
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The accident left Herman with a diagnosis he chose not to
accept, he was told he’d be in a wheelchair for life and after
an extended period of time in the hospital, he determined that
would not be the case and he would go home December 25,
1969. He knew how to lead the body from his heart and he had
the power of self-willed strength of mind, invisible and yet so
tangible, he exuded it from his core. I never met a man with such
a heart of understanding, full of compassion and passion.
The rest of his part of this story ended in 2010 when his life was
cut short due to a sentinel event, one that results in injury or
death from a routine medical procedure, and I am in suit, in
pursuit of truth in his case which is pending now in the court
system. I want to know what really happened from beginning to
end and reveal every detail of wrong doing, elevating the Truth
always.
Herman’s determination in life was and still is, a living example
of the power we have within ourselves and, with God’s help,
nothing is denied to us, knowing we can do nothing of ourselves
but we can do all things through Christ’s power that abides
within us and energizes our Spirit. Doing the right thing always,
has benefits that materialize.
I chose to exercise my God-given rights and FREEDOM of
speech, USA Campaign 2012-2013 culminating on December
25th, 2012 in front of the Tampa Federal Building by giving away
copies of my first book, WARRIORS. It was my second
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appearance there with an expanded platform of issues, all
relating to FREEDOM. It always comes back to that, Freedom
and Truth. My declaration of, “No more war, Washington” is the
same today as it was December 25th, 2009 when I was standing
in the same place three years earlier, holding one little sign, the
only difference being I had a loving husband at home in
Brooksville, Florida waiting for me to come home, and this time
around I had two little signs taped together as a tripod standing
on its own as one. Now I reside in New York where I must work,
no longer spending my days in freedom or tending to the gardens
I used to cultivate in my Miro’s garden of peace, a retired
warrior’s haven on Timber Lane in Hernando County, Florida.
The bicycle purchase turned out to be a double blessing and
double need fulfilled for both of us, at the same time. We both
sought a bike to ride and we met at the mutual point of our needs
and desires, a red shiny bike at a flea market. She was trying to
negotiate the bike for less when I showed up. I had the exact
amount being asked, eighty dollars. I bought the bike and sold
the bike back to her at the same time, which reminded me of the
reaper overtaking the sower and time cut short, all spiritual
confirmations of approval manifesting as physical things
happening while on this particular mission. I bought the bike for
the asking price and sold it back to my new friend who I now
call, Warrior K. She paid me fifty dollars and saved herself thirty
dollars in hard earned money by waiting patiently for it and for
the due time determined for her to have it, a short wait of ten
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days. I was able to use the bike for a thirty dollar investment and
also saved myself a jubilee amount of fifty dollars, a double,
double blessing.
I was astounded to find out after continued correspondence with
Warrior K that our point of contact was leading to another
revelation and interesting detail of common interest. I discovered
that she also is involved in a medical malpractice lawsuit and, as
a paralegal in training, is well versed and actively engaged in a
similar battle regarding medical malpractice, attorneys and the
legal system in Tampa, Florida of all places. She is a warrior
exposing Truth for Truth’s sake and is not afraid of a good fight
and according to her, neither is her attorney. That got my
attention!
I wonder how many attorneys really are committed to uphold
Truth, Justice and the American way in these days of utter
corruption in total system wide failure. Those who do not have
an unshakeable devotion to Truth in this day and age have not
the strength to stand up, speak up, engage or endure the trials we
find ourselves in. Our entire justice system, educational system
and politics is compromised including judges, jurors, church
laypeople, pastors, teachers, laborers, great and small are all
caught up in a web of deceit and deceptions of biblical
proportions and there is only, one way out. The high road of
Truth.
We all have a testimony in this earth and we are all accountable
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for our decisions. I take what I have been given by way of
understanding very seriously and I hold others to their words and
actions given. It is our own idle words that convict us.
Mathew 12:36 But I say unto you, That every idle word that men shall speak,
they shall give account thereof in the day of judgment. 12:37 For by thy words
thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned.

I will and I am fulfilling my end of life mission as I see it
unfolding. I really did not want to include so many bible verses
in this book but I realized it may be the only time some poor soul
who stumbles upon it may have to be exposed to the timeless
truths inherent within these words that come so easily to my
remembrance, because they are alive within me.
This could be the last opportunity to consider this treatise. We
never know if we are going to get tomorrow. The Bible is a book
full of living words and I am what I ate, full of the words that
comprise the living Word of Spirit. It ’s a double blessing when
you own them. They spill out and connect the dots of the matrix,
providing a sure foundation from which to stand and to look out
over a vast horizon of the clues that all connect and together
form a true picture of our reality and our basic condition and
need to come to repentance. It is more like a treasure hunt than a
chore to those who follow the maps found in the unlocked
pirate’s chest. I am no longer lost in time or space. Today is the
day of salvation and time to change our wicked ways.
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2Thessalonians 2:7 For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who
now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way. 2:8 And then shall that
Wicked be revealed, whom Yahushua shall consume with the spirit of his
mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming: 2:9 Even him,
whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying
wonders, 2:10 And with all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that
perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be
saved. 2:11 And for this cause YHWH shall send them strong delusion, that
they should believe a lie: 2:12 That they all might be damned who believed
not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2:13 But we are bound to
give thanks alway to YHWH for you, brethren beloved of the Master, because
YHWH hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation through sanctification
of the Spirit and belief of the truth:

I’ve determined it is not possible for me to make others
comprehend the degree to which I understand the big picture,
and I will no longer be putting forth so much effort. I cannot
fight God or the strong delusion that has captivated the masses.
Do you believe? Do you? Do you have a right to the Tree of
Life?
Revelation 22:7 Behold, I come quickly: blessed is he that keeps the sayings of
the prophecy of this book. 22:8 And I John saw these things, and heard them.
And when I had heard and seen, I fell down to worship before the feet of the
angel which showed me these things. 22:9 Then saith he unto me, See thou do
it not: for I am thy fellow servant, and of thy brethren the prophets, and of
them which keep the sayings of this book: worship YHWH. 22:10 And he saith
unto me, Seal not the sayings of the prophecy of this book: for the time is at
hand. 22:11 He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and he which is filthy, let
him be filthy still: and he that is righteous, let him be righteous still: and he
that is set-apart, let him be set-apart still. 22:12 And, behold, I come quickly;
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and my reward is with me, to give every man according as his work shall be.
22:13 I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last.
22:14 Blessed are they that do his commandments, that they may have right
to the tree of life, and may enter in through the gates into the city.

I am a servant and I will accomplish the works prepared in
advance for me to do, period. I already have. I ’ve delivered the
same messages over and over. The strength of Christ who
overcame death is my guiding Light and the hidden hand of
power to which I am bound, it tethers me yet I am free. I do the
things I do because I can. I have the authority of the living God
residing in me. Who dares to come against me? Come on ahead,
all those who think themselves equal to God, the MOST HIGH
God. I am not alone. Ever. He fights my battles for me, I just
show up willing to be used in a noble cause. HalleluYah.
Yahushua, Jesus, Yashua, Yahu-wah-shu-wah, the name of Truth
and Freedom is leading us to salvation. TRUTH is, the true and
rightful name of authority above all others, the name YHWH is a
potent weapon against demons and all those that exalt
themselves above their legal station. It ’s not my truth but The
Truth that matters.
Mine is a small army of called and chosen servants who have
come along side me as my helpers, walking and talking with me
for a short time as I go along my way, a welcome company of
companions as I reach the end of a lonely road leading me to my
destination point. I know they do not understand scripture as I
do, it’s a gift. It’s a free gift available to all who will take it from
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the hand of God. It is food and drink to quench the eternal soul.
They

don’t share all of my political and spiritual beliefs, how

could they, if they do not know the scriptures or have Truth as
the number one priority in their lives? Determination,
commitment and making the time to look deeply and repeatedly
at all the evidence presented and readily available, returns a
precious dividend to those who do not squander their lives,
surrendering all their time and energy to the cares of this world.
I firmly believe their callings and elections are sure, by divine
appointment and I have not met any of them by chance, what
they do with the pearls of wisdom dropped for them is by choice.
Our God uses the weak to confound the wise and show Himself
strong, lest we boast. The task of writing a book which became
this book, WARRIORS and WARRIORS CHAPTER 12, a two
part work that was set before me as my task, was too great for
me alone. I just could not get my head around my own world
view and put it in some manageable form and so I believe, my
God sent me to seek out the helpers prepared in advance for this
work which I came to know, I must do.
One interesting detail is that the first ghost writer I got help from
was a non-believer, a doubting Thomas. It was and is beyond me,
how someone could spend their entire life and not open a Bible
to read and study the secrets hidden in there leading to the gate
and the front door of the King’s Kingdom. I knew it was no
accident or chance encounter and that my leading to hire such a
firm was part of the challenge set before me and an important
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intercessory opportunity for me to address personally. A test and
trial it proved to be. A parting of the ways and a separation was
sure to come and come it did, but not until after a battle over
Truth and details in an accounting of finance and a sowing and
reaping of the WORD by doing the right thing was
accomplished. Both sides overcame the wrestling match only
after much resistance to that which was in error and, in the end, I
got what I wanted and reaped more than double what I had asked
or imagined, like always.
Luke 16:10 He that is faithful in that which is least is faithful also in much: and
he that is unjust in the least is unjust also in much. 16:11 If therefore ye have
not been faithful in the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to your trust
the true riches? 16:12 And if ye have not been faithful in that which is another
man’s, who shall give you that which is your own?
Mathew 25:21 His master said unto him, Well done, thou good and faithful
servant: thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler over
many things: enter thou into the joy of thy master. 25:22 He also that had
received two talents came and said, My master, thou delivers unto me two
talents: behold, I have gained two other talents beside them. 25:23 His master
said unto him, Well done, good and faithful servant; thou hast been faithful
over a few things, I will make thee ruler over many things: enter thou into the
joy of thy master.
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The battle is not with flesh and blood, it is the powers of the air
leading men astray inflicted by the incurable wound we are born
with in a war only the indwelling of the holy SPIRIT vanquishes.
The accuser and his minions constantly make mincemeat of men,
causing trouble and strife.

The Accuser
Proud, Arrogant, Boastful
Care-less
God-less
Abodes easily occupied
Invisible
Seducing spirits, confusion and error
Contretemps
Devouring tales, revealing tails
Cease-less
Day and Night
Battle
Weary warriors advance
Standing
Action vs in-action
ENOUGH
End of story.
I am done striving.
I am.

And YHWH said, My Spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is
flesh: yet his days shall be and hundred and twenty years. Genesis 6:3
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My small part in this giant plan of God to restore the Earth is
only that of a faithful servant, a good steward of the provisions I
am continually blessed with. I am steadfast in my loyalty,
committing all my effort and energy to fulfill His will, building
up His Kingdom. Showing up for work is half the battle and
putting forth a little effort with the little strength I possess and
my God of TRUTH provides the funding required and sends the
helpers I need to fulfill His plans that we are chosen to deliver.
This book is my current intercessory mission. I see it, I know it
and I am called forth to accomplish it. My will is His will and
testifies to a series of double trials and double blessings signified
by many parallels. We are all involved. It’s a multilevel
intercession being worked on earth in willing, wise and stirred
vessels of flesh like you and me or as vessels of dishonor
depending on our choices.
It’s a strange work wrought by inspirations that come from
within us, it’s the inner leading of those who walk in the Spirit.
When we answer to the call of the still small voice of
conscience, it is the Spirit of Truth, the Captain of our faith
beckoning us away from all that is not GOOD and it is His Spirit
contained in the Words of His voice. First you read them and
then you hear them from within your own heart of hearts
drawing you as our God is willing none to perish for lack of
knowledge. The other voice we sometimes hear is that of the
pagan call and a voice that answers to it all.
Christ had his helpers for a short time and I have mine. I fully
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expect them all to desert me in the end. I know I cannot convince
everyone that what I have found to be Truth, is. Those who do
not seek with all their strength will never find what I have, as the
days are getting darker and darker. Amazing grace, how sweet
the sound that saved a wretch like me and soothes my soul and I
have but a short way to go, I know. I see the end becoming the
beginning, One.
Jeremiah 29:13 And ye shall seek me, and find me, when ye shall search for
me with all your heart.

What I hope to accomplish, with the help of my little band of
mercenaries, is to communicate to all of America the dire straits
we face today in this revived Roman Beast Empire that has risen.
Through study of the scriptures, Americans will come to learn
that our nation’s and our world’s survival is at stake in a real war.
The battle is over Truth, Justice and FREEDOM. What is it?
What is Truth? It is not found by following after or being drawn
by a graven image of a Masonic pagan goddess named Liberty.
The tail and tales told by the Dragon of Revelation is multilevel,
multidimensional and spiritual.
America, how do you plead? What is your defense in the eternal
court of the Law when the books of life are opened and a full
accounting of your life is required by the living WORD? The far
country you seek is in the Kingdom of my King, inhabiting
eternity.
Love is the key to our victory and real love is obedience to the
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real law and LAWGIVER of Life. The Ten Commandments’
Law is the TREE OF LIFE.
Take down the idol banner and flag, America. Stop and think.
Shake loose of the stupor and the patriotic idolization of George
Washington, a liar from the beginning, a lie from a hell of
darkness and not knowing or seeing the hard Truth. Politicians
who ascribe to Masonic and demonic tactics to control our lives
and steal our land are part of a lock step plan many layers deep
to deceive us and are now exposed to the light of day. They
know their time is short and we must stand firmly by faith,
courageously as real patriots united by Truth. Freedom in the
Kingdom of God is being recreated and re-established on Earth
once again right below your feet.
The Flag is anti-Christ and a clear symbol of Masonic Egyptian
fraud with intent to kill the U.S. and us. This may be the last
chance to repent and get free of the lies of liars and the fourth
beast kingdom of Washington. It’s the middle day of the week
and there is a battle in the gate of time, dividing time and law,
the Covenant Law of Day and Night is at stake.
Until we understand the hidden agenda of this Canaanite
government disguised as a Democracy, we will be counted
among the national partakers of their evil deeds and assimilated
suffering their same fate, bondage. It is way past time for this
revealed pagan idol to be taken down off its pedestal of
deception.
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The real God is in our hearts not on any flagpole. The deceiver
of all time sits on his throne in the middle heaven between the
Earth and the third heaven on the U.S. Capitol dome, in a painted
graven image fresco, titled The Apotheosis of Washington in
Washington’s sovereign nation, District of Columbia in a ten
mile magic square city.

Capitol Hill is where the celestial

shadow begins its cycle at noon facing the Washington
Monument, the graven image of the pagan god of forces on Earth
and the prince and power of the air is sitting in middle heaven’s
gate in the valley of the shadow of death.
Ephesians 2:1 And you hath he quickened, who were dead in trespasses and
sins; 2:2 Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world,
according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now works in the
children of disobedience:

Together they make a circle as the serpent chases its tail,
traveling above and below the earth daily to his consort city of
the goddess, Diana in Indianapolis, Indiana to the State Capitol
creating and forming an illegal portal point for going up and
down in the Earth.
The Indiana state poem paraphrased below is about the land of a
stolen paradise in Indiana. A strange pagan god of forces and
death rules in place of Truth.
God is credited with crowning the hills with beauty, the lakes and
winding streams edged with woodlands as the setting for dreams.
Moonlit rivers and shadows of sycamore trees where the fragrances of
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those who play along the willow tree lined shores must roam and heed
the native call, for a pagan voice within answers to it all.

The overt parallel is no longer a mystery, it is a counterfeit god
named and honored by the state of Indiana that is a duality and a
name that is changed into the goddess Diana in a stolen Paradise
park of GOD in Prophetstown, Indiana which has been
overthrown and taken over through Masonic deceptions and
genocide. A genocide and genesis, a rebellion and counterfeit
regeneration do over. It ’s the same national sin in evidence of
those deceived people recorded in the book of Acts. It is
comparable to all original sin, by those who fall in love and
obedience by choice, having false gods and idols in place of the
Lawgiver God of Life.
Acts 19:35 And when the town clerk had appeased the people, he said, [Ye]
men of Ephesus, what man is there that knows not how that the city of the
Ephesians is a worshiper of the great goddess Diana, and of the [image] which
fell down from Jupiter?

Zacchaeus means “pure” and he is the intercessor of interest in
this story; a righteous tax collector who climbs up onto a
sycamore tree drawn by the contagious energy of salvation
passing by in the man called Christ, the greatest intercessor of all
time, Yahu-wah-shu-wah. Zacchaeus had taken the time to stop
what he was doing in the world and investigate all the
excitement. The reward for trying to get a closer look see was
that he was personally called down from the wrong tree, for he
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was in the garden of the pagan god, don’t you see? “Come dine
with Me.” Now do you see the treasure within me?
Luke19:4 And he ran before, and climbed up into a sycamore tree to see him:
for he was to pass that way.

When I read the Indiana state poem, I hear and see the parallel
deception in a war against my God of TRUTH. I know the true
history of Indiana and who the real natives were and which God
they worshiped. Do you? The physical desecration of Prophets
Town Indiana was a blood sacrifice acceptable as the fragrant
smell of death to a god of death, destruction and rebellion to the
royal crown. It was a usurpation and crime of the highest degree
no longer hidden within the Masonic craft and plans, to change
this country over to Baal worship. This is not a Christian nation
any more than it was the first day George Washington performed
the Masonic Rites of passage laying the cornerstone. The
evidence is in. It’s a giant lie. Believe it or not. The change that ’s
come is not Thy KINGDOM come.
They didn’t teach us about this history in school for a reason. We
would have all learned the Truth about the money and their evil
plans would be revealed and understood by the masses of
humanity, before they could have gotten as powerful as they are
now, at the end of the story. The Truth has been sealed up until
now. Do you understand?
Daniel 12:9 And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and
sealed till the time of the end. 12:10 Many shall be purified, and made white,
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and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall
understand; but the wise shall understand.

The book of Job reveals the adversary who goes up and down in
the Earth twice and that is significant.
Job 1:7 And the LORD said unto Satan, Whence comest thou? Then Satan
answered the LORD, and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from
walking up and down in it.
Job 2:2 And the LORD said unto Satan, From where comest thou? And Satan
answered the LORD, and said, From going to and fro in the earth, and from
walking up and down in it.

If you don’t already know these little tidbits, it is easy to dismiss
such concepts as foolishness and to those that are perishing for
lack of knowledge of the Truth it is, foolishness. There is a
famine of the Word in the land.
Amos 8:9 And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Sovereign YHWH,
that I will cause the sun to go down at noon, and I will darken the earth in the
clear day: 8:10 And I will turn your feasts into mourning, and all your songs
into lamentation; and I will bring up sackcloth upon all loins, and baldness
upon every head; and I will make it as the mourning of an only son, and the
end thereof as a bitter day. 8:11 Behold, the days come, saith the Sovereign
YHWH, that I will send a famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst
for water, but of hearing the words of YHWH:

Now you know. It takes a renewing of your mind literally to be
able to contemplate these tiered concepts and the conclusions
rendered from all the evidence that convicts.
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Washington and the current government established is our
adversary and we are like the original natives in Paradise. The
overt actions, lawless decrees and preparations indicate a second
native American genocide is being planned for and incrementally
implemented as history repeats. Now is the last hour of time for
making a decision regarding your loyalty. What side of the veil
do you stand on and for which God? Washington is a deceiver
standing in the counterfeit temple of the law, of this nation, a
clearly displayed counterfeit of the real GOD who controls time.
Washington is not the Alpha and Omega of the universe.
Washington is in league with the Dragon intent on keeping
mankind captive to lawlessness. Read the end of the story. The
Book of Revelation and back to the front in Genesis going
forward again to the end. It’s a never ending story of reversal.
This country is full of government-sanctioned pagan statues of
other gods like in the old world on the other side of the waters.
The rituals of Egypt and the worship of many gods are prevalent
and in plain sight and can no longer be ignored. Our money is
issued to us like slaves by a federal reserve that is at the root of
the plan that has brought us low as a nation and the graven
images scribed on it testifies to the truth of the matter, regarding
this nations true religion and god. The double edge reward of
knowing hard truths that must be chewed, swallowed and
digested is that, the whole TRUTH possessed empowers the
beholder to stand strong even in the face of death. I believe we
won’t really stay dead very long, no matter what happens.
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Scriptures say we will sleep and none shall advance to another
time dimension in a New Heaven and Earth ahead of schedule or
before those who have gone ahead of us, passing through death’s
door. I don’t have all the answers but I do know and understand
enough to give me peace and rest.
Ecclesiastes 8:17 Then I beheld all the work of Elohim, that a man cannot find
out the work that is done under the sun: because though a man labor to seek it
out, yet he shall not find it; yea further; though a wise man think to know it,
yet shall he not be able to find it

Standing on the side of truth is the right side of the equation to be
found, in this ongoing ancient war against death in a continuous
circle of life. I don’t expect to be remembered as I wait for the
day of no more crying and sighing waking up to my my
inheritance. PARADISE II.
Ecclesiastes 9:11 I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race is not to the
swift, nor the battle to the strong, neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches
to men of understanding, nor yet favor to men of skill; but time and chance
happens to them all. 9:12 For man also knows not his time: as the fishes that
are taken in an evil net, and as the birds that are caught in the snare; so are
the sons of men snared in an evil time, when it falls suddenly upon them. 9:13
This wisdom have I seen also under the sun, and it seemed great unto me: 9:14
There was a little city, and few men within it; and there came a great king
against it, and besieged it, and built great bulwarks against it: 9:15 Now there
was found in it a poor wise man, and he by his wisdom delivered the city; yet
no man remembered that same poor man. 9:16 Then said I, Wisdom is better
than strength: nevertheless the poor man ’s wisdom is despised, and his words
are not heard. 9:17 The words of wise men are heard in quiet more than the
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cry of him that rules among fools. 9:18 Wisdom is better than weapons of war:
but one sinner destroys much good.

Washington is not our god. Our God brings life and FREEDOM
more abundantly contrary to the current illegal lawlessness,
policies, acts, dictatorial laws and decrees in evidence that we
are seeing today. Doctrines of men will not save you from this
downward spiral of destruction swallowing up the whole world
under a false banner. Truth will.
Mathew 10:28 And fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill
the soul: but rather fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in
hell.
Mathew 12:31 Wherefore I say unto you, All manner of sin and blasphemy
shall be forgiven unto men: but the blasphemy [against] the [Holy] Ghost shall
not be forgiven unto men.

THE END TIMES Question is:What will be the sign of the
End? Answer: It will be as in the days of Noah. (In the days of
Noah, in the time before the flood, the Great Grandfather of
Noah [the seventh from Adam] Enoch had been transported into
another realm and saw the mysteries of how there were indeed
other paths leading into the heavens, portals and doorways
going up and down into the earth.
Look at the message delivery order presented of two references,
in the Book of Job the afflicted. The message is clear whether it
is a reference to time travel, out of body experience, a vision or
direct importation of revelation by inspiration. We the people are
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afflicted. Again. Now.
Job 1:6 Now there was a day when the sons of Elohim came to present
themselves before YHWH, and Satan came also among them. 1:7 And YHWH
said unto Satan, Whence comest thou? Then Satan answered YHWH, and said,
From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and down in it.
Job 2:1 Again there was a day when the sons of Elohim came to present
themselves before YHWH, and Satan came also among them to present
himself before YHWH.

Why do you suppose the Book of Enoch was removed from the
Bible? Millions who trust in their pastors and denominational
churches don’t even know it exists. Why? The blind are leading
the blind. Enoch the seventh from Adam is mentioned eleven
times in the cannon of scriptures, ten times in the Old Covenant
and one time in the New Testament and once the same name of
Enoch is given to a son of Cain, a hybrid seed born to Eve in a
corrupted Paradise of death. It’s a warning and a clue to follow.
Enoch means dedicated. Who is a hybrid human seed dedicated
to? Consider the fact of the matter of two voices, in the Garden
of God. One is the imposter. The number eleven is two ones,
standing side by side.
Angels are ascending and descending, coming and going and
giving reports before the Throne of God. It is supported by basic
reference and testimony included the Bible. The secrets not
sought or taught in the main stream are hidden in plain sight and
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are appreciated by those who listen and hear. It takes time to
verify looking and delving into places outside of the normal
channels. Following only the doctrines of men presented by the
church, the government or mainstream news is ignorance
personified. This information has been out there for centuries,
believe it or not. Look at it or not. Ignore it at great peril to your
sensibilities, there’s a war outside your front door and the
windows of your eye gates leading to your mortal soul won ’t
change the facts whether they are open or closed.
• Enoch was witness to how some of these ‘watchers’
who had left their first domain and came down into the
physical realm to have ‘intercourse’ with this newest
creation of God (called Mankind) and to ‘influence’ the
destinies of man, and to have this new creation join them
in their rebellion against the King, to obey these ‘fallen
ones’ and disobey the Creator, and make the kingdom,
(the Shem), that will exalt the Neters(gods) into the
heavens, to make war in heaven with the King.
• As in the days of Noah, the Netters or the followers
of the Neters are busy making these doorways and
portals, a superhighway between realms, and these
Neters know that their time is up.
• Now that their ‘secret’ is out to the uninitiated,
they go forth and for the final onslaught of humans
killing humans, shedding blood much to the delight of
their god/goddess of war.
• There is ample evidence to prove that the days of
Noah are upon us, and the prophet Enoch saw in his
visions and visitations that which is taking place again
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today, in the same location, and reveals the doorway and
its celestial visitors coming down to take control of
matters, having disregarded the Creators warning to be
separate, they declared their Independence from His
authority, and made war upon the King…
On earth, as it was in Heaven.
(By Stephen Michael Schroeder)
Mathew 24:36-37 But of that day and hour knoweth no [man], no, not the
angels of heaven, but my Father only. But as the days of Noe [were], so shall
also the coming of the Son of man be.

I say, NO to those who would regulate all aspects of our mental
and physical health. I have learned the lessons taught by the
scriptures and take them very seriously, and so should you,
because your spiritual life depends on it. Become a warrior for
Truth, Justice and FREEDOM not just liberty granted by tyrants.
Learn to hear and do from the teachings of Christ and his
apostles, and all prophets sent from God and you will be made
FREE. It is TRUTH that makes men free.
In closing this chapter, I admonish you to remember the
instructions of the Torah. It’s a lesson in reversal hidden within
the number sequences and hidden codes. Remember, Hebrew
reads right to left from the nation of Israel in the East. We read
left to right here in the West. A point of reference and study of
fascinating details telling the great old story of our redemption. A
do over of the YHWH kind.
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DO THE RIGHT THING, ALWAYS. It’s my battle cry, sigh.
Do the right thing, always was my beloved husband ’s core
belief. He lived it daily, prepared, always, to go before the Judge.
No shame in his game when his race was done. His death, at the
hands of ‘skilled’ medical professionals, devastated me and has
invigorated my stance, spurring me to take more ardent action
against death itself, in all its forms. Death is the adversary of
TRUTH and FREEDOM loving people. We are a peculiar people
determined to be free.

Exposing the Truth has become my

specialty, and Florida’s Wrongful Death Act is wrong. Period. I
stand in the gap on Caps, against it and all the lies of liars
perpetrating such miscarriages of justice. I hate death.
Herman is gone from this world, but my love for him remains,
he’s never far from my thoughts or a heart full of loving
memories overflowing and spilling on to the pages of this
memoir. He’s woven in and out my entire story, we are one
Spirit. Herman was, and is, the love of my life, my soul mate. I
am his ambassador. Love sustains me today as I stand in his
honor and fight these battles, never forgetting how he always
stood strong like a rock fortress no matter what, where or when.
I hate death with a passion and I am standing for him as him, his
personal representative, in the gap of injustice, a breach in the
law manifested as medical malpractice caps. I am against all
illegal decrees, especially targeted at him, fully engaged in the
war against the covenant of death. Death is the sentence against
all mankind. We have a stay of execution for carrying us away
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from the darkness of the pit of the abyss known as hell, the
doorway of death.
Ephesians 6:10 Finally, my brethren, be strong in YHWH, and in the power of
his might. 6:11 Put on the whole armor of Elohim, that ye may be able to stand
against the wiles of the devil. 6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood,
but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.6:13 Wherefore take
unto you the whole armor of Elohim, that ye may be able to withstand in the
evil day, and having done all, to stand. 6:14 Stand therefore, having your loins
girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; 6:15
And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; 6:16 Above all,
taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery
darts of the wicked. 6:17 And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of
the Spirit, which is the word of YHWH: 6:18 Praying always with all prayer and
supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance and
supplication for all saints; 6:19 And for me, that utterance may be given unto
me, that I may open my mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the
gospel,6:20 For which I am an ambassador in bonds: that therein I may speak
boldly, as I ought to speak.

“We the people” are the patriot people of God, the ministering
spirits on the front lines standing for Truth, Justice and Freedom.
Are you willing to die for FREEDOM and TRUTH? I am. Win
the war, for GOD and Country. That’s our Battlecry.
Isaiah 28:16 Therefore thus saith the Master YHWH, Behold, I lay in Zion for a
foundation a stone, a tried stone, a precious corner stone, a sure foundation:
he that believes shall not make haste.28:17 Judgment also will I lay to the line,
and righteousness to the plummet: and the hail shall sweep away the refuge of
lies, and the waters shall overflow the hiding place. 28:18 And your covenant
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with death shall be dis-annulled, and your agreement with hell shall not
stand; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, then ye shall be
trodden down by it. 28:19 From the time that it goes forth it shall take you: for
morning by morning shall it pass over, by day and by night: and it shall be a
vexation only to understand the report. 28:20 For the bed is shorter than that a
man can stretch himself on it: and the covering narrower than that he can
wrap himself in it. 28:21 For YHWH shall rise up as in mount Perazim, he shall
be wroth as in the valley of Gibeon, that he may do his work, his strange work;
and bring to pass his act, his strange act. 28:22 Now therefore be ye not
mockers, lest your bands be made strong: for I have heard from the Master
YHWH of hosts a consumption, even determined upon the whole earth.
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Chapter 2. Marriage of Words, Deeds and Love

M

y third marriage was to a retired law man on
Earth, one who served his fellow man, a leader
among men. In this lifetime, I was never more

content or at peace than my short time with him. I was free from
the never ending “work to survive” paradigm and was able to
tend to the gardens on our estate next to the forever wild forest
and enjoy life, living in a safe, warm, lush environment of
abundance, nestled securely under his wing. I was free to live
life to the full with my beloved husband, Herman Krekic, my
protector and provider.
I loved tending to my botanical gardens behind the gate and we
were always making improvements. I started the first little one in
the front of the house on the outside perimeter of the inner fence.
Herman created a handmade arched entryway to the front door of
our home over the existing stone walkway. The house was only
steps away from the edge of our property and a forest full of
majestic tall, long needle pine trees, forming a two-sided border
of our domain. Life together at the end of the road, on
Timberlane, was good, and there was an abundance of
everything.
I had planted some young trees in the little patch out front and,
after time passed, I was inspired to move one of them to a newly
created and much larger inner garden of peace just inside the
inner fence; eventually I moved the other. The edges of the inner
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gardens were completed with one little sign I made dedicated to
Miro, my husband’s original name of authority meaning “a man
of peace.” He was. My husband exercised his authority as a
husband in a quiet and confident manner, always commanding
the respect he was due and always giving it or remaining silent.
He had strength of spirit backed up by his words and deeds.
I believe my marriage story and my gardening inspirations,
observations and actions were of supernatural inspiration. On
occasion I observed wildlife and gleaned messages delivered by
them. The making of little inspired signs, changing and recording
the names of my inner and outer gardens as time passed, were all
a type and shadow of things to come, just like scriptures foretell.
It was a learning experience and an example of the parallels life
has to offer if we can see them and a time of preparation for me
in a private protected wilderness. Life is the same now as I see
we are all in a protective wilderness that is a matrix with one
way out and looking back it was a prophetic picture of all that I
am doing now, in my words and deeds. I am a living seed.
A messenger servant on a mission in life comes to awareness
through understanding, in due time. Realization of purpose
manifests more works of creation. New opportunities appear and
we become a living placeholder, occupying time and space as the
salt of the Earth. Warriors aid in the purification process
underway, in a wicked and warped world in need of a restoration
back to its original pristine condition. Public demonstrations of
faith, wisdom, and courage standing for the Truth by other
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warriors inspire me and ignite my own faith. I know that
enthusiasm is contagious and so I too record and share my
testimony, in hopes that it will help others to see what a great
pearl and prize that mankind has lost.
Our original place of origin was in another time and place, in a
garden PARADISE of God, that once was lush and overflowing.
I believe I was in a wilderness experience with my mate, set
aside to study in preparation for a time such as this, to see the
things I do now and able to stand delivering the messages I do. I
was in my own little slice of paradise, my husband and I. I am
tired of going and coming; I want to go home once and for all.
The outer botanical garden I started at the beginning is
comparable to the place in time which parallels our current
condition on Earth now, as we must toil continually for our own
provisions unprotected in a more hostile environment. We must
be nurtured and grow over time into more complex spiritual new
creations of peace and security under the banner of the City of
Righteousness. The Paradise of Peace and those promises of
protection are found in only one place, our heavenly home in the
inner garden closest to the Royal Palm Tree of Paradise. Always.
The legally attained garden of God is found in the realm of
immortality near the tree of life that sustains us. I choose LIFE. I
hate death, the adversary of all mankind. Herman has been
wrenched from me by the separation of death and I take that
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personally. I am a warrior against all that opposes LIFE and
TRUTH and JUSTICE, as ordained from the GOD of LOVE.
The actions of my heavenly Father to do me good always, are on
my mind continually. The same testimony is true for that of my
earthly husband;, he always did good things for me. In a word,
LOVE. He loved me. Love and obedience to all that is Good
results in the peace that eludes the understanding of most.
I am in love with the law of Life. I am. The law of LOVE is a
binding covenant that never fails. Truth and Love united within
Mankind, a work of creation in progress, made of carbon base
crystals in vessels of flesh, produce SPIRIT! We are literally part
of the space time fabric of LIGHT as unseen currents of
lightning flashes within our bio-electric bodies that really are,
wonderfully and fearfully made.
I am standing on a rock, a ROCK of marriage as one with my
creator, I am. This is the hope of Glory and the only firm
foundation to be found. It is the great treasure that few find,
failing to look in all of the obvious places.

Truth is the only

thing worth living for or dying for in this place we call life on
Earth. No one will ever take my life from me by decree or edict,
for you see, I really am, free. I layed my life down long ago for
Truth and LOVE eternal. What can mortal men do to me or thee,
if we are free?
We are all seeking to fulfill the reason for our being and this
mystery is bound up in the discovery of Truth. Our lives are but a
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shadow of our full potential on this long journey and we are on a
mission to discover it. It is an equal opportunity and we all have
the option to seek for it or not. I find Truth to be compelling
and, like the warm embrace of Love, it is reassuring. Seeking for
the invisible qualities of God are discoverable

with due

diligence to those who do not fall prey to the robbery of their
ability to think, the cares of this life or the distracting
entertainments of enticement constantly tempting us. Our short
lives are a gift from our Father above, prepared in advance. The
rewards we seek like children that we are, await us, held in
escrow in the bank of time. The Spiritual realm of Truth will not
be denied, we will be called up to a higher frequency of the
LIGHT. Our duty here is to discover the whole truth and be made
whole, able to see the wonder of it all.
What’s in a name? Authority and power and we must learn to use
the spiritual armor available to us. It is a mighty shield and force
field of power unseen. A fortress for our flesh, in times of
trouble, it is our best defense against evil that prowls about in
the night.
Luke 10:19 Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions,
and over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.
10:20 Notwithstanding in this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you;
but rather rejoice, because your names are written in heaven.

God raises men from the dead in due time lawfully, not before
the time. Christ first, and then all the first-fruits together at the
appointed time. It’s not my truth or your truth that matters. It ’s
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The Truth, The Way and The Life that prevails and protects us
against the forces of darkness. Over-comers who escape the
matrix of prepared perceptions are happy people indeed.
Freedom and citizenship in the Kingdom of Life is well worth
defending to the death, if need be. What will your testimony be
as history unfolds and then is rolled up within the scroll of time?
Ephesians 1:19 And what [is] the exceeding greatness of his power to us-ward
who believe, according to the working of his mighty power, 1:20 Which he
wrought in Christ, when he raised him from the dead, and set [him] at his own
right hand in the heavenly [places],1:21 Far above all principality, and power,
and might, and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this
world, but also in that which is to come: 1:22 And hath put all [things] under
his feet, and gave him [to be] the head over all [things] to the church, 1:23
Which is his body, the fulness of him that fills all in all.
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Chapter 3. Fueled by Faith

F

aith, Hope and Love the greatest of these is Love. I
want my husband back, but death still is. I miss him as
much as I am resolved to endure patiently overcoming

every trial that separates us, advancing one step at a time, by
faith. Some days I call out for him, but no echo is returned; only
the reverberations of my lonely heart as I go about my days
without him. Anguish and loss and longing for that which is lost
to my grasp, separated by the veil of death in the flesh. Love
never fails, it’s eternal. Waiting patiently I am in hopeful
expectation always. One fine day I shall see my mate, Herman
the warrior, a man of peace, in PARADISE II. Thy Kingdom
come, Thy LAW is one. Thy will be done. It’s won, It’s won.
1Corinthians 13:12 For now we see through a glass, darkly; but then face to
face: now I know in part; but then shall I know even as also I am known. 13:13
And now abides faith, hope, love, these three; but the greatest of these is love.

The world was a better place for all of us when Herman was here
imparting his wisdom and judgment upon each and every
situation into which he was called upon to serve, guide and
protect upholding the Law. His quiet strength and his words are
alive and doing well held secure within me. He was as all
husbands should attain to be, a heavenly example of two hearts
beating as one.
It is written, “Faith, hope and love and the greatest of these is
LOVE.” I concur. I will wait, I will hope, and I will LOVE.
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The mansions of eternity are prepared and ready for our arrival
as the appointed time draws nigh. My talents are all invested
fully in the Kingdom, mixed with seeds and deeds of faith,
scattered and planted waiting for them to grow, coming up as
new creations. A steward only of the wealth I am entrusted with,
it is God who makes the seeds to grow. The angels are the
messengers, the reapers who gather and separate at harvest time
while waiting for the great day, our GOD pushes the reset button
and we are returned back to the future with no more tears and no
memory of this war in which we are currently to be found, still
standing in battle. We are as sheep to the slaughter and the spoils
of war for evil men whose root of evil is the love of money. They
are those who call evil GOOD; who secretly pervert time and the
law of light and are literally change agents of

destruction.

Creation is groaning with us as we cry and sigh at the calamities
befalling us as history records the evidence that convicts, lawless
perpetrators of crimes unspeakable.
Looking around at our condition on this planet, it appears we do
not have long to wait for the end of the matter. Earth clearly is at
a turning point, literally. The great shaking of both heaven and
earth is being witnessed as earthquakes and every other sign
recorded in the bible is manifesting daily. I say look up and be
ready. Pray to be counted among the worthy and to escape all
these things coming upon earth. It is the hope of glory to those
not perishing from lack of knowledge yet still living among the
walking dead, those who have not had the second touch of sight
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or renewed their mind to that of Christ. It is the hope of salvation
and the power of God that quickens our hearts. We have the
living WORD and the great Spirit of Life residing within us. We
are not alone while we wait patiently, enduring.
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Chapter 4. Paradox
Over-comers are overcome.
Many last shall be first.
“Be of Good Cheer - I have overcome the World.”
John 16:33 These things I have spoken unto you, that in me ye might have
peace. In the world ye shall have tribulation: but be of good cheer;
I have overcome the world.

I

love those words, Words of Christ that soothe the soul. He
came, He served, He shared, He taught, He healed, He led
by example, He showed us the way, He paid the price, He

offered the free gift: Salvation from a slave nation and Life
Eternal. A free gift that may cost you all. What do you offer?
Trials, persecutions, desertions of family and friends over the
Truth? Congratulations. Your life is beginning to look like
Christ’s. If they persecuted Him do you expect any less for
staying loyal and true?
1 John 4:1 Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits, whether
they are of YHWH; because many false prophets have gone out into the world.
4:2 By this you know the Spirit of YHWH: Every spirit that confesses that
Yahushua the Messiah has come in the flesh is of YHWH, 4:3 and every spirit
that does not confess that Yahushua the Messiah has come in the flesh is not
of YHWH. And this is the spirit of the anti-messiah, which you have heard was
coming, and is now already in the world. 4:4 You are of YHWH, little children,
and have overcome them, because He who is in you is greater than he who is
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in the world. 4:5 They are of the world. Therefore they speak as of the world,
and the world hears them. 4:6 We are of YHWH. He who knows YHWH hears
us; he who is not of YHWH does not hear us. By this we know the spirit of truth
and the spirit of error.

He did get a little help at the end of His time here on Earth and I
cannot help but notice my path bears the same similarity in a task
I see as a parallel. A few faithful friends tried to follow the public
dialogs offered, parables to the masses and more confidential
disclosures to those who were His closest associates and
confidants. They who loved Him always pondering and trying to
grasp what was being said. The deeper understanding eluded
most of them until later.
We all walk down similar roads, We all know we must face death
alone. Christ knew the fate that awaited all mankind and He wept
not just for Himself, but for us. You and me. His mortal
companions just could not stay awake when needed the most, try
as they might. Facing death alone and seeing it come is no easy
task especially knowing you will die as a criminal on a cross for
the sins of all mankind. Heavy laden burdens are lifted along
with fear of death.
The example set by Christ is one of forging ahead, showing the
world how important a decision can be. It ’s a mighty miracle and
wonderful gift to know he conquered all. We are not really alone
on our cross that we bear. He went willingly to the slaughter by
faith believing, He would not remain dead long. He was the
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Over-comer of the first fruits over-comers, successfully fulfilling
the living WORDS of Scripture.

O death where is thy sting, thy victory?
He overcame death, for all of us.
He was the MESSENGER of messengers, the Intercessor of
intercessors.
He showed us the way, He opened the door.
He was and is the Door, way to eternal FREEDOM.
He was His own witness, the LIVING GOD, our Father, the
one who personally defeated death in flesh.
He made the path straight and ready for us to find our way,
if we will follow Him, enter into His abode and take our rest.
He layed his life down willingly for his friends and family. No
one took it from Him.
He knew the TRUTH. He understood what others could not
comprehend of heavenly ways.
He was here as the son of man, the flesh vessel intercessor,
who delivered the GOOD news.
Death is overcome by TRUTH, by faith and by LOVE. The
covenant of death is dis-annulled. Scriptures are fulfilled.
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He overcame the physical bondage of the prison of death and
darkness. He showed us by example the way to eternal freedom
apart from this physical realm we call life. It truly is a joyful
journey of discovery to those who seek and find the TRUTH.
We are the called, chosen and faithful saints who will gain legal
entry to immortality. We are the witnesses, a heavenly host in
service here and now and we have the honor of standing in a
great gap of time, in defense of TRUTH. The last battle will see
the restoration and harvesting of the true loyalists. We may or
may not be required to sacrifice our lives in mortal combat but if
we do fall in this battle, remember, the righteous are spared from
the evil to come.
Isaiah 57:1 The righteous perish, and no man layeth [it] to heart: and merciful
men [are] taken away, none considering that the righteous is taken away from
the evil [to come].

Stand firm until the end my dear WARRIORS. This strange work
is being worked to the GOOD by the only one who is GOOD.
Some of us may fall but not all and in the end, we the people of
SPIRITUAL ISRAEL in New Jerusalem win the war, Paradise
restored. Remember the ways of God are higher than our ways
and past finding out but these days nothing is staying hidden. It
is by faith we shall endure.
Isaiah 1:24-28 Therefore saith the Master, YHWH of hosts, the mighty One of
Israel, Ah, I will ease me of mine adversaries, and avenge me of mine enemies:
And I will turn my hand upon thee, and purely purge away thy dross, and take
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away all thy tin: And I will restore thy judges as at the first, and thy counselors
as at the beginning: afterward thou shalt be called, The city of righteousness,
the faithful city. Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and her converts with
righteousness. And the destruction of the transgressors and of the sinners
shall be together, and they that forsake YHWH shall be consumed.

It is in the great valley of decision where we currently stand,
controversy and conspiracy will be no defense against the
mountains of TRUTH.
Ezekiel was a strong man strengthened. His words are working
now, delivering messages that are living and active today, still
going forth to lead and guide us. What he committed his time
and energy to then, is and was important. He was engaged in
battle impacting his day and our day with a warning of TRUTH.
TRUTH refuses to die and overcomes death. There is NO
DEFENSE. Truth is eternal.
Ezekiel 44: 23-24 And they shall teach my people [the difference] between the
holy and profane, and cause them to discern between the unclean and the
clean. And in controversy they shall stand in judgment; [and] they shall judge it
according to my judgments: and they shall keep my laws and my statutes in all
mine assemblies; and they shall hallow My Sabbaths.

We are a peculiar people the called and chosen, called forth
within the folds of space and time engaged between the clean
and unclean in the eyes of God. It ’s a stormy sea in a spiritual
battle being waged over TRUTH and the minds of men, captives
living in darkness and deception as prisoners. Truth is the serum
that heals and protects not a lying vaccination under the banner
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of the double DNA serpent symbol, a flag on a brass pole flown
by the American medical association and doctors loyal to the
dollar instead of Truth.
This galaxy is in a dimension of time that is corrupted. Lawless
criminals are using keys of entry to make unauthorized changes
in the order ordained for us, on par with declarations of war in
the heavens against the Creator and Creation. Time and eternity
are the righteous and lawful domain of a loving and just God, not
the counterfeit god of Washington whose original land titles of
ownership came by thieves and robbers. Those destroying Earth,
in places of high hidden power cannot hide their lust, motivated
by death and perpetual war on mankind, it’s time for this game to
end.
We the people patriots are seeking to take back our inheritance
and march in a lawful parade a triumphal entry into eternity. The
New Jerusalem soon coming is by way of a new heaven and
Earth that is hidden, waiting for us within the folds of time. It’s a
place of joy and gladness for those found to be without spot or
wrinkle. It’s prepared just for us the tired and downtrodden
Over-comers. We were overcome by the corrupted wisdom,
knowledge and understanding of fallen angels. The iniquity of
lawlessness is clearly at work, in the Earth and it’s time for them
to be weeded out of the garden and gathered in bundles just like
it’s written. They are all tagged and soon will be gagged and
bagged as refuse in the furnace. Case closed in conclusion of the
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battle of LAW versus Lawlessness. Time is short for all, awake
or not.
We all need to get right with God.
•Stand on a firm foundation of Truth. Always.
•Do the right thing no matter what the consequences in this
mortal realm, in the valley of the shadow.
•Our whole duty is, to revere the one true God of LOVE.
Fulfill your calling and I will fulfill mine.
Ecclesiastes 12:13 Let us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God,
and keep his commandments: for this [is] the whole [duty] of man.”

The City of Righteousness is being formed now from the harvest
of separation and will accomplish the Law of a righteous God
populating the city of His name. It is a separating of the sheep
from goats and wheat from tares depending on which analogy
you prefer. Early or late, sooner or later the Truth prevails. It is
all about the details and your decisions made in righteousness.
Choose TRUTH that leads to Freedom.
Doing the right thing for Christ’s sake is what I am talking about.
Overcoming death is the prize and the crown of glory we all
hope for. It is a real place prepared in advance from many
yesterday’s and years of stored harvest seed. It ’s waiting in the
wings for those of us who are found worthy, we have the mark
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of the higher calling as loyal patriots of The TRUTH. It only
takes a small measure of faith to move a mountain and keep us in
full approval and good standing within the bank of time. A full
deposit is on account with escrow, in our time future and time
past coming together and running side by side concurrently as
time runs out. It ’s the prize worth dying for daily.
Over-comers endure patiently to the end of their trials and on this
long journey it’s the last call, to come out. There shall be no
more delay as all stand trial; our lives are an open book. We ’re
living stones with hearts of flesh. Testimonials in time recorded
in books we cannot see, the books of life and remembrance
telling of thee. We are the singing stones or dropping rocks.
Tumbled in time, which column of entry will it be? For or
against Me? Truth be told, it’s so very old.
Guilty or not guilty? What is the plea?
What will your new address of habitation and legacy be?
Story lines are stretched amid the crystal seas,
We’re woven into eternity.
The golden fabric of the universe is calling, for thee and me.
It’s our future domain for the soul to repose, don’t you see?
Ezekiel 48:35 It was round about eighteen thousand measures: The name of
the city from that day shall be, YHWH is there. The LORD is there.
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Chapter 5. Lawlessness vs Law

T

rue

governmental

peace

is

righteous.

True

governmental PEACE is from the Creator and brings
life more abundantly. If Washington who is declared as

God really were God, his subjects would be well provided for
and taken care of. The last few decades in the United States were
a deceptive time of prosperity during which America has been
incrementally and systematically dismantled by corrupted
corporate governmental agencies utilizing lawless deceptions.
Washington’s name of governmental authority represents lies
and abuse and is a destroyer of common law which has been
very apparent for decades. He is not and never has been our
father or GOD. Two parallels that most people just cannot see:
•He is not our Alpha and Omega or the Most High GOD.
•He is, and was a lawless criminal in the eyes of GOD.
Washington was our first president and definitely not deserving
of the reverence he has been given by those who worship him
secretly and subversively, and he is still deceiving those who
should know better. Christians and those who profess Christ
should be able to see more clearly than they do and not deceived
like they are to this day, beguiled. They are without knowledge
and wisdom floundering in a sea of death.
George Washington was a man who had a famous but little
known encounter with a mysterious being of light, delivering a
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three part message to him regarding a prophecy of war,
foretelling a third world war to come, which would occur near
the time of Christ’s return to Earth. It is part of his legacy and is
fully documented for those who care enough to investigate and
form an opinion regarding such a report. Those not knowing the
scriptures will be at disadvantage like always.
2Corinthians 11:14 And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an
angel of light. 11:15 Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be
transformed as the ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to
their works

History that is forgotten, hidden or totally discounted by those
who don’t care to know the whole truth about him or his exploits
are easy prey for the spirits of deception who stalk mankind in
matters of the mind.
We must test and prove all spirits whether they be mortal men or
supernatural extensions of lying spirits manifesting before us or
within us, using us as fit extensions. Moses saw a burning bush
that was not consumed, so he went over to investigate. We must
not forget that lesson. To find the TRUTH we must investigate.
Talk is easy and words delivered by liars are revealed, beyond a
cursory glance and sometimes it’s like digging up a graveyard
that reveals the dirty deeds dispelling wrong conclusions and
first impressions. Judging a book by its cover can be costly to
those who will not read the end notes and follow the trail.
Politics is a nasty business, and looking inside the true history of
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our nation and those in cohorts with Washington, and the
ongoing conquest of this land will, upon thorough examination
reveal, he was a traitor. First to his own King and then to us, the
natives of the land. He broke the law forbidding him to cross into
the Native American Lands, in the center navel of America. He
rode in like a Trojan horse on the coat tails of past false flag
attacks. His incursions were really motivated by personal greed
and powers operating from behind the scenes supporting his
efforts. That is the real story within the story of the false history
regarding the founding of this nation as taught in the government
schools, fairy tales about a man who never lies and chopping
down a cherry tree. It is a tall tale full of holes and lies. A serpent
that rattles and shakes it tail in warning before it strikes makes
incisions that are deadly and punctures with a wound barely
visible to the naked eye. We’ve been bitten America.
Land acquisition and development for profit, is at the root of the
original evil intentions that took this land by force and it is still
ongoing today. Eminent domain laws and numerous other
devices that subvert the rights and freedoms of we the people,
the current natives of this land are currently unleashed in full
force against us by the same beast, Washington who has sold the
land out from under us under the guise of U. N. heritage sites
and outrageous theft disinheriting us from our own land ceding
control over our national parks. Why in GODS name would we
allow such a thing. We wouldn’t so it has been stolen. The same
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mode of operation is evident everywhere and totally overrunning
any semblance of law and order.
A short introduction to the real history of the founding of this
country reveals the bitter truth of a crumbling foundation. Our
country was built on a foundational base of lawlessness, by
those in high places of power. Lawlessness is the transgression
of holy Law that destroys. Thankfully, lies are not eternal and
cannot be hidden forever and The Truth finds them and call
them out.
Light destroys darkness and brings life.
Lies lead to death.
Truth leads to life.
My challenge for consideration to the reader: What will you be
remembered for after you leave this place? What will your name
reveal about you to your descendants? What will be on your
record sheet? What words will you be remembered for?
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Washington’s Exploits
By Stephen Michael Schroeder

The following recap of Washington’s exploits, courtesy of
Stephen Michael Schroeder, will reveal him for who he really is.
George Washington was a British Officer who had his own
personal interests, of obtaining large tracts of land for his Land
Company, making him very wealthy and thus powerful. This
greed of Washington and other Land Company owners united
them in the cause of their rebellion to the recent Royal
Proclamation of 1763 that forbid land speculators from
trespassing into Cherokee Native American domain, on the other
side of the mountains for the purpose of grabbing land. Land

‘speculating’ is the measuring and mapping of lands and thus
owning the copyright or patent of that land that they had made an
image of, a ‘map’ and it was a land grabbing fee for all, a theft
of lands by those who would ‘make the image’ of the land and
own the land for which the image stands…
The secret enlightenment the Serpent gave to man on how to
obtain power was, to disobey the Law, especially the one that
forbid making the images that had the ability to produce wealth
and power, superior intelligence, technology, and deception. The
only law to prevent this unbridled greed was this Royal Law of
1763.
Washington conspired with a fellow British Officer named
Crawford to violate the Royal Proclamation which is equivalent
to today’s Constitutional Law, and to trespass into Cherokee land
to survey it, and the plan was they would share in its spoils. If
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Crawford should get caught, the story, or ‘lie’ would be that he
was simply squirrel hunting. All this lawlessness, this breaking
of the law, trespassing, coveting, greed, and lies, would result in
violence the world had never witnessed before, lawlessness that
would result in violence that only the dreaded goddess of war
could perform…
All because of the lawlessness of one man, who would be
rewarded with praise honor and glory (spiritual lawlessness,
giving unto man that which belongs to God) and be called

‘President’ and ‘Father’, ‘Most worshipful Master, and even
God, depicted as God, declared to be God. He is sitting on the
throne of God, publicly and officially declared as God, whose
throne has been established in the middle of the Universe,
surrounded by his hosts, the pagans Pantheon, on the Capitol
Dome. This offense, is the greatest of all lawlessness, that man
thinks himself to be ‘equal to God’…
The greater the lawlessness, the greater the violence that results
as we are beginning to see regarding this ‘Christian Nations’
history and origin. The American Revolution was started by the
lawlessness of George Washington, whose motivation was his
greed and lust for that which did not belong to him; coveting the
Cherokee lands and the blessings they had. This land above all
others, this paradise.
Washington convinced Crawford to violate the law, to trespass,
and to map the land and they would split the huge profits in
selling off this land, to take from these ‘haves’ and redistribute
the lands to the have- not ’s. The Cherokee caught Crawford in
the act and once his evil intentions and Capitol lawlessness was
exposed, Crawford was executed. The message was sent back to
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Washington, who realized and said, ‘The die has been set’ and
now America would be under the ‘curse of heaven’.
Washington would be tried for treason and hung by the neck for
his lawlessness and rebellion to the Crown, and Washington
would compel other Freemasons to join him in uniting with the
French and the Pope to overthrow the Protestant Crown, and take
all the lands for themselves to rule over. The lawlessness of
Washington was a deal with the Devil, and Washington had sold
his soul by obeying the voice of the Serpent and doing the will of
this wicked one, and it was the gallows for Washington, for his
lawlessness that had resulted in the death of the British Officer
Crawford.
Washington was not fighting for your rights or freedoms that
God had already given you. The French and it ’s Pope were
looking for a few good Masonic men, such as these greedy Land
Company owners to assist them in their war against the
Protestant British Crown, and the rebellion began by
lawlessness, lies and greed.
Washington’s greed was for glory and fame, not Washington’s
desire to give you any rights or freedoms that you already have
and were given by God. Washington was fighting to prevent
Justice from being carried out, and thus Justice was never carried
out, but rather carried away, and the lawlessness of Washington
prevailed, and the kingdoms were taken by force, by the sword,
by the deceptions and lawlessness of those whose motivations
were in fact the will of the Destroyer. It is this lawlessness of
Washington that has resulted in the endless violence and
bloodshed that results when Justice is denied and lawlessness,
deception, theft, murder, rebellion, and bondage are honorable
and very rewarding.
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This is the history and fact of your 1st President America and the
actual foundation of this Nation. It is not a noble cause, but
rather a tragic story of lawlessness being given special assistance
by the wicked one that they made the deal with, and the end
result always has been and always will be death and violence.
Know a tree by the fruit that it bears, and all this violence, and
lawlessness is evidence of what happens when you disobey the
Word of the Creator, and obey the voice of the Destroyer.
This first President has been officially and publicly declared to
be God (See Apotheosis of Washington) and yet there is no
protest or objection to this most lawless of all the crimes
committed by these lawless ones, these offspring of the serpent.
It is written that they will receive Justice at the time of the end,
and thus now is the time to witness the reaping of what has been
sown in the earth. The time has come to see things as they really
are, and give up your vain imaginations that somehow you can
change the foundation of this Nation, that you can change the
direction if only you could vote the right person into office,
disregarding the fact that it doesn’t matter who is elected, they
will still be sitting in the throne of Washington, that was
established on lawlessness, in compliance with the directives of
the Serpent, and in rebellion to the true and living God, whose
instructions to you are very clear. Be ye separate, and come out
of her, for her sins have reached into the heavens, and the time
has come for Justice to visit the earth.

In the service of Yah,
Stephen Michael Schroeder
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A forgotten and little known piece of more recent history is how
America also took within herself the leaven of Nazi Germany by
way of science, in search of the ‘secrets’. We have become the
same murderous machine as they were, in evidence everywhere.
World War II has only morphed into a never ending conflict as
time is marching forward and we are caught up. Complicit
lawless men in places of power, politics sanction the
unforgivable. In Germany it was a bank bombing that was used
as the first attack, it was the false foundation of a false threat to
the nation’s security and was used as a weapon, to easily deceive
the populace and trick them into giving up their freedoms and
soon after the populace was subdued and led to the genocide of
large segments of the population who were the real target under
siege.
Today it’s the same tactics, same players and same victims.
Mankind. The land war here in the USA has shrouded spiritual
aspects in addition to what is seen on the surface of politics,
which is more like a big show to distract and deceive the masses
than anything. We are able to discover and understand more than
what we are told. A fuller more mature outlook of reality is more
easily grasped when seeing the similarities exposed by patterns
of history being repeated.
Knowing the facts is a sound basis from which to derive
conclusions. Scriptures reveal to us that, it’s always about the
land and the parallel dimensional aspects that we cannot see. The
poisoning of our land, air and sea is evidence of a world-wide
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genocide of all things originally created to perfection. A world
view without historical knowledge of scriptures is on shaky
ground when attempting a cognitive assimilation of the
staggering amount of facts to consider. People are numbed as if
stricken by a serpent, apathetic and oblivious to our imminent
demise as a nation and our destruction that parallels the
scriptures and lessons to be learned from repeating history.
If you look you will see, the parallels. The twin tower bombing
of the WORLD TRADE Center, a united nations construct of
commercialism was in reality an attack covering a major ritual.
It was a smoke signal of war. A declaration that delivered the
message, mankind has a new god and a new Freedom Tower of
one, replacing the original version from the smoke of the ashes
of the Twin Towers representing mankind, a once pure creation
of YHWH. It’s a symbol of a do over and a takeover of our
species. We are overcome. The raising of a NEW FREEDOM
TOWER is the new symbol of the New World Order, a rebuilt
Tower of Babel. It was a rite of passage ceremony and a ritual
performed complete with sacrifices of human blood to the god of
forces and death. It is a great controversy and conspiracy.
There are twelve verses in scriptures that convey our
controversial situation. Our God of true Law has a controversy
with us for falling for deceptions that lead us away from Him.
TRUTH. Conspiracies will not acquit us.
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The Old Covenant scriptures also known as the Torah
instructions record for us a layered clue using the word
controversy thirteen times and one of the times it is used twice,
within one verse.
I won’t try to explain it as it will speak to your heart revealing
that which is concealed if you know and remember the double
meanings of the number thirteen. A bible concordance
enumerates it’s a duality of rebellion and rebirth. Our God is
jealous for us with good reason. We are many gone astray and
don’t even know it just like in Moses day. The laws written in
stone by the finger of God are broken.
Micah- Who is like Yahovah?
Micah 6:1 Hear ye now what YHWH saith; Arise, contend thou before the
mountains, and let the hills hear thy voice. 6:2 Hear ye, O mountains, YHWH’s
controversy, and ye strong foundations of the earth: for YHWH hath a
controversy with his people, and he will plead with Israel. 6:3 O my people,
what have I done unto thee? and wherein have I wearied thee? testify against
me. 6:4 For I brought thee up out of the land of Egypt, and redeemed thee out
of the house of servants; and I sent before thee Moses, Aaron, and Miriam.
Ezekiel 44:24 And in controversy they shall stand in judgment; [and] they shall
judge it according to my judgments: and they shall keep my laws and my
statutes in all mine assemblies; and they shall hallow my Sabbaths.
Hosea 4:1 Hear the word of the LORD, ye children of Israel: for the LORD hath
a controversy with the inhabitants of the land, because [there is] no truth, nor
mercy, nor knowledge of God in the land
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The American dream and the freedom enjoyed by, We the People
is dissipating. Our national errors and our individual lack of
commitment to the Covenant Commandment Laws of our creator
have left us with a breach in our wall of Spiritual protection. Our
Father God is our only Savior on this Earth in a perpetual warzone. We arrive here for the sole purpose of learning to love the
TRUTH and to work out our salvation with fear and trembling.
He does not hear the prayers of those who deny the Covenant
Law of His instructions. How can He heal our land and clear
away these oppressors when so many pledge allegiance to false
gods and idols stubbornly refusing the Truth?
Jeremiah 11:10 They are turned back to the iniquities of their forefathers,
which refused to hear my words; and they went after other Elohim(gods) to
serve them: the house of Israel and the house of Judah have broken my
covenant which I made with their fathers.11:11 Therefore thus saith YHWH,
Behold, I will bring evil upon them, which they shall not be able to escape; and
though they shall cry unto me, I will not hearken unto them.

Idolatry and having false gods leads to destruction and loss of
God given freedom and protection. People have fallen for the lie
that they don’t need God. Washington has done a good job
convincing the masses of lies that they won’t die for
disobedience to the instructions. Reverence and loyalty to the
governmental system of Washington is as pagan as it gets.
Washington is a revived Roman Empire in collaboration with the
Vatican, and the corrupted British Crown, a United nations’ beast
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with many heads of state. China has been allowed to put us into
debtors prison by our own corrupt politicians and the supporting
cast of characters. Governments within governments cloaked by
secret agencies at work, are fully invested in the establishment of
the UNITED STATES of Washington, DC, a separate sovereign
nation, built on a 10 mile Masonic magic square, a governmental
vehicle built of supernatural powers. It is but one arm of the UNGODLY, United Nations rebuilt Tower of Babylon, beast.
Secret clubs, corporations, politicians, denominations, and the
nations are on a list that just goes on and on, full of those who do
not choose to love TRUTH. Corporations are not above the law
but our political and judicial system is broken and answers to the
why and how they all continue to operate above the law. The
world is being run like a private club. They have been
transformed into gods of lawlessness and one of them is a giant
unstoppable without supernatural assistance to take it down. A
giant bent on destroying our entire Earth reproductive system,
polluting it with genetically modified seeds, breaking the Royal
Laws of God. America is a land of the plumed Serpent and it
has become a self- fulfilling prophecy.
The unjust actions, edicts and decree’s being produced out of the
current federal system is speeding up as if time itself is literally
compressed. I believe it is. The attack is on and it ’s full speed
ahead against our God given sovereignty. We are witnessing
the rise of the UNITED NATIONS II, a rebuilt tower of Babel.
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It’s a force with iron teeth tearing us apart at the seams, as earth
reels to and fro. External ritual rites of old demonstrated by the
recent pageantry heralding the Egyptian phoenix bird at the 2012
Olympics was a clear example of the high degree of idolatry at
work. It is being forced upon the unsuspecting masses of
humanity

who

welcome

it

unwittingly

participating

in

lawlessness, idolatry and witchcraft, thinking of it only as
entertainment. Lack of knowledge and discernment makes it
easy for the adversary who mocks the unwary openly, easily
ensnaring the prey into cages of enslavement. Ignorance is no
excuse in this day and age. The art of manipulation of the minds
of men and their natural propensity to pride and wrong
conclusions, based on feelings without facts has led many astray.
We are a nation living parallel of the scriptures in a do over as
history repeats and is unfolding before our very eyes. It really is
second Exodus time. Time to leave Egypt behind and trust God
to get us through this last part of the wilderness journey. The
blind cannot see it for what it is, a final test of our loyalty. We
the people of this nation are going into captivity again for the
same old reasons, lack of loyalty to TRUTH and the
transgression of sin that leads to death, idolatry.
The final battle and last stand is not ours but belongs to our real
FATHER, the LORD GOD of Heaven and Earth. Messengers of
our God can only lead by example and be obedient to the living
Word. We shall be known by our works. We do not preach a
forced conversion but admonish all to choose this day whom you
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will serve heralding the command to separate and come out of
Mystery Babylon that is no longer a mystery but is revealed.
Those who do not know the living Word and refuse it ’s
instruction will not see what real loyalists to the WORD see, as
we all watch our beloved nation going into captivity. Warriors
standing for Truth do not cling to a false hope of reality or our
wishful thinking seeing everything around us so blatantly and
completely corrupted. Scriptures are fulfilling themselves at
warp speed as we are witness and testify too. We are taking our
places at the banquet and filling in the spaces within the pages of
the Books of Life. I have had the second touch of sight and
clearly see the deceptions that are open to me. I urgently beseech
thee, to see from sea to shining sea. Come be with me.
The internet has been a tool of the adversary but it has also
served to ensnare and reveal the criminals responsible for such
atrocities and crimes against mankind. They can no longer hide.
We are the remnant spoken of in scriptures who shall endure to
the end of this matter waiting patiently for our lawful change to
come, our redemption and restoration back to our original state,
immortality. The day approaches when we shall awake from this
nightmare without any memory of this horrific theater of war
playing out here on planet Earth.
Warriors in this battle shall continue to play our parts in this
casting call of life. No one takes our life from us whether we live
or die. We have already layed our lives down for such a day as
this, living our lives today for Truth in eternity, tomorrow.
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Evil is disguised as good in this time of trouble, a dividing time
in history foretold in the book of Daniel. Truth is continually
being cast down and trampled upon as it practices and prospers
in people beguiled from spells of witchcraft. Masonic secret
society pagan rituals and sacrifices revered by the federal
government of Washington sanctioning lawlessness continues as
this beast system seeks to devours us, a sacrificial offering to a
god of death. Incarcerating us at will for any infraction is only
part of the end-game. It’s a total take over America battle plan
being waged on planet Earth for high physical and spiritual
stakes. A physical engagement of war here is transcending up
into the Spiritual realms and back down again to the physical. It
is the battle of the ages that rages, in the gate of time where we
all stand right now.
There are many heads of this beast making war on the saints
who stand up to defend the real law of YHWH vs ALLAH the
god of many names. Lawlessness rode in on a Trojan horse
named Washington who established a country of his own that
was not his. A country within a country and he took it by the
authority of his name and the supernatural power it answers too.
A duality of purpose was established through occult and
Egyptian magic in the District of the goddess Columbia a three
part entity. A city, state, and sovereign nation all one, established
by a mortal man coveting the throne of God and who sits,
declared as God in our national capitol while his flag of
deception is flying everywhere we look. Washington and Islam
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are united by the craft of Masonic magic and idolatry. Together
they are the United Nations darling, the change agent of today,
using shariah law insurgency against every nation on the planet
through subversion and deception at every level. It is the “ism”
of choice for this time and place and it is being used by this
tyrannical regime of corporatism. It is an incremental insidious
weapon of deception foisted upon us through normally accepted
channels of politics and the compromised court system. All
systems failing to serve, reverence or elevate the TRUTH will
fail sooner or later. These outlaws are motivated to succeed and
CHANGE TIME and HISTORY permanently. No records, no
history. A do- over. That is their plan. They write the history.
They are our Savior. We are slaves for eternity. Well, America?
What say ye? Are you for or against Freedom and Truth? Do you
believe? Don’t be deceived.
No matter how informed we become in this battle of the ages
there still remains only ONE WAY OUT. TRUTH. Scriptures
have changed me and my way of thinking, and I am being made
to stand fearlessly from the strength they infuse me with,
knowing my personal life is a mission parallel to mankind ’s
enslavement and return to captivity, by pagan rulers. I have been
awakened for a time such as this when the fields are ready for
harvest but the workers are few.
Our Godly protection from these brute beasts is gone because of
idolatry and blasphemy and we are going into captivity as the
consequences. We have been deceived as a people incrementally
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over a long period of time and are ensnared in a matrix of the
doctrines of men. All of us are taken captive to wrong thinking at
some point and all we need to do is REPENT and turn the other
way. TRUTH and the embrace of it is the only way to Freedom
and the second touch of seeing things as they really are.
True warriors are on the side of TRUTH, my banner and shield.
I stand against a nation that openly declares war on the
LAWGIVER of LIFE. The way to true governmental peace is
found within HIS name and HIS authority. We are citizens of a
far country, just as Christ was and is. FREEDOM is our God
given right.
Lamentations 4:17-18 As for us, our eyes as yet failed for our vain help: in our
watching we have watched for a nation [that] could not save [us]. Our
persecutors are swifter than the eagles of the heaven: they pursued us upon
the mountains, they layed wait for us in the wilderness.

Truth is a firm foundation and love of TRUTH is Love of GOD.
Truth leads to Freedom and it is what makes men free and
separate from evil.
Revelation 18:4 And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of
her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not of
her plagues.

We see the Truth and are not easily deceived, valiant warriors
standing fearlessly by faith, doing the right thing for the sake of
freedom. FREEEDOM is worth living for and dying for if need
be, and not many will lay their life down for their family and
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friends in a spiritual war they cannot even discern a war against
death itself. We are all engaged whether we realize it or not. The
choices we make during our lives here as we travel the roads,
bridges and tunnels of time, determines our living will that
testifies to our end of life story. The books are still open and we
are still in hostile territory as our friends and family are taken
hostage while most stand idly by. Some of us are warriors who
woke up sooner than the rest with hearts made of Love, the
invincible shield of freedom’s call.
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Chapter 6. Waking Up

W

e all have a natural aversion to anything negative
that affects us or our loved ones, especially when it
regards our very survival. Those of us committed

to truth are willing to face the facts and expose the lies in hopes
that others will see that which makes them free. Free from
coming to wrong conclusions.
Survival has a spiritual component and some of us have had
more time than others to investigate a wide variety of subjects
that help determine the reality of the hard truths of the day. It
requires determination and strength of will to wrestle with
subjects that portray a false reality filled with horrific
ramifications that instill natural feelings of repulsion, disbelief
and terror. It is a lonely business when the messenger of Truth is
feared and ostracized rather than appreciated for the delivery of
that which makes men free. Fear of death is at the root of
bondage.
Christ was feared by those closest to Him as He boldly
approached them in a new shocking manner foreign to their
senses, walking on the water by a demonstration of SPIRIT
triumphing over the physical realm. Spiritual power transcends
boundaries of space, time and the laws of creation. Truth
triumphs over the fear of death. Death is vanquished and
replaced by Love. The key of life is won, it ’s one, the way to
Freedom and Light.
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Christ’s name means salvation and has a root meaning, to carry.
Peter was an apostle and a disciple who was drawn by love of
Truth and by the love of a new calling and the good news he was
learning, concerning the reality of everlasting LOVE. Our God is
a God of LOVE. Christ carries us, imbued by pure energy from
within, created by the Words of Life we hear, invisible footprints
in the sand are our Spirit man. Peter heard the Word and he was
prepared and made ready to answer the call when it came, to
come forth, up and out of the boat. He was willing and able to
leave the security of the life boat he was familiar with, by his
new found faith. Stepping out of our limited ways of thinking
requires effort and a little strength of will and courage. When
the beloved call comes to step out, we need only take one step,
like little children that we are. Peter only took a step or two
before falling into the warm safe embrace of the ONE, who
holds us in His invisible hand of power. Love and the anointing
is a Spiritual shield of protection smeared over our hearts and
minds, sealing us to Him in eternity. No one takes us from His
invisible hand of power, not angels, not powers, not death.
Disciples are warriors awakened and equipped with weapons
unseen and we step out of the boat daily. We walk courageously
through these waters of life as flames of

fire inextinguishable

like those who followed Moses the first time as we ride the
waves of time flowing beneath our feet, we are carried along.
We are the midwives bringing in the birth of the New Heaven
and New Earth coming soon, by faith.
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How many of Gods people will gain the true victory and realize
their calling in life and stop clinging to false constructs of
thought and the doctrines of men instead of GOD ’S edicts? The
perceived normalcy bias that life is fine and nothing amiss does
not really exist. These are perilous times and pitfalls abound on
a road paved with good intentions. Those devoid of a reliable
map for navigation through the wicked curves on a road under
construction are sure to be delayed or detained. The destination
point is in site, so close, yet so far.
The harvest is ready, the workers are few. The challenge is, who
will fearlessly follow in the steps of Christ and go with Him all
the way? Time will tell. Separation under the rod of correction
will come to all of us, one way or the other. Our choices,
decisions and our works will follow us, both words and deeds
that become one new dot in the matrix fabric of our existence.
Awakened from our slumber, ambassadors and change agents for
Christ, the captain of our faith we answer to the Voice of the high
calling, opposing those who operate in the shadows contrary to
the ultimate freedom found in salvation. We are the archangel
bridges covering over the gaps and holes in the road.
Waking up is hard to do in these perilous times where the sign
posts point to destruction and death in every direction. Those of
us sounding the alarms are met with resistance from those we
care most about. Fear and rejection is the reward we reap for
showing others the way out of the darkness. It goes with the
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territory. Christ experienced the same treatment by the crowds
who fell away at hard teachings. They couldn ’t understand
Earthly things or the workings of the heavenly, how could they
without proper preparation? The disciples feared Him when he
came to them showing them a special miracle, walking on water
to them through the dark of night, as He approached their little
boat.
They all deserted Him in the end when the time of persecution
was about to begin. They could not stay awake when needed the
most by the one who promises to never leave us, nor forsake us
until the end. The end of the age is come and gone. We are adrift
in the stormy sea caught in the ebb and flow of the devils
triangle, a slice of Earth time that’s gone awry. It’s time to step
out of the boat.
I expect no less from those who do not see what I see, or
understand the things I do. It is the dark of night. I see the Light.
I’m in the Light and the Light is in me, can’t you see, it’s leading
me? Spiritual fortitude walks on water, no longer just flesh and
blood, but flesh and bone imbued.
Take note of the facts of the words: Flesh and bone and flesh and
blood. The B.I.B.L.E. is our play book for life and the spiritual
significance of numbers is hidden in the real matrix of the living
WORDS. It’s the original MATRIX. The word matrix by
definition implies astounding patterns that can be doubled. A
counterfeit creator is busy and at work using surrounding
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substances to originate something else from within us that
develops or is contained. It is us against the spirit of anti-Christ
that is not flesh and blood, in this war we wage. We must have
Spiritual fortitude as our shield guiding us and leading us and
protecting us from within, to fend off the attacks of the
adversary.
Read the words flesh and bone written into existence in the
scripture code. It’s scribed eight times, hear the mathematical
value and meaning, eight is the number of new beginnings!
Ours! The words flesh and blood usage totals twenty four, that ’s
three times as many perfect eights. Three denotes completeness
and includes resurrection. Don’t you know? Now you do. I do.
John 20:26 And after eight days again his disciples were within, and Thomas
with them: then came Yahushua, the doors being shut, and stood in the midst,
and said, Peace be unto you.
Luke 24:36 And as they thus spake, Yahushua himself stood in the midst of
them, and saith unto them, Peace be unto you.24:37 But they were terrified
and frightened, and supposed that they had seen a spirit.24:38 And he said
unto them, Why are ye troubled? and why do thoughts arise in your hearts?
24:39 Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I myself: handle me, and see; for
a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have.

On the third day of Creation the Earth rose up in resurrection
from the deep along with the seed of the fruit, the green herbs
and trees, they rose up from the Earth. A double resurrection as
one. How much easier it will be to energize you and me and we
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shall walk through the DOOR. It’s the middle of the week and
we are in the time of the fourth beast kingdom, a time of
rebellion. The time will be cut short and it will be the eighth day.
Christ has been preparing for His role a long time and He has
personally shown us the way we must go. There is only one
narrow road leading out of this war zone that has engulfed the
whole Earth, TRUTH. It is the high road of nobility leading to a
city, full of happy freedom-loving people who love their King
willingly and not by forced conversion and through trial and
error have come to know Him and love Him and His Way. It ’s
the Right Way to go, offers us rest and quenches our never
ending thirst for peace and tranquility. The Spirit of Truth
answers to the calling of our hearts desire and fulfills the longing
and loneliness on this long journey home to our point of origin.
The quest for Truth is Life’s prize, a treasure found by the
amazing grace of God who dropped a bread crumb trail for us to
follow and find in due time.

It is a city and Kingdom of

Righteousness. The LORD is there.
Isaiah 1:26 And I will restore thy judges as at the first, and thy counselors as at
the beginning: afterward thou shalt be called, The city of righteousness, the
faithful city. 1:27 Zion shall be redeemed with judgment, and her converts with
righteousness. 1:28 And the destruction of the transgressors and of the sinners
shall be together, and they that forsake YHWH shall be consumed.

Ezekiel the prophet declared the state of the union, in shambles
totally fallen down as a result of not standing up for Truth.
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“Ye have not gone up into the gaps, neither made up the hedge for the house
of Israel to stand in the battle in the day of the LORD.” Ezekiel 13:5

This is a very timely scripture applicable to us here in the USA
today and a parallel. He was living among the people and being
swept into captivity along with them. He issued warnings
regarding prophets who seduce the people and are unwilling to
stand in the gaps of the walls of protection for ISRAEL. We are
the spiritual remnant of the chosen ones, we are always the
favored people of God on Earth when we are obedient. Ezekiel
was and is strong. He declared admonitions and expressed the
sadness that the righteous feel from the lies and vain utterances
so often expounded and that mislead those destined for
deliverance. Our God is willing that none perish yet they do for
lack of Knowledge of Him and His ways.
God Himself is recorded as speaking through Ezekiel. The
warnings of the past are the same mistakes of today and the sins
of idolatry leading to death have been left for our instructions by
many messengers for thousands of years. Who will heed the
report in this long line of history that is now unrolled as a scroll,
in this ancient battle in a war zone, a story of epic biblical
proportions coming to a close?
Ezekiel 20: 38 And I will purge out from among you the rebels, and them that
transgress against me: I will bring them forth out of the country where they
sojourn, and they shall not enter into the land of Israel: and ye shall know that
I [am] the LORD.
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The book of Revelation declares there is a future time of a 4 th
seal being broken bringing death. The 20 th century has seen more
governmental socialist genocide than any other recorded. I
believe we are in that time of judgment.
Revelation 6:7-9 And when he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of
the fourth beast say, Come and see. And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and
his name that sat on him was Death, and Hell followed with him. And power
was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill with sword, and
with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth. And when he
had opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of them that were
slain for the word of God, and for the testimony which they held:
Revelation 6:10 And they cried with a loud voice, saying, How long, O Lord,
holy and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell
on the earth?

Souls are waiting for this battle to conclude and a due time
delivery for the harvesting and renewing of Earth to come to
conclusion. A new heaven and new Earth is on the altar of Earth
revealed in time past, it is time future now and both are merging
and coming together as one. The scriptures reveal many of the
mysteries and building blocks of life now being discovered and
tampered with in this scientific age of no restraint. Nothing is
staying hidden and many things are more clearly understood
regarding time and light and the mechanical and quantum
aspects of our multi-dimensional Creation. We abide as bioelectric vessels of flesh in an electrically charged cosmos. The
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aspects of miracles or lying signs and wonders are difficult to
discern but are not so mysterious or beyond contemplation with
the vast amount of information available.

The potential to

tamper with the laws of the universe are clearly seen in force in
the ongoing detrimental use of chem-trails, for which no
government will answer to, in an ongoing conspiracy of silence.
This fact alone is enough to convict all of them. What other
secrets of lawlessness currently at work are being protected and
hidden from us and why? Who are those destroying the Earth but
fallen lawless ones who are no longer able to disguise their deeds
or stay hidden in amongst us. Why? It ’s harvest time and tares
cannot be hid when grown to maturity nor Truth contained or
denied. Consider our God of Love, His promise is a New Heaven
and Earth for those who wait by faith. The Earth groans in
anticipation of the royal proclamation.
Lawlessness is the opposite of Law so who is our Creation being
prepared for? Hard truths for consideration but evident to those
with enough basic understanding to contemplate and expose such
evil motives to the light of Truth. It ’s written only the wise shall
understand. Look up and watch the signs and look it all up for
yourself. Study to show yourself. It is all written down, written
in the book, The GOOD Book.
Governments that usurp GOD through deception and forced
conversion are imposters and anti-Christs. The mixing of natural
forces of Time and Space and altering them for personal gain by
scientific properties is being demonstrated and tested continually
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on us with fraudulent intent and is resulting in destruction of our
biosphere. Our Earth is now profaned, and it appears all natural
life has been unwillingly compromised and polluted by the
mixing of species. Our governments are overrun with insurgents
who have profaned the mysteries of GOD and LIGHT itself, as it
relates to time and the natural systems of law and the ordering of
life sequences on this planet. We the people of Earth are under
attack by evil men using these God ordained forces. They are
attempting to establish a new world order in a new universe,
created and controlled by men complete with their own new
species of mankind. A species enhanced by technology that
enables them to live forever without repentance and without
YHWH or His laws decreed for us to live by. They are forming
a total counterfeit copy of God’s creation. Believe it or not. The
Book of Genesis contains a great mystery of two gods in the
Garden one who forms and makes and one who creates the
original.
Why do you think there are so many illicit scientific and occult
operations going on all over the world, if not for profit and for
war against us and the total annihilation of the people of the
Book and YHWH God whose HOLY SPIRIT resides within us?
It’s a big idea all right and a new world order construct that
equates to a declaration of war against all mankind delivered by
change agents of lawlessness. It is a battle over the Truth,
rewriting history and changing time itself while establishing a
new god in place of the original creator. Breaking the Law and
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then rewriting it again to make that which is illegal, lawful, in
regards to right of ownership of Earth. A direct parallel to what
the government system has evolved into as a mode of operation
worldwide. We are witnessing a more sophisticated repeat of
how this country was formed by subversion in the past. It ’s a
second attempt to take control and ownership of the entire Earth
and universe. What is happening in the physical realm has a
spiritual connection to unseen powers who take kingdoms by
force, working through men. What happened in the original
garden of Paradise is the same story happening again now and it
is evident the closer we get to the Day of the LORD.
It is all one big show, the curtain can no longer hide the true
identities of the evil actors in a play for power with no restraints
as they bring their plans to pass before an audience who is wide
awake and watching their pathetic ploys. The government
unification strategy has been masked by phony wars of yesterday
and today.
Consider if war in heaven began on Earth by those employing
the physical realm to achieve their goal in the spiritual realm and
have it manifest again on Earth, as a new planet and new
universe. If that is the obvious goal what would need to happen?
Experimentation has proven that living tissue and physical
matter can be cloned and mixed taking from other forms of life,
the mixing of the species to create new life hybrids. What about
dividing time and mixing it with the secret energy systems
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regulating the Earth, it would be like cloning the Earth in an
attempt to recreate it wouldn’t it? A combination of the seen and
unseen being mixed with the holy and profaned by breaking the
covenant of day and night! It would cause a strong delusion in all
who ate of such a tree of knowledge of GOOD and Evil. Those
who think themselves so wise are in for a very rude awakening.
Doubters, here is the legal reference that reveals and confirms
the magnitude of the crime in progress. The two witnesses of
Jeremiah the prophet testify. The covenant of day and night are
the main targets under attack and we are the collateral damage of
no consequence to the Dragon a serpent species and his kind.
Jeremiah, you gotta love him, as he is raised up and launched
forth by the words he spoke so long ago, still living, active and
still dividing Truth from error exposing the omissions made with
intent to deceive and destroy all in all.
Jeremiah 33:20 Thus saith the LORD; If ye can break my covenant of the day,
and my covenant of the night, and that there should not be day and night in
their season;
Jeremiah 33:25 Thus saith the LORD; If my covenant [be] not with day and
night, [and if] I have not appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth;

Is it possible? Incredible as this discourse may sound an
investigation reveals and concludes, it is possible in theory.
Matter and electromagnetic forces of light combined with
theories of quantum physics and mechanics related to
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astrophysics suggest to me, that what is underlying some of the
current earth changes and periodic cycles is that they are being
exploited scientifically for personal greed, the lust for power
and conquest of land. It is a grand plan. If you think really big
and watch certain movies on occasion you might be able to see
what I am saying.
It is impossible to discern a natural disaster these days from an
enhanced man made disaster because the government system
that is in power is not trustworthy and is comprised of liars. They
covet all wealth and are complicit in the conspiracy and
controversy unmasked and open to our inspection. They are
known for their secrets and ‘secret’ power agenda. Learning
about their ‘secret’ of secrets is, how to become wise and
illuminated through, enlightenment. It is a recipe for evil men
following a left hand path shared within a cabal of conspirators
and lawbreakers. First, break the Royal Common Law of God
and you will gain power and wealth through superior
intelligence, technology and deception. It is a political formula
introducing and implementing, incremental legislation calling
evil good, mixes the holy with the profaned and it’s guaranteed
to cause a strong delusion in those who do not cling to TRUTH.
How else could the elect be deceived en mass as they appear to
be now? We are warned ahead of time to be on guard against
false saviors.
Mark 13:22 For false Messiahs and false prophets shall rise, and shall shew
signs and wonders, to seduce, if it were possible, even the elect.
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Scriptures reveal a war is being waged against mankind and it is
our reality. It is not a secret and that is the first clue to help
choose a side of history you’ll want to be found. The past
records teach us by showing us the results for disobedience and
cosmic law-breaking. Time and time again, when the set time
arrives and grace is no longer available, the real GOD will
intervene and prohibit this ancient plan of rebellion from
succeeding. A plan advanced by men who think themselves equal
to God. They are cosmic criminals. Decide for yourself. What is
Truth? What we see in evidence of fact is occurring now and it
has been proclaimed ahead of time. Nothing is impossible and
without God intervening on our behalf we are helpless.
Genesis 11:6 11:5 And YHWH came down to see the city and the tower, which
the children of men built. 11:6 And YHWH said, Behold, the people is one, and
they have all one language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be
restrained from them, which they have imagined to do.

The end of this age is here, all of the odd puzzle pieces not easily
found by mortal men are coming together quickly and
overwhelming our sensibilities, yet we stand, fearless. We see
through a dubious and diabolical plan hatched and enveloped in
draconian public and private commercial ventures that make
merchandise of men and is destroying any semblance of law and
order that once existed. A form of pure evil is upon us, one that
seeks to be our God. The total conquest and subjugation of the
entire Creation is at risk in a do over and a take-over attempt.
Total control is the ultimate goal. The jihad of jihads. The hidden
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hand of the new world order is revealed, and it is a bigger idea
than most can fathom without fainting. I am not the only one
who sees it and we are still a standing army. The gates of hell
shall not prevail. Thank you, Yah.
Those of us who have walked upon the water of time are not
clinging to a lifeboat made of wood by the hands of men. We can
and we do find rest in this storm, we sleep in the back of the
boat. We are the saints, the singing stones of Truth eternal and
we are awake, oh yes we are awake. This time around we are
ready, willing and able to stay engaged though we may stumble,
we will not fall. The people patriots are awake. Washington’s
war in heaven is raging and the weapons being forged and waged
against us shall not prevail. They shall be taken in their own trap
doors. We the people have the Spirit of Truth within us
sustaining and shielding us.
Hidden history and lack of knowledge causes strong delusions
and warped ways of thinking in those easily led astray by lies
and liars. We are in an age where Truth itself is not revered or
sought out, and most have lost the critical thinking ability to
consider the implications. Why? Mass mind control devices
robbing them of their freedom by fraudulent methods with
criminal intent, no working knowledge of scriptural history and
not enough Wisdom that forms a Spiritual Shield of Truth, our
hedge of personal protection and that which keeps apathy at bay.
We’re on guard, engaged in matrimony fighting for our Beloved.
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This world government system is taking on more form and
substance and rearing its ugly head, it is a many headed beast. It
is continually found wanting when weighed in the scales of
Justice. Democracy is only one head and appears to most as a
reasonable way to allow a government to operate when, in fact, it
is nothing more than an insurgent agent of change, like Islam,
Communism or any other power hungry system of government
contrary to God.
Tyrants and evil men deceive the masses and unify in order to
magnify their power and then they enslave us by our own false
allegiance. They know how easily we forget to remember the
real laws we must abide by, enumerated as ten for mortal men in
Exodus Chapter 20. Exodus 2 multiplied by ten, it’s a clue.
We must remember we are sovereign beings of a Spiritual
Kingdom and we are only passing through this physical world
and no matter what form of government is in power in a given
age, we must be a people loyal to the God of Truth. The
unschooled masses are easily fooled today as in days past and
until the Day-Star of Truth is formed in their hearts of flesh. It
grows ever brighter, forming a shield and a seal for those born
again of The Spirit of Truth. Truth is the strong ensign that
shines out from within, it’s a life giving beacon of the light that
draws the blind out of the darkness.
The old world order is a united nations Tower of Babel of the
fallen angel kind, those who seek to overthrow YHWH God and
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His Law while taking the kingdoms by force to over His
Creation, establishing their own dominion in Heaven and Earth.
They really do not have any more new tricks they just have a
more subtle way of thinking and doing things and have had
plenty of time to employ them against us, who are like sheep
without a shepherd. Sophisticated technological means are being
used against us that are beyond our comprehension and defy all
laws of Love. The God-given right to immortality through
technology is motivated by lawless criminals on the MOST
WANTED list of the galaxy and there is a judgment on their
heads as they seek to avoid capture. The judgment will stand and
the warrant declared for their arrest will not be stayed. They
have used and abused mankind to the highest degree. They are
highly motivated in their efforts to escape this time line and are
tampering continually with the space-time continuum while
attempting to steal our birth rights and our eternal heritage and
make it their own.
The very life within our blood has been stolen from the
corrupting of our DNA and all of YHWS creation and that is just
one fraction of their criminal enterprise. A diabolical plan of
extinction is unfolding daily. Dignitaries openly declare their
brazen serpent plans. They go by many names, sharing a
common agenda using many diverse aspects to implement and
force our total compliance. Mankind as a species is under attack
by a hardhearted bastard species.
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I do not accept the terms of terrorists or embrace a god of
science. The power of life eternal restored by technology to
achieve immortality by way of trans-humanism has no appeal. A
cyborg existence living as a hybrid creation of man and machine
controlled by a microchip? No not me. The lawlessness of
scientific regeneration and resurrection from within a false
matrix of creation does not require obedience to the God of the
bible. He is the one real ORIGINAL Lawgiver of this Creation.
Our government allows and actively pursues such lawlessness at
the hands of those who have been judged and they have
infiltrated our world. It is pure lawlessness at work in a nation
whose leaders promote lawlessness openly by legal sanction and
decree. This ancient plan has been achieved through incremental
deceptions with fraudulent intent, by steps and degrees that has
ensnared and imperiled the whole world.
A time is coming when the promise and results of our repentant
and legally gained rehabilitative change is effected. We will
wake up from this nightmare life of toil and trouble without a
tear of remembrance in a new Heaven and Earth.
Revelation 8:1 And when he had opened the seventh seal, there was silence in
heaven about the space of half an hour...

Now at the end, we can see into these great mysteries of how our
times and laws have been tampered with. A great old cosmic
conspiracy and star war is ongoing, but soon coming to a close
here on Earth.
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The lake of fire is prepared for the consummation of the fallen
angels who shall die as men, in the Tabernacles-Pass Over
reversal of time. The cleansing fire of restoration that removes
the dross of that which should not be, Death.
Mathew 25:41 Then shall he say also unto them on the left hand, Depart from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels:
Revelation 12:9 And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called
the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out into
the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

The sands of time are running down, heaven’s time clock is
ticking and the mysterious retrograde star, Venus and the
planetary alignments of the time keepers are out of place. Time
past and present will be made one and the celestial time clock
reset. We are going back to the beginning. The evidence is in, it ’s
an open and shut case for all the world to see. There is nowhere
to run and hide no matter which side of the divide you reside.
The perpetrators are coming to justice and judgment.
Revisiting the book of Jeremiah chapters 30-33 is foundational at
arriving at the proper verdict and conclusion of the matter.
Prophecy was reported and is now coming to a close. The final
conflict is in sight. The COVENANT LAW of time and light is
under attack and it is the mother lode secret, of secrets. It is evil,
not Good. Pure evil is calling lawlessness as the LAW to be
legal. It is not. It is pure rebellion manifested, by those who
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change time and laws working their craft, dividing time in
rebellion to the LAWS of GOD.
Isaiah 5:20 Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put
darkness for light, and light for darkness; that put bitter for sweet, and sweet
for bitter!

The NEW COVENANT LAW is written on our hearts in the
inner chambers where it is secure. We are the rightful heirs and
guardians of the garden.
Jeremiah 31:33 But this shall be the covenant that I will make with the house
of Israel; After those days, saith YHWH, I will put my law in their inward parts,
and write it in their hearts; and will be their Elohim, and they shall be my
people.

The sun and moon are placeholders in the fabric of space and
comparable to intercessors in the physical realm. We are all
activated by the invisible energy and creative Spirit of God.
The Sun of righteousness is as a double edged sword that divides
and makes whole at the same time. It ’s a lake of fire with the
power of life and death inherent in physical form. The living
Word convicts the godless of their transgressions and is a
doorway that leads to the revelation, the wonder and mystery of
it all contained in a little book. The Bible, a two part work of the
Law made of the Old and New Covenant. It’s one. I am watching
and waiting for the Spiritual City of Righteousness to appear.
The place where the sun shall no longer govern or constrain me
and my Spirit is totally free.
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Malachi 4:2 But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteousness
arise with healing in his wings; and ye shall go forth, and grow up as calves of
the stall.
Ecclesiastes 3:16 And moreover I saw under the sun the place of judgment,
[that] wickedness [was] there; and the place of righteousness, [that] iniquity
[was] there.

Is it any wonder that the battle in the physical realm evidenced
today is the same as in the days of old? It ’s a united nations,
world-wide jihad of war against freedom and Truth in the name
of lawlessness masquerading as Law and that which always
leads to oppression and death for the people, in the end.
This age is ending as Earth is passing away below our feet. We
are the replacements occupying our places prepared in advance
for us to be, at the same time. Our dominion shall be reestablished by redemption energizing all of creation. It’s our time
and the season for a do-over, an opportunity provided by our
merciful and loving Father who holds all in all. He whom was
and is, coming again soon from a far country hidden within the
folds of time.
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Chapter 7. Fiery Trials

E

arth is aflame, and we are on the field. The crops are
being laid waste in a war we are thrust into. It’s a
battle to the death against death, in the valley of the

shadow. We arrive here as babies who must mature and grow up
into a perilous world with no boot-camp training other than what
is provided by our parents, schools and the accepted
governmental systems. Infiltration by change agents is the order
of the day. The real agenda is “order out of chaos” with agendas
instituting incremental policies that engineer society away from
Biblical teachings and righteous models for civilization. It is a
world overrun by those calling themselves free and accepted
Masons, only one of many secret societies mixed in amongst us.
They are not for us. They are against us. They are neither free
nor accepted by those of us in the know. They are like Legion, a
poor man indwelt by a demonic spirit who inhabits helpless
captives, stripping them of their rightful minds and protective
coverings until they are made free by the TRUTH which covers
them, garbed in bright white light wearing robes of
righteousness.
Our parents cannot teach us what they do not know themselves.
If they do not know the scriptures, what foundation is there for
them to compare right from wrong or be in position to teach their
children? It is written the heart is desperately wicked. We all
suffer from the same condition and twisted perverted thinking is
the thorn we must wrestle with and if you never read the
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following words how will you know what the foundation is that
our God expects us to build upon? Is your way of thinking equal
to GOD? Are you happy and blessed, or are you oppressed?
Jeremiah 17:7 Blessed is the man that trusts in YHWH, and whose hope YHWH
is. 17:8 For he shall be as a tree planted by the waters, and that spreads out
her roots by the river, and shall not see when heat comes, but her leaf shall be
green; and shall not be careful in the year of drought, neither shall cease from
yielding fruit. 17:9 The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately
wicked: who can know it? 17:10 I YHWH search the heart, I try the reins, even
to give every man according to his ways, and according to the fruit of his
doings.

Our personal stories unfold as we live and learn. The necessary
training and skills for a job and employment take most of our
energy, rendering us as slaves to a system in this never-ending
spiritual matrix of control. Peace and security for our souls is
that for which we all seek, having come from within the watery
wombs of our mothers’ souls. It ’s a natural drive to survive
amidst all the noise, haste, distractions and deceptions. Seeking
and finding Truth should be first on our to-do list, not last as we
travel along the roads of discovery.
In my case, the meaning to life and its purpose led me on a quest
for the Truth early in life. The loneliness and despondency of
feeling incomplete was inherent in my observation of life as I
entered into my twelfth year. I remember it as one specific day
when I made a decision to seek answers. I understand now that it
was the Spirit of Truth itself answering to my inner distress call
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of despair, and it is the Great Spirit who drew me and wooed me
from within. He’s not very far from any of us and I have
discovered the prize at the end of the road, it’s the far country of
the Spirit that awaits us all. “Seek and you shall find,” as the
saying goes. It is a narrow but well-defined and paved road that
few find, away from the crowds who are traveling in all
directions not knowing which way to go. “My Country ‘Tis of
Thee, Sweet land of Liberty.” It is the road less traveled, the one
which leads us home to the warm embrace of Love. We are all
here for the same do-over purpose and a number of preparation
days, making us ready for our day of return. We ’re going home
en route, via a ticket to Paradise, back to the future of our
intended abode in the mansion in the sky. It is the special place,
prepared just for us to be. Always. PARADISE II.
The story of creation is the greatest story ever told, and it is the
same story we all play a part in as the called and chosen and
those sent, having been found worthy to serve their fellow man,
set the example, pay the price. Our personal and corporate
journeys are all running parallel to each other, actors in our own
life dramas playing out upon the world stage of warriors engaged
in war against unseen adversaries wreaking havoc on this planet.
We are all accounted for in a battle that rages, written upon the
scrolls of time unfurled. We are the real people patriots leading
the way to Freedom.
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Isaiah 34:4 And all the host of heaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall
be rolled together as a scroll: and all their host shall fall down, as the leaf
falleth off from the vine, and as a falling [fig] from the fig tree.
Revelation 6:14 And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together;
and every mountain and island were moved out of their places.

Scriptures teach that those who are found worthy shall escape all
the horrors coming upon Earth and those things overtaking the
hearts of mortal men. The devices being implemented and
engineered against our Creation warrant a full investigation by
everyone. Weapons of mass destruction are being employed
without the knowledge or consent of a captured populace.
Vaccinations are only one of the many vehicles of deception and
are a slow working form of genocide. Many experts have learned
the truth of the matter, have disclosed it and stood up against the
lawless disregard for human life that issues forth from the end of
a syringe by a government mandated vaccination program
sanctioned by authorities who promote death and deny the truth
by ignoring the facts. Vaccines are loaded with anything but, that
which is good. Patriot people stand against such lies and liars in
defense of themselves, their friends, family and especially their
totally defenseless children who depend on them for wise
judgment and protection. Real patriots include everyday people
like you and me, attorneys and doctors. If you don ’t believe it
and won’t look into it, we can do nothing more to warn the
wayward and those with misplaced trust, who have bought the
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lie that government is their God with the power of life and death
over them.
Warriors on the front lines are not ignorant of these traitors to
Truth, nor do we fear them, not loving our mortal lives more that
Christ and the salvation of our world. We are standing fearlessly
by faith on a solid foundation of Knowledge, knowing that He
has already overcome the world and it is a world without end. He
is holding us in the Royal Palm of His hand. It is the pristine
place that shall be restored when we return once again, to tend
it’s gardens as they were and are, intended to be. That’s faith.
Will He find it when He returns? I hope so and if not I will wait
for Him to revive me.
Time is getting shorter either as a function of the natural order or
as a result of the transgressions of those actively dividing it
lawlessly. Advanced secret star war technologies are unleashed
above our heads and below our feet as we stand here on Earth in
consternation with so many logical scientific possibilities and
speculations that may account for much of what we are
witnessing. Lying signs and wonders with fire falling from the
sky. What I do know is. It is written, that the last battle will not
be won by the adversary who seeks to ascend to the throne of
God. I stand on that promise of deliverance and I revere that
which seeks to save me from that which I clearly cannot save
myself while I am standing on a world that is dying under my
feet. The end is in sight and I know the majesty of our King who
will win in the end. He is the End and He is the Beginning. He is
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the CHANGE AGENT of change agents. He is the Door and the
portal to which we must pass. He is and was to come, Alpha and
Omega. I do not fear or revere death or those who herald it more
than the captain of my faith who brings life and more
abundantly, effortlessly to those who follow after Him. Ask and
you shall receive. Knock and the Door shall be opened. It ’s open
now, Come on in.
The movies being made these days reveal more than most people
comprehend. They are a form of modern day living scriptures
infused with the exploits of the Dragon and his offspring. You
can find him in the Book of Revelation if you don ’t know who
he is or working through evil men who do his bidding, using
subtle forces of mind control. Public programming at its best is
subliminal and below the consciousness or awareness of the
innocents, to varying degrees. Graven images that move, speak
and deliver messages in electronic media are capable of casting
spells upon the defenseless, as if they were released with wands
of witchcraft, they are. A word to the wise is to be forewarned
and prepared to defend your own mind by a strong defense
against the wiles

of the nachash, the shining ones, the

‘illuminated’ subtle serpent people. Our LORD warned us, when
He confronted and challenged them directly, exposing them for
who they really are, servants of Satan the adversary of mankind.
Genesis 3:1 Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field
which YHWH Elohim had made. And he said unto the woman, Yea, hath Elohim
said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden?
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Mathew 12:34 O generation of vipers, how can ye, being evil, speak good
things? for out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.
Mathew 23:33 [Ye] serpents, [ye] generation of vipers, how can ye escape the
damnation of hell?

One movie in particular literally rocked my world view and
woke me up. I had no idea what I was in for but I am very
thankful that I took the time to watch the entire movie series of
“The Matrix” over a two-day period of one weekend. What I
discovered literally changed my level of critical thinking ability
and opened my eyes and mind to the possibilities of much
broader ranges of concept regarding the esoteric aspects of life.
The thought that the government could possibly wish to do me
harm was foreign and unbelievable at first, but the evidence was
and still is conclusive. Discarding preconceived mindsets for the
Truth is the way to navigate through a land of lies making
forward progress possible.
I was able to see through the hidden messages being delivered
and heed them as warnings that woke me up, regarding the truth
of our existence. Movies relate to warnings in scriptures and are
a form of prophecy delivered through a parallel medium. The
prophetic messages in both genres are applicable warnings not to
be denied. Outer veils cloak the harsh realities of truth and
prophetic messages delivered on behalf of the subtle serpent will
take root in those who have not been born again of Spirit as lying
spirits of error and seduction becoming strongholds of
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oppression and possession because they are not understood for
what they are. Lack of knowledge and false truth begets lies. I
find it more than interesting that a movie with such a telling
story is not recognized for what it is by the masses. It mocks the
intelligence of those who cannot navigate clearly through the
minefield of a layered reality because they are blinded to the
truth. It is confirmation that they are not just blind, but deaf and
dumb to that which is evil and therefore unable to standup, speak
up or resist those who seek to steal, kill and destroy them. Our
own minds become a snare and a repository for the evil
intentions of the overlords currently ruling this planet through
predictive programing. There is a super intelligence at work
against us mere mortals on this rock called Earth, the Third Rock
out.
The Matrix movie is a microcosm of historical and scriptural
reality in that Neo, the main character is the parallel of Christ, a
figure of salvation for all mankind. That is pretty basic and
echoes the battle of life versus death and good versus evil at the
foundation of all movies. Those who are not born again with
scriptural and spiritual eyes of understanding are just not capable
of arriving at the obvious, fuller more complete and correct
conclusions, especially regarding that particular movie. It is a
must primer for everyone. I don ’t keep up with all the movies in
production but have seen the major motion pictures that tell the
never ending story playing on planet Earth.
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Modern day media devices and productions entertain, distract
and deceive the masses of humanity racing toward their own
demise both physically and spiritually, just like a herd of swine
being driven off a cliff by a demon named Legion. There is a
choice. Sheep hear and follow the voice of a true shepherd who
heralds the VOICE of the GREAT Shepherd, one who leads the
flock calmly out of harm’s way. We do not run and hide
stampeded by fear.
Movies are only one of weapons of mass destruction leading
masses of mankind astray, contrary to warnings and instructions
of the scriptures. For example, when a movie uses witchcraft as a
role model, why have so many parents allowed and encouraged
their children to partake of such indoctrination? Why allow them
to play fantasy games that idolize death and destruction during
their formative years at the time when they should be taught
solid foundational values? Parents are guilty victims.
To those not born again with spiritual eyes it is only considered
innocent fun and those of us who know better are appalled, at the
foolishness of fools so unconcerned about serious spiritual
matters.

We who are born again of the Spirit of Life, have

discernment and we see that which is hidden from others and
painfully obvious to us knowing they are blinded by lack of
knowledge. Parables within parables are easy to the wise. We are
able to separate out the lie from the Truth.
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Evil versus good is the foundation of most story lines of movies
and television including the cartoons fed to children. The trick is
in the dividing truth from lies and avoiding the strong delusion
caused by the subtle mixed messages that so easily traps the
unwary and unprepared. Most get the trick instead of the treat
because they cannot tell one from the other because they don ’t
know the beginning of the real story of Good and Evil or who
the cast and characters really are. Tell a vision at the root, is
comparable to the book of revelations, living words spoken by
living people being played out in real life and recorded as a
parallel means of delivering prophecy by the adversary. There is
the Bible and its authors and then there is television and its
authors who helped civilization move a little faster down the
road to destruction. TV programming has promoted the
degradation of our society by the same incremental bait and
switch tactics of politics. It started out with foundational family
value presentations and then got changed by the promotion of
role models demonstrating life values, contrary to the laws of
God. Same old formula, mixing the good with evil from a bad
tree that produces a populace under a spell, no longer thinking
for themselves but doing as their sold and told, by the
programmers.
When I was a child I loved watching The Jetsons cartoons, a nice
family who had a robot maid, a dog and a space ship all their
own instead of a car or truck. I grew up expecting that we would
all have a space vehicle, or at the very least a personal helicopter
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of some sort. Apparently there is a strong possibility that such
free energy is available and spaceships are possible and may in
fact already be in use by the military, but we are not allowed to
know the truth of such matters. Why? Knowledge is power and if
free energy for such a mode of transportation exists why is it
suppressed? Greed and control would be lost by those exploiting
us and acting as gods with counterfeit sources of power that keep
us in bondage to high energy costs. Predictive programming has
taken us all captive, in one form or another.
It is an ancient plan of chaos and disorder that causes confusion
and it is come full circle now. The evidence is overwhelming that
there is an active agenda in force preying upon those who fall for
lies. Drinking from the tree of the knowledge of GOOD and evil,
a mixed hybrid tree, is dangerous and allows foundational lies to
become a stronghold for lying spirits. Eve was one such soul in
the garden alone who fell prey to temptation. She became
confused from her own wishful thinking and put faith in false
promises, forgetting the instructions from GOD and the warnings
not to eat from one tempting tree. Loving the lie that she would
not surely die was a fatal error. Disobedience to God is the
opposite of Love, and believing the opposite of what is and was
true brought death into the garden. The transgression of idolatry
comes packaged in many forms.
There is only one God who is GOOD. The usurper is an imposter
and takes on many forms, stealing our time and energy. Children
are the prime target of our lost generation, which includes
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parents and children both who have not learned to value the
scriptures and get the basic preparation required to withstand the
enemy. Our society at large is adrift in a sea of forgetfulness.
The TRUTH is a shield of protection against such evil that seeks
to steal our soul. Mankind is a living vessel and the question we
must ask ourselves is, are we a vessel of honor or dishonor and
will we be a keeper after the refining process of our lives spent
here? The analogy of the kiln to a potter’s creation is a very
telling parable and parallel. Our actions convict us or exonerate
us in the fiery trial of life. It did not take long for us or our
children to be overtaken by such means of mind control when we
and our parents forgot the admonition to teach our children the
scriptures and remember the Pass Over of our deliverance. We
are right back where we started in bondage for abandoning the
God of our salvation.
Many scientific realities are portrayed in movies and television
as fiction, and most people think they might be far-fetched
because they are so inhumane and disturbing. Some are easily
verified in this day and age and recognizable to those of us who
are well read. Those who seek, find, and those who do not, will
not. Nothing is staying hidden from humanity at this point and
those who do not seek are at great peril. Experiments the military
has conducted are documented publicly and appear in movies
and TV and the masses just don’t know it or believe it because
they have not been told about it on the government provided TV
news stations. To those of us who have been awake for years we
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find it incredible that so many adults are still stubbornly standing
fast within their childish mindsets, mired in the matrix of lies.
Knowledge regarding the ability to divide the Truth from lies
and liars is based on, a sure foundation of scriptures compared to
the abundance of public information that is available and
condemns those who by their actions, words and deeds are
revealed as enemies of mankind. Freedom fighters and People
Patriots are those of us who are still standing, still speaking and
leading by example.
Knowing the living and active words that reveal the truth from
lies and liars in this life are worthy of all effort and sacrifice.
Truth is hard to find these days unless you look for it. Correct
conclusions are clouded by habits determined by wishful
thinking, feelings and deceptions operating on a grand scale all
requiring spiritual weapons of warfare for engagement.
I will introduce another revelation that I gleaned from watching
the TV series “Fringe” a few weeks ago. I watched them all,
back to back at the same time, compromising four years of
programming. It took me about three weeks to watch in
chronological order. I was astounded at the scientific,
philosophical, esoteric and biblical combination of the entire
presentation as a whole. The finale ending of last season revealed
the entire faulty foundation of ongoing warfare I see parallels to
what is actually happening in the real world. It is a strong
message to those who can grasp it, and plain to see.
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The season finale was comparable to reading the end of the Bible
and the beginning of Genesis. An end and a new beginning in
one episode. The basic storyline is about Earth and which god
will rule and reign over it. It portrays a scientist who is known
the world over from another famous movie, “Star Trek” and the
USS Enterprise as Spock, a Vulcan hybrid who is part man, and
that fact alone carries a double meaning and higher level of
understanding only to those who know the whole history of the
larger story within a story being told. I believe the message
revealed is what the entire end game plan is regarding the total
take-over of Earth that we are witnessing today.
The question I keep hearing is why? Why would those who see
themselves as our gods and worthy of ruling over us want to
genocide or destroy us or the Earth that we share? It is revealed
clearly and a direct comparison to the book of Genesis regarding
the fact that animals were created first, before mankind is
paramount. Man was created to rule and reign over them, and if
you do not know that you are lost with no real compass with
which to navigate. We are under subjection to a species of
serpents who are trying to take dominion over us. The serpent
kind are meant to be under our feet, not ruling and reigning over
us.
Earth is a target on the drawing board of the Satanic Serpent.
We are the blood part of the ritual sacrifice being prepared for
slaughter before they make their final attempt to ascend to the
throne of the most high by committing the highest degree of
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treason ever known to mankind, in an attempt to steal Earth and
use it for the recreation of a New Heaven and a New Earth to be
ruled by Lucifer. Spock is the hybrid scientist, the man in control
of the plan revealed at the end of the series story, in the last
scene of the fourth season. It parallels the fourth beast kingdom
of Washington, D. C. in power now. It parallels those who go up
and down, to and fro in the earth via portals as recorded in the
book of Job along with other special servants who do the same.
Spock as the new god of creation has a plan and his will is to
change the natural order. The scene ends by looking through the
portal of a large ship, and all that is seen is a lush paradise with
two large dinosaurs, a perfect pair of dragons. They are the
beloved intended pair to become the inheritors of the New
Heaven and Earth forming the new beginning in a new
dimension of time and space, instead of a perfect pair comprised
of one woman and one man, our kind.
That is what we are being told and sold on tell a vision whether
you believe it or not and that is what all the pieces of this puzzle
add up too. The lawlessness of iniquity found in Lucifer the

‘illuminated’ one, is revealed and his devices are no longer
hidden from us. We can see the reality of our situation and every
time we expose the TRUTH, his power is diminished and we add
to our ranks.
Criminals are not really very smart and these servants of Satan
have no place to hide except another dimension and so they
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continually try to escape from the judgment coming their way
soon. They are succumbed to their own wishful thinking hoping
their lord and master, Lucifer can get away with criminal
enterprise of the highest degree, saving them from their own
deals with the devil made during their lives for momentary lusts
of wealth and power. Satan thinks he can, “Yes we can, and
thank you Satan,” is their mantra and their revealed speech
pattern in reverse.
The profaning and mixing of that which should be holy and set
apart, the dividing of time, is the final frontier being sought by
the powers that be. It is their last chance and last stand at escape
from their coming judgment. They have performed all the black
magic rituals to insure the people of Earth are in league and
unaware and all parallels have been established on Earth which
makes them believe their own lies. These workers of iniquity
really think they can steal Earth from He, who is the real owner
of this vineyard, and use it like loaves and fishes as the seed
from which to clone Earth and form a new universe. Wow. Now
if this seems to far-fetched, please take another read through of
your Bible, or open it for the first time cognizant of the
possibilities. Supernatural variances of time are possible and do
occur even today.
The United States was turned into a secret legal but lawless
corporation; it is a shadow form of government in operation
today under a veneer of false law and order. There is a trail of
evidence to support the claim, although it is not my intention to
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prove this within the context of this book. I wish only to share
the information briefly as it is worth checking into if it is news to
your ears and you really want to know the whole truth of the
mountain of lies upon which we reside. It applies as a parallel of
our nation and how power is subverted and reveals the depth of
deception at work and the perceived legitimacy that has
shrouded the Truth. Greed is at the root. This country was
formed from the sacrificial ashes of the original spiritual capitol
of the natives in Indiana, in the center garden of God, upon this
continent. It was genocide. The power of the Dragon is in effect
and we are still under siege with a clear and present danger. Our
country is changed, stolen out from under us and being ruled by
the god of forces regardless of what cover of light and false glory
is robing it, hiding its real form and intentions.
Daniel 7:18 But the saints of the most High shall take the kingdom, and
possess the kingdom for ever, even for ever and ever. 7:19 Then I would know
the truth of the fourth beast, which was diverse from all the others, exceeding
dreadful, whose teeth were of iron, and his nails of brass; which devoured,
brake in pieces, and stamped the residue with his feet; 7:20 And of the ten
horns that were in his head, and of the other which came up, and before
whom three fell; even of that horn that had eyes, and a mouth that spake very
great things, whose look was more stout than his fellows. 7:21 I beheld, and
the same horn made war with the saints, and prevailed against them; 7:22
Until the Ancient of days came, and judgment was given to the saints of the
most High; and the time came that the saints possessed the kingdom. 7:23
Thus he said, The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom upon earth, which
shall be diverse from all kingdoms, and shall devour the whole earth, and shall
tread it down, and break it in pieces. 7:24 And the ten horns out of this
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kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and another shall rise after them; and
he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue three kings. 7:25 And he
shall speak great words against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of
the most High, and think to change times and laws: and they shall be given
into his hand until a time and times and the dividing of time. 7:26 But the
judgment shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion, to consume and to
destroy it unto the end. 7:27 And the kingdom and dominion, and the
greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people
of the saints of the most High, whose kingdom is an everlasting kingdom, and
all dominions shall serve and obey him.

We are the saints, the Patriot People of YHWH.
The way people perceive truth and the mass mind control
ensuring the chaos and confusion that abounds is an aspect that
those apathetic to the world situation fail to see. They have a part
in what happens on this planet and their failure to realize that
what they do and say is important to the health and well-being of
all of us and is possibly the most lethal unseen weapon being
used against us. Our adversary is formidable.
None of what I am trying to convey is likely to be approachable
or discernible to those who have not read scriptures, have a good
working knowledge of history and who do not reverence Truth,
for Truth’s sake. It is foolishness to those who are perishing from
a lack of knowledge and they do not even know it. Spiritual food
and water that is eternal is found only in the scriptures as the
voice of GOD in the written Words that are containers for His
Spirit. Our eyes meet Him in our hearts and minds and our spirit
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becomes one with His SPIRIT. I can lead to the well but I will
not make you drink. Come all who are thirsty and drink from the
well. Who is your husband?
John 4:13 Yahushua answered and said unto her, Whosoever drinketh of this
water shall thirst again: 4:14 But whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall
give him shall never thirst; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him a
well of water springing up into everlasting life.4:15 The woman saith unto him,
Sir, give me this water, that I thirst not, neither come hither to draw.4:16
Yahushua saith unto her, Go, call thy husband, and come hither.

Life is a stage in many ways and it ’s a place where we may take
on the roles of those we choose if we are called and chosen as
those sent to serve. I believe we are acting out the old and new
testament people’s parts in this time and place in an age old
drama playing out here in this dimension as it is in each age. The
way I read the story it is harvest time again for the souls who are
made ready as new creations, by the power of God. Some of us
will receive the rewards and the great prize.
If we do not learn from the past as well as the present, we will
very likely be limited in our abilities to overcome the magnitude
of such forces being employed against us physically, emotionally
and spiritually. We must have the spiritual power of the ONE
GOD who is good residing within us, while in these physically
limited bodies. We cannot save ourselves from the evil.
It has been scientifically photographed that an actual spark of
light is visible at the moment of conception in these bio-electric
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bodies we inhabit and if that is true and that is the moment when
life begins, why do we have a government that sanctions and
now forces a public policy of health care including abortion at
will that is contrary to the law of life, “Thou shalt not kill.” Why
do we have a government forcing same sex marriage upon us
when we all know it has been a transgression written into the law
of our nation from the beginning and why is it the politicians of
today have been bold enough to challenge God in such open
fashion? If you will be honest with yourself and read this book
and then seek for the whole Truth it will be revealed to you. If
you seek you shall find, Truth.
The Spirit of Life at our birth activates us, as wonderfully and
fearfully made creations. A spark fanned by the wind of the Holy
Spirit of Life needs to be nurtured. A proper diet leads to health
and wealth, physically and spiritually and will change a bounty
on our heads from that of a death sentence to that of a
promissory note, producing eternal life and restoration, as we are
born again becoming citizens in a far country, into the Spiritual
Kingdom of our King. PARADISE awaits us in the place where
the miracle of LIFE triumphs over death. That’s a change worth
living and dying for, achieving a great victory against the evil
god of forces operating in this world, against us. Our God will
vanquish the spirit of lawlessness in this war.
2Thessalonians 2:7 For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who
now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way. 2:8 And then shall that
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Wicked be revealed, whom Yahushua shall consume with the spirit of his
mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming:

Trial and error teaches us that winning battles is by faith in God
who fights them for us. It is by faith and action working together
within a framework of obedience to God’s law and His ways of
doing things that we achieve every victory, if we stand firm and
do not grow weary of doing good. I admit I am growing weary.
A lifetime is given to discover that we must choose to learn to
use the most powerful weapon of warfare we have available,
faith and calling things that be not as though they are using
invisible weapons of warfare just like the adversary does. Our
words are weapons of warfare and out of the over flow of our
hearts and minds they spill out. I intend to win the race in the
contest set before me.
Fulfilling scriptures and doing exploits is sometimes fun and
knowing that all creation has waited for us to do the works
prepared in advance for us to do, helps keep me motivated. We
are here now to reveal those destroying Earth. We rode in
following the son of Man on an invisible white horse we are
hoping to see very soon, up close and personal as we go for long
walks again in a special garden of peace prepared just for us.
I understand the past and how it connects to the here and now.
This is not something that can be taught, only sought out and
then discerned. The rewards of Spiritual Knowledge and
Understanding

are

priceless.
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What

is

immortality

and

FREEDOM worth? ALL. Keep going forward in any battle by
taking one step at a time and courageously doing the right thing
as a warrior who is willing to engage enemies. The heavenly host
includes all in service and on deployment in this ancient battle.
We are committed to exposing the dark deeds of all who opposes
Truth following in the steps of the Captain of the Host, Christ.
He is the real Commander in Chief, unseen for the moment but
not for long returning to a world without end. The covenant of
day and night will be reconciled by His invisible hand of power.
Are you for or against us?
This battle and the entire story of creation is really all about who
will rule and reign over the Earth and this part of the Galaxy and
the unlawful establishment of a new constellation in the
universe. Look to the Congressional Our Flag Book if you don ’t
believe it and reread your Bible and study up on a few subjects
and it will all come together as the pieces of a puzzle are found.
There will be an end to this second rising of the old world
Babylonian order of disorder, calling itself by its new name, The
New World Order, a name of false identity and stolen authority. I
say woe to them who write unrighteous decrees and write
oppression. They are not fooling everyone on this planet and
their time is short and they know it.
Isaiah 10:1 Woe unto them that decree unrighteous decrees, and that write
grievousness which they have prescribed;10:2 To turn aside the needy from
judgment, and to take away the right from the poor of my people, that widows
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may be their prey, and that they may rob the fatherless!10:3 And what will ye
do in the day of visitation, and in the desolation which

Isaiah said the same thing in Chapter 10:1 and I am pleased to
stand with him here and now issuing the same words of
judgment. I wonder how many people could see what he saw
happening then in his day, and that we see repeating in ours. It is
lonely sometimes to be one of the prophets or called out ones
and we are tired saints but we will keep showing up for duty in
this battle even if we lose a skirmish here or there, while taking a
stand. Leading by example is the one recourse left for us to
follow. Christ had a few friends but in the end He had to walk
the last part of His trial out alone. I accept that knowing my
reward is great in heaven and the more my life looks like
Christ’s the closer I am to getting back home. I am in waiting
patiently in perfect peace as I see the day approaching.
The emotions of our flesh can sometimes mislead us when the
Spirit needs to be in charge of our decisions. When Christ knew
ahead of time that he had to die on the cross to fulfill scriptures, I
doubt the flesh was willing to partake of such a lawless event
being carried out. The ways of God are higher and revealed in
part to those of us who know we are even now being changed
from glory to glory that comes with maturity, in the things of
God contrary to earthy things and ways of doing things.

Some

of us have special callings and we are equipped for them and in
my

case

numerous

supernatural

manifestations

of

aid,

coincidences, confirmations and rewards have all been witnessed
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and some are publicly documented. I always attribute such things
that have manifested to the fulfillment of scriptures alive and
working with in me and knowing that those who seek the King
and Kingdom first before all other things have everything they
need and desire. I am living breathing proof. They are not easily
explained to others as I have tried to publicly document some of
them so that others may see and believe. I have been faithful in
my genuine effort to seek the King and Kingdom and share the
wealth of the WORD.
Knowing that our heavenly Father said, He would never leave us
nor forsake us until the end of the age is comforting and needs to
be remembered as we all learn to walk in the Spirit as babes. We
are all in process of becoming a new creation determined by
life’s ups and downs and our decisions and the consequences and
it takes time to learn how to transcend the physical realm by
way of understanding that comes from the still small voice of
God that comes from within our own consciousness. The voice
of God is revealed in scriptures and that is how you will know it.
I do not deny the power of God or the mystery inherent
regarding the Cherubim angels guarding the way of entry to the
Tree of Life. PARADISE PARADISE is always on my mind and
I know full well how much we all really long to go home.
We are as troops on a battlefield far away, and the full revelation
of this secret will be known to those who attain to the New
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Heavenly Jerusalem, as singing stones, singing songs of joy and
gladness.
It is disturbing that so many who profess Christ think they are
perfectly dressed for the wedding of our great King. They
assume that they are sufficiently dressed and robed in
righteousness made ready to receive the invitation to come up to
a higher realm and to partake of the Feast of Tabernacles. Why
are they not watching for His return? Why do they refuse
warnings of idolatry and are not seeing the separation taking
place now by such destroying angels charged with the task of
doing so? Were we not admonished to watch and be ready
without spot or wrinkle?
The centuries have passed and the Christ-less pagan celebrations
continue unabated, the ways of the world have crept into the
government and the churches and subverted the minds of men
and those who seek Christ and His ways and supplanted them
with doctrines of men. Lawless decrees of state and federal
holidays like Easter, Halloween and Christmas idolatry are
nothing more than old fashioned rebelliousness. It is as the sin of
witchcraft in the eyes of God. Counterfeit lies still deceiving and
robbing so many people of the Truth and separating them from
that which they so long to attain are disheartening. The forgotten
and willfully ignored admonitions of how and why the strong
delusion is so affected and activated, in those who stubbornly
continue to love and make a lie, is like leaven polluting the
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whole loaf of bread mixing the holy law of Truth with the
profaned law of other gods.
The second touch of sight is restored to those of us who know
the Good Book, beginning to end, as one story of our salvation
and the way to attain it. The end and the beginning of our story is
merging as space and time present is accelerating and being cut
short concurrently, verified by many other signs being witnessed
in both the heavens and on Earth. Tabernacles and Passover will
overlap as time and eternity are made one. One is the physical
observance and the other is the Spiritual that will recreate the
physical manifestation of a new heaven and earth, repaired and
restored. Alpha and Omega. One circle of life. Eternal. Truth is
calling and drawing us all continually unless our conscience
becomes seared from rejecting the voice that draws us to the well
and water that quenches our thirst for Truth. I haven ’t heard this
preached but if you look deeply in the pages of the book that
reveals, it is in there like a pearl of great price waiting to be
found.
I see the ROYAL Tree of Life coming into sight as I sigh over all
these abominations taking place on Earth. Mankind is entangled
in the web of deception and I cannot free them nor can I fight
against God who warned of the strong delusion that would befall
them for loving lies. These are the perilous time we were warned
about, when every single institution is being shaken to its core
both in Heaven and on Earth. I do not forget that it is not my
own strength animating me and inspiring me to do the things I do
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in what I see as our last opportunity approaching for us to stand
for our fellow man. I do not always understand the leading’s I
choose to accept

and promote at first, but as I mature by

experience they are more open to my understanding than ever
before. The dates and times, laws and the dividing of time are
held in the hand of YHWH, in His Royal Palm. I have willingly
offered myself a living sacrifice, yielded to His will and ways to
insure I am on the righteous side of this conflict. Scriptures
instruct us that they are higher than my ways of understanding. I
concur, yet the reward is that many things are revealed ahead of
time to His prophets to which I testify. I understand many things
and I am sounding the warnings and making the intercessions as
one of a great cloud of witnesses loyal to Truth in the Earth. I
cannot make it any plainer.
The lessons offered free of charge in scriptures are invaluable to
anyone who wants to be able to put two and two together and
come to some reasonable understanding of what is taking place
here and now on this spinning and seemingly out of control
planet in a world gone mad. I have found Truth. Seek and you
will find Truth a comforting embrace. My strong desire to know
the Truth is the rudder that has gotten me to where I stand now.
Love of Truth and the desire to seek for it early in life has
brought me through much tribulation. A lifetime of seeking has
almost passed for me and I have tested the living Word and
proven to my satisfaction, in by and through faith that my own
personal trials in this world are no match for GOD. No weapon
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of form prevails against Truth and there really is no defense
against it. Truth living inside of me is what has made me who
and what I am today, a warrior woman of faith. I can do nothing
on my own or by my own power but I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me. It is He who lives in me and guides
me by His Spirit, my steps are directed and I know it. I have the
anointing of the Most High God upon me in all my endeavors. I
am the head and not the tail in any battle. I intend to win.
My life has been extended and preserved on many occasions
supernaturally like those of others recorded in the past. We are
many endeavoring in the works prepared in advance for us to do,
changing tomorrow, today.
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Chapter 8. Judgment Heaven’s Court

C

ourt is in session. The heavenly realm of the SPIRIT
is always open for business. Judges have are
continually being raised up. I am one called, chosen

and appointed with the anointing power and authority to do so,
having shown myself approved. We all have the vested authority
of our King while standing in the gap in the wall of JUSTICE,
TRUTH and FREEDOM.
The breach in the wall of JUSTICE, TRUTH and FREEDOM
will soon close as we pass through the legal DOORWAY to
immortality, our second Exodus. A rescue is underway and we
must leave the familiar beat of life as slaves to Egyptian task
masters and follow those leading the way as we are restored
back to our original condition and eating new spiritual food
leaving the garlic and onions behind. The place prepared in
advance for us to be awaits as we are revealed as the sons of God
who found the narrow path of re-entry. We are new creations
within a New Creation. The door is on a time sequence and will
not be open much longer by the look of things but unto the end
of the age.
I have on the full armor of God Almighty and whether I live or
die I am held securely in this life and the one to come. I am a
willing target for those who seek to kill and trample upon
TRUTH. Take your best shot. I have been born again from the
Spirit as I stand in this evil day and time of mankind’s history. I
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know I am walking through the valley of the shadow and soon it
shall vanish away as a night dream to be remembered no more.
1Thessalonians 5:8 But let us, who are of the day, be sober, putting on the
breastplate of faith and love; and for an helmet, the hope of salvation.
Zechariah 4:10 For who has despised the day of small things? But these seven
will be glad when they see the plumb line in the hand of Zerubbabel-- these are
the eyes of the LORD which range to and fro throughout the earth.

We may have been sown in Babylon but a reversal is underway. I
am standing on a firm foundation of Truth as the Earth and
Heavens shake and the sifting and sorting continues. The
doctrines of greedy evil men have come to the full upon Earth
and are judged by the hand of the LORD YHWH working
through us.
Zechariah 4:6 Then he answered and spake unto me, saying, This [is] the word
of the LORD unto Zerubbabel, saying, Not by might, nor by power, but by my
spirit, saith the LORD of hosts.

We are a small remnant who have overcome the lies by our love
of the Truth, and our actions line up with our words. LOVE and
obedience and our reverence for Truth is what separates us out
from the world gone astray, captured by wolves in sheep ’s
clothing and those with good intentions who are deceived
themselves. It is a devious incremental plan that is a crime
against all humanity. The sins of the perpetrators have not gone
unnoticed and they know who they are and what their judgment
is. No one escapes justice no matter how long or sophisticated
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the efforts. Sooner or later all deeds are exposed to the light of
Truth in this messenger boot-camp we call Earth. It ’s later than
most think, but then it is only a small remnant prophesied to
overcome all these things coming upon Earth. The snare the
whole world is caught up into now and the time shortened is
evident by the powers that be. They are angry. They know their
time is short before the hand made without hands takes
vengeance upon the ungodly United Nations that is openly at war
against GOD and His people. We are the ensigns, the
intercessors, the living vessels who shine as the living singing
stones of the Royal Crown of the LORD of Hosts.
Daniel 12:3 Those who have insight will shine brightly like the brightness of
the expanse of heaven, and those who lead the many to righteousness, like the
stars forever and ever.
Zechariah 9:16 And the LORD their God shall save them in that day as the
flock of his people: for they [shall be as] the stones of a crown, lifted up as an
ensign upon his land.

We are walking through the time of judgments foretold long ago
and now coming to pass as the consequences of a civilization
with a seared conscience that no longer recognizes Truth.
Idolatry is insidious and, when mixed with truth, causes the
strong delusion of spiritual blindness and deafness to those who
continually refuse instruction. We are the peculiar people of
GOD who shall, having done all, stand and see our salvation. A
stellar moment we await in great anticipation as we see the day
approach.
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Isaiah 1:27 Zion (a parched and dry Jerusalem) shall be redeemed with
judgment, and her converts with righteousness.

We may not be able to stop this evil time or the men who are
perpetrating crimes against humanity but we can continue to
stand strong and lead by example speaking out Truth, separating
ourselves from such lies and liars because we are free, exposing
the Truth and able to come to righteous conclusions.
Remember the world’s government is not our God. The siege of
the war against freedom is fully exposed and manifesting
through many lawless acts by those in government and positions
of power worldwide and beyond. The incremental insurgency by
a national criminal consortium of communist, New World Order
terrorists is both domestic and foreign. Governmental gun
control advocacy is part of a giant conspiracy and is a physical
show of lawlessness to the common laws of righteous ruler-ship.
It’s common historical precedent to disarm the populace before a
rogue government commits national genocides. Gun control
mandates are a front and a manifestation of the infestation and
insidious insurgency that has been underway and ongoing
against us here in America. The real intent is the total conquest
of the land under our feet. Politicians demonstrate their loyalty
and faith by exercising their powers and serving their god of
death, openly in opposition to our God of Life. They are the
physical manifestations of lying signs and wonders in human
form. They are tares who have crept in amongst us who seek the
total destruction of freedom. Yours and Mine. Voting them out
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won’t help. It is time and past time to just say no to their Godless
decrees. Greed and lust for power are the motivating forces of
evil men and cause them to actively abuse their own people
subjecting them to absolute control and loss of freedom. We are
witnessing a demonstration of forced conversion by legislative
decree, the actions of those loyal to lawlessness, personal greed
and the insatiable appetite for power.
Sheriffs need to stand up and uphold their oaths to protect the
people in their counties against this giant beast of lawlessness.
Sheriffs doing the right thing in opposition to false federal
usurpation of power is evidence of an unshakable devotion to the
Truth and common law justice.
America is a parallel to the overtaking of Jerusalem. Our nation
has been deceived into becoming idolaters of other false gods
like our ancestors, so prayers for Godly protection by the
majority of those who profess to follow in the footsteps of Christ
are not heard because they have forsaken the love of Truth. Faith
without works is dead, nullifying the hope to be counted among
those found worthy to escape all these things coming upon Earth
in such an evil time when it is written men’s hearts shall fail for
fear. The warnings have been ignored and so the consequences
must come as this evil tide rises.
Scriptures reveal that nothing is staying hidden and there is a
very important scriptural teaching relating to a battle over the
original conquest of Jerusalem by Babylon, recorded in Chapter
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39 of the book of Jeremiah that details the overlaid prophetic
comparison. The first three verses list the names of the ruling
princes of power and authority from Babylon and reveal a
parallel to what we see happening today in America. We are
over run by evil spiritual forces and have become a haven for
them and those who discount scriptures are ill equipped to
wrestle with such forces they do not even know exist and that
have been operating on this planet undetected for centuries if not
longer.
Revelation 18:1 And after these things I saw another angel come down from
heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory.18:2
And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is
fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit,
and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird.18:3 For all nations have drunk of
the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have
committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich
through the abundance of her delicacies.18:4 And I heard another voice from
heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.18:5 For her sins have reached unto
heaven, and YHWH hath remembered her iniquities.18:6 Reward her even as
she rewarded you, and double unto her double according to her works: in the
cup which she hath filled fill to her double.

This past battle referenced and recounted by Jeremiah ended in
judgment and did not go well for the people who were taken
captive. Historically the consequences of idolatry results in lost
favor of YHWH God and His supernatural protections. We are
helpless without Him.
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Jeremiah 39:1 In the ninth year of Zedekiah king of Judah, in the tenth month,
came Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon and all his army against Jerusalem, and
they besieged it. 39:2 And in the eleventh year of Zedekiah, in the fourth
month, the ninth day of the month, the city was broken up. 39:3 And all the
princes of the king of Babylon came in, and sat in the middle gate, even
Nergal-sharezer,

Samgar-nebo,

Sarsechim,

Rab-saris,

Nergal-sharezer,

Rabmag, with all the residue of the princes of the king of Babylon.

This scriptural story left for our instructions and admonition is
about the invocation of a spiritual invasion led by Babylonian
rulers, the sons and ruling princes of Babylon. The middle gate
refers to dark rulers occupying places of power in heavenly
spaces. The battle in the spiritual gate referenced is also
comparable as a parallel to what is happening here on Earth, not
just America. Nergal-sharezer is recorded in attendance as the
ruling prince of fire over the government of the dead. His
strength of power is allocated and calculated to coincide at
NOON and he is listed twice in the passage, suggesting that this
overlay of time and change will occur again! His name relates to
Mars god of war, destruction, plagues, secret police, a solar deity
and a chief magi physician. When comparing all the past dates
of those recorded scriptures, it sends a strong message of
warnings. It is a deep study and is comparable to the
inauguration rituals of our country.
The only requirement for a presidential inauguration is to take an
oath. “Before he enter on the Execution of his Office, he shall
take the following Oath or Affirmation: “I do solemnly swear (or
affirm) that I will faithfully execute the Office of President of the
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United States, and will to the best of my ability, preserve, protect
and defend the Constitution of the United States.”
Consider why have the presidents started facing the Washington
Monument, an Egyptian Obelisk, to take this oath since 1981?
Who is the God of this nation that the commanders in chief
should bow down in reverence to such idols of Babylon? Look
on the money America. It ’s the conspiracy and controversy of the
ages hidden in plain sight mocking your blindness, deafness and
dumbness that has been deceiving you and now overtaken you,
ensnared by your own idolatry by association. We are all in the
GOOD BOOK on one side of the equation or the other fulfilling
scriptures. Some of learn to love the Truth and some won’t.
2Timothy 3:7 Ever learning, and never able to come to the knowledge of the
truth.

The last Presidential Inauguration Day in America, land of the
plumed serpent god, was held on JANUARY 20th, 2013. It has
an interesting double connotation, when it is viewed as an
overlay of what happened in the historical account of Jeremiah
39 that has become a prophecy realized as recorded by Jeremiah
the prophet whose name means raised up an launched forth.
America is being raised up and launched forth into a world of a
making I do not endorse nor wish to partake of. Babylon II and
the raising of the FREEDOM tower in place of the Twin Towers
is falling, falling not rising, ruling and reigning as they would
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have you believe, while every freedom is systematically being
stripped from all citizens.
Jerusalem was overthrown the first time by Babylonian conquest
and those who see the parallel for the USA now understand more
in depth the study of the names of the participants, dates, times
and details reveals and helps explain the mystery locked within
the passage. Freedom to see the hidden things and understand the
full application of what is really happening is one of the most
important benefits of learning to transcend the world of see, feel
and touch. Scriptural passages are an excellent example of how
words are living and activate within a properly prepared host
vessel, and is only one of many clues that show how times and
laws are changed, repeated and manipulated by the sorcerers
apprentices using powerful spiritual forces. Dishonest gain is at
the root and re-writing history is the goal unseen but exposed by
the actions coming forth out of Washington D.C. that clearly are
anti-Christ.
Washington is an imposter representing the Government of the
Dead, Death and Hell.

WASHINGTON who was and still is,

accounts for the lawless “changes” implemented incrementally
over a long period of time and the how and why reason that the
true religion of Masonry has been secretly established and it is
now witnessed by the presidential inaugural oaths, taken facing
the graven stone image of the WASHINGTON MONUMENT, a
GRAVEN IMAGE OBELISK of pure idolatry. The do-over
aspect is part of the ritual matching up to the war in heaven
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being played out on Earth. It ’s a big leap of the imagination but
if you have Understanding and eyes to see, it is there in plain
sight. The congressional Our Flag Booklet reveals it: The
HISTORY OF THE STARS AND STRIPES June 14, 1777
resolution reads: “Resolved, that the flag of the United States be
thirteen stripes, alternate red and white; that the union be thirteen
stars, white in a blue field representing a new constellation.”
I don’t make this stuff up but I do see it and am able to convey it
to you briefly at this time giving it my best effort to share,
because I care.
This last January 20th was recorded in time and it is and was a
literal do-over parallel complete with a two day public and nonpublic duplicate ceremony. We are under siege by ruling powers
that are bent on conquest and forced conversion through occult
rituals and dark deeds that can no longer stay hidden by such
lawlessness. Many of us can see through the curtain of those
waving the wand of wizardry. History repeats and the times and
laws changed in the past, now matches up to coincide with
JANUARY 20th, 2013 a specific and precise date of importance
when the covenant oath of power is taken at noon in a publicly
ordained ritual that is in accordance and condoned by the leaders
of our country that are nothing more than high priests for the
New World Order rising from the ashes of this Republic for
which it stands, Death and Hell, the second time.
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The tower of Babylon is rebuilt and the war in heaven is real, on
Earth as it is in Heaven. My prayer is, “Thy kingdom come thy
will be done.” The adversary ’s prayer is “As above so below.” A
parallel, paradox of prophecy discernible by those who have the
neural pathways established through the ingestion of the living
WORD of Scripture Law and are armed with the capacity to
process the magnitude of all the details. We are the saints and we
are a weapon of war to be reckoned with. Our power is not our
own and the enemies of hell shall shake in their boots as they
find themselves under ours.
Jeremiah has shown us a direct parallel to the here and now in
the U.S., as we changed into Mystery Babylon. We are now
fallen from grace as a nation and I was given a sign to signify it.
I had a mirrored copy of the words to Amazing Grace super
imposed upon it hanging over the fireplace in this house where I
reside. It fell the very same day I had taken the picture of it to
post for the world to see. It was a sign, and those who are wise
will not discount the fact that our God reveals His plans ahead of
time. There is no denying the fact that we the people are under
attack from all directions and amazing Grace how sweet the
sound eludes us.
The gematria of dates and times perfectly parallels and reveals
the ongoing witchcraft and hidden transgressions of the
government of America hijacked by Washington, District of
Columbia. The Masonic USA secret government has stolen the
heritage of America. The Inauguration and Presidential
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swearing-in oath has become an occult Masonic ritual in honor
of the god of forces. Lawlessness.
The USA has become many things not clearly seen or apparent
to most who have accepted the official version of programmed
reality promoted by their government. I remember how hard it
was for me to get my head around the fact that the government
would actually not have my best interest at heart and that they
may actually try to kill me for my beliefs. I came to that
conclusion because I believed the scriptures that warned of such
a day and I could see the beginning of the end and the
foundations already prepared lurking in the wings of our
Congress. Considering that the country I lived in would actually
want to behead me some day for my faith was a hard pill to
swallow, but undeniable upon discovering the Noahide Pub laws
do have such things hidden within their bowels and are already
on record. Islamic insurgency is well underway with Department
of Justice appointees as the plan of attack comes into full
manifestation. Noahide laws are a grave example of the
profaning of the laws of God that requires two or more witnesses
for a proper trial. It's a case of adding to and taking away from
established common law and order in this country and changing
them and mixing them in with all the other laws currently on the
books. As the nation slides into Islamic subversion that has been
a plan in motion for quite some time, any person should be able
to see the high treason at work, especially with the NDAA laws
and others with the same incremental intent, NO FREEDOM in
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the USA and death by decree. I was one of the innocent who
believed the surface renditions of history as presented to me. I
was wrong and I am not afraid to admit it or to expose that which
seeks our total annihilation and that of our children, America.
The USA is become an abomination where same sex marriage is
sanctioned and what was once illegal is now made lawful in
opposition to GOD. A forced conversion. The OBAMANATION OF DESOLATION is comparable to Mystery Babylon
spoken of in the bible whether you can see it, agree to it or not. It
is not a secret any longer, it is revealed to those with sufficient
understanding and knowledge, coupled with critical thinking
capacity who will entertain and apply the facts, to arrive at
correct conclusions. The evidence exists and actions do speak
louder than words.
We have a commander in chief who claims to be a Christian. His
actions do not line up with his words. He is a lawless conduit of
criminal activity, revealed by his dictatorial, illegal actions and
decrees. He is a direct adversary of most of America, especially
evident in his political and religious alliances that are contrary to
Christianity. He has a mysterious and questionable history with
alias and name changes. What’s in a name? What’s in his name?
I’ll tell you. It’s a message hidden in plain sight. He says he’s a
Christian but his actions show him for whom he really is, a
Muslim Islamic change agent. He

was originally known as

Barry, meaning the spear, who changed his name to Barak the
lightening flash, Hussein, a prominent royal Islamic one,
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Mohamed, a praised and glorified one, Obama, the crooked zigzagging, Bamah from a high sacred place in the heavens. That is
a direct parallel to scriptures including a direct quote of Christ
who warned us to look up and to watch!
Luke 10:16-18 He that hears you hears me; and he that despises you despises
me; and he that despises me despises him that sent me. And the seventy
returned again with joy, saying, Lord, even the devils are subject unto us
through thy name. And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from
heaven.

Those who do not understand the importance of the authority
inherent in one’s name or a name change that delivers a message
will easily fall prey to their own wishful thinking concluding that
this observation is of no consequence. Unless you have read the
book of revelation and received all of the available knowledge
and understanding into your mind and analyzed it yourself, you
will be clueless and as to how important your own new Spiritual
name of promise is. You will not even know that there is such a
concept to contemplate if you do not study the scriptures that
instruct us in such magnificent things worth living for, the future.
Our life choices matter and affect the world we live in both now
and later, and it really is later than most think. The voice of God
is woven throughout the verses and heard ever louder by those
who attune themselves and listen as those obedient watchers
willing to serve, protect and guide others out of the darkness,
leading them to the light of Truth. Constant exposure is the
remedy. It is the living Word that is able to create a picture of
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understanding in our minds and spirit and that leads us when we
are blinded to evil and overcomes those who see only what they
want to see. There are vessels of honor and vessels of dishonor
and happy are we who keep these sayings close at heart. We
treasure up the hope of the glory attached to this God-given
opportunity and the promise of receiving a new name of
authority from YHWH God, not Islam’s Allah, the god of many
names and aliases or the Vatican doctrine of taking a new name
for oneself. A physical time of trial in the flesh that results in a
spiritual regeneration is what it’s all about down here.
Consider how the scriptures were coveted and kept from the
common man and ask yourself, “why?” What is hidden in there
between the pages that is so valuable? TRUTH that leads us to
FREEDOM and out of bondage as men made free from the lies
of liars and no longer coming to wrong conclusions as victims.
These name changes by those who are sitting in high seats of
power are by design by a superior intelligence that is at war with
our God. There are those on both sides of the battle who
understand that mortal men in vessels of flesh are acting as
intercessors and they can affect the spiritual realm! Good versus
Evil. It is very important what we all choose to do in this life, our
choices matter. If more of us knew more of the Truth we would
not be so easily led astray by usurpers who have employed
ancient secret knowledge against us. If you, my dear reader,
cannot see this connection, I offer you this challenge. Look at the
rotten fruit of the man and his actions. It’s the same for any man.
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The one at issue is launching forth lawless and GODLESS
decrees, one after the other by abused executive privilege. He
stands against the Godly decree forbidding the scriptural
abomination of homosexuality and promotes same sex marriage
as do the politicians aiding and abetting him and who have
forced it into law by the same tactics of incremental legislation
and executive order. Our country is changed into a modern day
Sodom full of sodomites and that is lawlessness in the eyes of
the real righteous and true God. Standing up for Truth and
exorcizing free speech is now considered a hate crime, and by
who? The government of Washington and the United Nations all
working together that’s who, issuing forth directives from their
tower of power, in their rebuilt system of governmental
lawlessness, in the war against God and mankind.
Saying you are a Christian or Christ follower is easy, especially
for a lying politician who knows how easy it is to deceive babes
and that saying it will tickle the ears of those who listen to them.
The foolish and the gullible believe what they hear on the
surface and are deceived. They are completely vulnerable
because they have not learned how to inspect the fruit that falls
from the tree before making a selection of what to keep and what
to discard. Hard Truth. Accept or reject it. What tree do you eat
from, America?
The scriptures are a multilevel story that must be compared to
many sources to unlock all these revelations and requires due
diligence and discovery to boldly make such claims. They are
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sure to elicit ridicule, scorn and rejection by those who think
their FREEDOM comes from their government. We have
enjoyed more liberty in this generation than most but I do not
confuse

granted

governmental

liberty

with

FREEDOM

especially now that this government is doing all it can to declare
its own people terrorists and removing all their rights as if it
were our God, the Most High God of the Universe. Government
is not my God. It is a consortium of criminals who have profaned
any basic foundation of law that was created and formed with
good intentions. We were the land of milk and honey for the
downtrodden to come and start their lives anew out of the ashes
of war on the other side of the water.
It is no longer an unexplainable paradox of why all this strife and
tribulation is occurring in the world, to those of us who see the
double deceptions being perpetrated upon mankind. A battle is
being waged in a break of time, in a tear in the very fabric of the
space time continuum and we are all involved. Our national sins
here in the USA are come to the full along with the transgressors
who perpetrate them deceitfully through the changing of time
and laws, rebellion and all their combined iniquity. These brute
beasts are the transgressors and they are coming to answer for
their crimes, no matter what they do to try to stop the clock,
speed it up or change it all together, as they continue to trample
upon the LAW of LIFE and LIGHT desperately knowing their
time is up. They are angry and they know their time is short as
this battle comes to a head and their persecution of all of us
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intensifies as we approach the great day of the LORD in a final
showdown.
A paradox and a parallel cannot always be discerned or proven
and yet they exist. USA is the center of the word Jer-usa-lem
allegorical to a New Jerusalem, written about in scriptures. It is a
paradox parallel in plain sight. It is a physical parallel and
paradox that cannot be proved other than it appears to be
manifesting in the physical realm of the world we see. The USA
is the land of milk and honey in the 21st century. Our flag is
referred to as “Old Glory” in a united nation under one God and
most people think that it represents YHWH God of the Bible.
Our government is a pantheon of gods who have regained power
under the banner of Allah the god of many names and is
systematically being changed over by special appointment of
those who are loyalists to lawlessness. Washington is a Masonic
construct of reality that worships many gods just like Rome did
and why it is the parallel to the revived Roman Empire and the
thirteen obelisks in St. Peters Square are the obvious external
evidence of the Masonic secret connection. It is a whopper of a
lie that most have swallowed hook, line and sinker through the
same NAZI programming that was used during the last genocidal
war perpetrated by these criminals all working together in
collusion on all levels.
Immigrants came here as refugees hoping for a better life after
the Second World War, a war that stole their homes and lands
and stripped them of all material worth. If only they had known
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the truth about the giant graven image statue of the goddess
Liberty as they passed through Ellis Island. A Masonic gift from
France that never should have been allowed to stand in a land of
the free but is in actuality the home of the oldest lie and liar in
the book. The liar of the ages, George Washington, is allowed to
sit in the middle heaven of space on a painting where he is
declared as God in the USA Capitol Dome. He is the most
worshipful master of Masonic worship, an anti-Christ. And now
we see the rotten fruit falling from the rotten tree and the seeds
of destruction are grown up and repeating the same blueprint
now all over again using the same exact tactics.
We are not a land of the free but of the deceived who were
granted a measure of liberty to deceive us as a much larger plan
of overthrow that was secretly being implemented by secret
societies world-wide. A dangerous secret society with intent to
deceive and take over the world had been allowed to place a
stone image in New York Harbor, the gateway of America,
complete with a goddess declaring freedom for all. Their real
intentions are the opposite, and it still stands today deceiving the
masses. Why? Washington the Free Mason has established his
own sovereign country, in the District of the goddess Columbia.
It was one incremental step, orchestrating the show of deceptions
being played out now for a total universal conquest and
overthrow, a literal repeat of the story of Genesis in motion, that
started with a feigned quest for freedom and justice for all.
Ironic that all freedom is now being extinguished for the
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common man in this country and the world as the elite rulers
firmly re-establish themselves as the overlords once again.
We are charged with replenishing the world and the serpent and
his kind are opposed to that plan of the Most High God.
Mankind, you must arise and take your rightful place at the
wedding supper of the lamb. Choose, this day, who you shall
serve for all eternity and which God is the ONE TRUE GOD.
Genesis 1:28 And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and
multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that
moves upon the earth.
Genesis 9:1 And God blessed Noah and his sons, and said unto them, Be
fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth.

Our own government has changed into a Godless tyrannical
dictatorship from within to force our surrender to their worldwide system of total control. If you cannot see a forced
conversion through incremental steps of lawlessness and a
demonstration of deceptive power now you may not have the
opportunity much longer. Mass mind control is employed by
secret weapons and openly by predictive TV propaganda and
controlled news mixing truth with ideological lies to the point of
gradual character development in sitcoms used to indoctrinate
the slave mentality of governmental policies into the minds of
the masses of humanity especially our children.
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Confusion reigns as lack of knowledge and illiteracy abounds in
a deceived populace that suffers from a famine of truth withheld.
The adversary is recognized for its devouring claims of conquest
upon our land, water, air, sea and now us. They seek our very
souls and that is why I cling tightly to TRUTH and doing the
right thing. Always.
We are not the land of the free any more due to our national
disobedience and reverence to other gods, having forgotten the
biblical admonitions and instructions and not taking the time
now to learn them is a deadly mistake that leads to wrong
conclusions and great loss for all of us. History teaches us that a
physical Babylon is allowed to

punish and besiege the idolatrous

and disobedient people of God. Unseen spiritual forces are at
work in this Earth and they occupy the occult places of power
working through evil men in governments and other corporate
agencies of society. They are formidable opponents, masters of
deception adept at the forbidden forces of scientific knowledge
they continually use against mankind to affect changes in times
and laws that benefit only themselves in the long run. We are
helpless without our Spiritual protection from God. Our hedge of
defense is gone evident by what we see repeating and our
Freedom lost. We are in desperate need of our Savior. History
repeated becomes prophecy manifesting to those who can see the
multilevel deceptions being perpetrated upon mankind in an allout war. We are under attack, America. Hearing and heeding the
warning of a prophecy revealed is the wisdom of the wise.
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America has refused to repent, including the people of God who
cling to idolatry and the ways of the world instead of Truth
refusing to repent, refusing instruction and refusing to see the
Truth especially when it is contrary to their own ways of
thinking or their feelings. Our country has become the hold of
every foul spirit opposed to freedom. Yours and Mine, America.
Revelation 18:1 And after these things I saw another angel come down from
heaven, having great power; and the earth was lightened with his glory. 18:2
And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is
fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit,
and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird. 18:3 For all nations have drunk
of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, and the kings of the earth have
committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth are waxed rich
through the abundance of her delicacies. 18:4 And I heard another voice from
heaven, saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues.
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Chapter 9.

I

Choosing Your Future Domain

t’s second Exodus Time. What if we are on a planet named
Earth, being an integral component part within a moving
galaxy that is one giant timepiece? What if we are intended

to operate within certain physical and spiritual boundaries suited
especially to our biorhythms of life? What if the wrinkle of space
time is warped and we are now trapped within a construct of
death holding us captive in a continuing cycle of death?
What if the B.I.B.L.E. is a story replaying on Earth every 26,000
years parallel to the precession of the celestial equinox? What if
at the end of the allotted time cycles of creation a great spiritual
harvest of souls is the end game goal of the real GOD? What if
we must prove our loyalty to regain our first estate of
immortality?
Freedom and Redemption is the liberty granted to those found
worthy to return to our first original state and condition. There is
a legal way of entry back for those who seek a lawful entry and
repatriation to the City of Righteousness where our LORD
awaits. The trial of our faith is the test of time we must endure.
John 10:1 Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that enters not by the door into the
sheepfold, but climbs up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber.

What if the biblical allegory to the lake of fire is a time travel
worm hole and those who are found worthy, get to take a trip
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through a special spiral of life portal? The alarm is set and in the
twinkling of an eye, in the fraction of a moment, the working
time piece of the heavenly clock will change us and launch us
forward and back in time simultaneously at due time for our
delivery. None of us knows the day or hour of the secret promise
but we do see the signs. Have you got a ticket to travel? Is the
name of your King written on your forehead? Is Truth worth
laying down your life in order to take it up again?
It is written, a fervent heat will burn Earth as an oven. I believe
we will transcend this dimension faster than the speed of light at
the same time as we are caught up, as though riding a chariot
through a lake of fire. Coming and going at the same time
returning back to the future, in a place prepared ahead of time for
us to be, a new heaven and new Earth Paradise. PARADISE II.
The scriptures will be fulfilled and the Feast of Tabernacles and
Pass Over will become ONE DOOR WAY admitting us to the
wedding supper enjoining us to our King and our new citizenship
will commence. We the people shall be full. Full of the Glory of
immortality the ignited spark of the Spirit.
What if this is the real hidden history of our planet and the war in
heaven is the cycle of death and the circle of life, a battle field
full of contestants and champions playing out, eon after eon?
Earth is a prison planet of perpetual war full of people who died
in flesh, fallen in battle with many civilizations all over the globe
buried under the altar of earth. Were they victims of earthquakes
at the appointed times? Why is ancient history always being
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studied by archeological teams but discoveries hidden from us?
Historical truth is valuable and worth finding out about
especially regards to giants and dinosaurs and past technologies
leading me to the astonishing conclusions I propose. Scriptures
supply many of the foundational missing pieces. Facts, artifacts
and documentary evidence abound in this day and age of
communication and must be considered.
The ancient battle is not so hard to see to those who have washed
their brains in a bath of purification. Old and New Covenant
books of the Bible and life giving laws of the LORD GOD,
YHWH separate us from the ways of the world. He is the only
GOD able to save us from ourselves with so many deceivers
amongst us crept in unawares for so long. Centuries and
millenniums have passed since Christ came himself and exposed
them for who they are, warning us. He knew that when He left
we were not ready to follow and the wolves would commence to
attack, assault and kill the True Light of the world. Truth.
Why has archeology been hijacked by powers in high places
hiding the secrets that would help all of us get to the truth? The
scientific engineers are still at work profaning creation mixing
the holy set apart creations with other genomes mixing the
species, making weapons of mass destruction and untold non
public atrocities being perpetrated on unsuspecting masses of
people is an agenda of death leading us down the broad road to
destruction. It is interesting to note that the creation of the plant
life was made before the animal life recorded in the book of
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Genesis and before mankind. The lawless tampering of DNA
started with the animals and has now moved into us without our
permission or knowledge. Hospitals take samples from new born
babies, the food is added to by genetic modifications and without
full disclosure aided by corporate entities and the list goes on
and on. Our species is being changed by force incrementally,
genetically, politically and religiously. A counterfeit hidden hand
of power that operates in the shadows of our existence seeks to
turn us into new creations as obedient slaves.
Genesis 1:11 And God said, Let the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding
seed, [and] the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed [is] in itself,
upon the earth: and it was so.

Scripture gematria for the above passage is a one, one, one (3)
and at the same time is a one and an 11. Scriptures reveal many
dualities and levels of meanings through some of these
mathematical parallels a subject in and of itself and are full of
secrets being revealed now that are amazing. It is trying time in
our history and receptive minds can mine the treasure and
expand consciousness through a book of words aflame with the
light of Life.
The mind-controlled masses of humanity are programmed to
disbelieve that there really is a MOST HIGH Lawgiver God and
they suffer great loss.

Rejecting the Bible, without even

searching it out to discover the pearls of wisdom hidden, the
liberating and thought provoking concepts presented for
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contemplation is a mistake. Living words create neural pathways
that spiritually activate lead ing to higher callings.
I have found the WORD is living and active and enables us to
see the supernatural aspects of the counterfeits opposed to Truth
in a constant battle of lies and liars versus loyalists for Truth.
Today’s world governments are complicit advancing the mixing
of species, a clear violation of God’s law a major transgression
that results in death not life.
Immortality gained through any other door but the salvation plan
of Christ is the reaping of a death sentence on Earth. The
ongoing war against creation is come to the full in every
Masonic corner of the globe and cannot be hid or disguised to
those of us have heeded the warnings and studied all the
evidence. We have the victory over the lies of liars by willingly
engaging the hard truths, as unpalatable as they are. We are free
spirits. Understanding and Wisdom are priceless pearls. The
admonition to get Wisdom and Understanding, the things of
heaven by way of Truth and Spiritual transcendence is what we
have found. Living WORDS, proverbs and psalms. If you won ’t
seek for it, even the earthly things will elude you and confuse
you in this age of great deceptions, foretold long, long ago.
What if life is a casting call and the more parts you find yourself
playing in your life from the script of the Bible, will determine
your rank and promotion in the King’s Kingdom? The real God
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and King who wins this war every time the do-over opportunity
comes around a precious gift we are given from on high?
It is written that many last shall be first and understanding these
things unlocks the possibilities.
Mathew 20:16 So the last shall be first, and the first last: for many be called,
but few chosen.

What is Truth? What is the meaning of life? Why am I here?
Freedom and Truth, that’s my cry. It’s my battle cry, sigh.
Rev 1:11 Saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last: and, What thou
sees, write in a book, and send [it] unto the seven churches which are in Asia;
unto Ephesus, and unto Smyrna, and unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and
unto Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea.
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Chapter 10. Seven Thunders
Revelation 4:5 And out of the throne proceeded lightnings and thundering s
and voices: and seven lamps of fire burning before the throne, which are the
seven Spirits of YHWH GOD.

H

eavenly hosts come and they go like lamps of fire
leading the way. Home is the throne that beckons
and calls. Life, in the garden of the Royal Tree it’s a

rainbow house of joy to behold, YHWH’S Paradise gold. Good
to go, it’s a dress parade. Tours of duty, one great long chain, no
broken links, end to end. The ages roll by on the wings of the
wind. Cherubim and Seraphim riding the chariots of fire. Way up
high in the sky so high they’re always stopping by, oh my, oh
my.

Prophets,

preachers,

teachers,

ministering

spirits,

WARRIORS all.
Fly in time with The Book of Enoch, seventh from Adam up to
the throne of God. Ride along on the scrolls of the rolls and the
tall tales he left behind, feet never leaving the ground. Caught
up, up and away and face to face, so the story goes. He came
before the Judge and entered the famous plea of those lawless
ones who transgress the Royal Laws of blasphemy. A plea
denied. There is but one sin unforgivable, it is Blasphemy.
Mathew 12:31 Wherefore I say unto you, All manner of sin and blasphemy
shall be forgiven unto men: but the blasphemy against the Set-apart Spirit
shall not be forgiven unto men. 12:32 And whosoever speaketh a word against
the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him: but whosoever speaketh against the
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Set-apart Spirit, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this world, neither in the
world to come.

Treason, tyranny and blasphemy the big three. A capitol offense.
GOD looked down with four of His messengers. They saw a
gaping hole, a breach in the wall of the Law, the fabric of space
and time. The open portal of time and law revealed the dismal
and dull scene, the evil rebelliousness of lawless men changing
the natural order of all that is GOOD, holy and pure. Fallen angel
messengers twice removed and fallen from grace, cast-outs from
the City of Righteousness, reprobate bastards destroying the
beloved creation and GOD spoke to Gabriel the warrior and the
others standing by. The decree- they shall die as men, having not
changed their ways, and will be prosecuted to the full extent of
the Law for all their lawless deeds. They are trapped in time
under sentence of death and an all-points bulletin and warrant for
their arrest has been decreed. Their apprehension is imminent.
They will not break free in a cosmic prison break if you will see
it as such in their attempts to change history and seal up their
crimes in obscurity and forgetfulness.
There will be no appeal for these convicted criminals, guilty of
total tyranny. They have hidden themselves among men but have
nowhere to hide except time past and time future and they do not
know all the secrets. Blasphemy and idolatry are very closely
woven together and calling that which is pure evil claiming to be
our God is unforgivable, the mark of iniquity worthy of death.
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Books and words are important containers. Enoch seventh from
Adam is a significant servant of the past whose words still live
leaving us a trail of clues regarding the secret wisdom hidden
from mankind for so long. The original sin of these lawless ones
is not forgiven nor will their appeal for a stay of execution be
honored. Be of Good Cheer it is not forgotten, Christ said, “I
have overcome the world. It’s finished.”
The throne is our home, flying in time, ascending and
descending in and out of the Temple of the Law as the heavens
bow in transport as the pursuit of convicted criminals continues.
We are the guardians of the everlasting covenant of day and
night. The sins of the transgressors are come to the full reaching
the highest heaven and their man made ladders of lawlessness
shall soon disappear once and for all.
This ancient star war and plan to ascend to the throne of God and
be God, is the reason for all the lawlessness killing this planet
and the reason why criminals in high places of power are so
guilty. Rewriting laws and issuing decrees that make that which
is illegal and unlawful, legal. Covering up crimes against
humanity and God the Lawgiver of Life, does not go on forever.
The deluded and desperate believe they can win such a war
hoping to avoid their eternal incarceration. The self-evident
mantra, “As above so below” is a parallel that could be applied
to the initiative of millenniums.
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John 10:1-2 Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that enters not by the door into the
sheepfold, but climbs up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber. But
he that enters in by the door is the shepherd of the sheep.

The WORD is our shield and sword and our banner of Glory.
The double edged sword is unsheathed, our offense and defense.
It’s one, it’s won. It’s one. Love never fails, it triumphs over all.
Revelations: 11:18 And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is come, and the
time of the dead, that they should be judged, and that thou should give
reward unto thy servants the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear
thy name, small and great; and should destroy them which destroy the earth.

The everlasting covenant is the double fulfillment to be poured
out from on high. It is our cup overflowing in time, no longer cut
short. The ordained appointed change of time and law to come,
is one. It’s won.
Job 14:14 If a man die, shall he live again? All the days of my appointed time
will I wait, till my change come.

The B.I.B.L.E is our basic instructions before leaving Earth. Ask
any prisoner behind bars, they are motivated to seek freedom
while doing their time. We all stand before the river of time and
are like the two special delivery messengers unnamed, like those
at the tomb of the risen Son of Man, the one who overcame
death. We're waiting for our new names. The last adversary of
man shall be overcome as it is written, the hope of Glory as the
Day star arises in our heart.
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The physical river of Chebar is allegorical to the River Euphrates
near Babylon in the Book of Ezekiel- meaning whom God
strengthens by name. He writes about the river in the first
chapter of the dialog as one being sent in the spirit and the power
of the LORD GOD, that appears as fire, brightness and that of a
sapphire throne of stone. He was a messenger sent to them, of
the captivity, in a place by the river Chebar, where he sat
astonished and overwhelmed for seven days. A watchman sent to
warn the people of their wicked ways. A seven day intercession.
Many messengers of special interest have come and gone
through the ages going up and down on Jacobs ladder, the gate of
GOD. You can read about it in Genesis the story of our
ancestors. I am standing against those destroying the earth and I
am not alone.
There is a profound clue and mystery that I have discovered
regarding messengers and their names and the parallel to 'men of
God' in scriptures. Authority resides in the name of a messenger
bearing deliveries of dreams, visions and prophetic utterances by
prophets, apostles and messengers, both n

amed and unnamed,

angels and Angels. The same authority as that of a woman
espoused to a King.
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‘Men of God’
In scriptures there are:
7 NAMED MEN OF GOD + 4 UNNAMED =

11

MOSES
SAMUEL
DAVID
ELIJAH
SHEMAYAH
IGDALIAH
ELISHA
EMMANUEL, (GOD WITH US)
GOD WITH US = THE 8TH ONE + 4 = 12
PLUS
TWO ANGEL MESSENGERS NAMED = 14 (TWO SEVENS)
GABRIEL, MAN OF GOD
MICHAEL, WHO IS LIKE UNTO GOD
NUMBER 7 DENOTES SPIRITUAL PERFECTION.
NUMBER 8 DENOTES RESURRECTION AND REGENERATION.

TWO ANGEL MESSENGERS UNNAMED = 2
WITNESSES (IN THE SPIRIT AND POWER OF ELIYAH)
“THE PLACE OF DEATH WILL NOT PREVAIL.”
LOOK UP.

The gospels recorded the appearance of two messengers at the
tomb of the Pass Over Lamb. It was a Declaration of
Independence. A Declaration of Independence for all mankind.
The King of Righteousness is coming again soon, returning back
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to us in the same way He left us, in a cloud with great glory. A
reversal of time and place and physicality is revealed by two
angel messengers ascending and descending upon the Son of
Man. The greater works. A strange work and the feasts of
Tabernacles and Pass Over shall reverse and become one
mission, ALPHA and Omega guardians of the Tree of Life.
Four is the number of Creation- Judgment, Mercy, atonement
and covering and it is the separator of days, times and laws in the
middle of the week.

Our time, our due time is seven one

thousand year days given to find our way and enter into rest and
it is drawing to a close. The clues are all revealed for us to see
that we are in a little slice of time. A do-over time of redemption
for all mankind is at hand in a wilderness, the wilderness of the
world seeking a way back home, where we began. PARADISE
II.
Seek and you will find the many secrets hidden until now in
revelations of Revelation. The chronicles of Hezekiah in the
Book of the Kings reports his life was extended and that time
was reversed and added to simultaneously! Sick and at the point
of death, at the same time of a great battle that was imminent
against the people of Judah (the fourth son of Jacob meaning
praised) he got a reprieve from deaths trial by prayer and
supplication. A parallel of great importance. HalleluYah. We are
those people now standing here in the middle of the week and we
are in great tribulation. Now is the time of our trial and the
promise is sure, we the people of Yah, shall see the same miracle
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of a reversal. Deaths door will not claim us, as the hope of glory
sustains us.
Isaiah 38:3 Remember now, O YHWH, I beseech thee, how I have walked
before thee in truth and with a perfect heart, and have done that which is
good in thy sight. And Hezekiah wept sore.

The scriptures are full of many paradox adventures worthy of a
full length movie I hope to see made with the help of my talents
given as provision and my little band of helpers those called and
chosen. A remake of the Ten Commandments, a parallel
CREATION of the two sets of the tablets of the Law, is the
vision I see a living movie in PARADISE II. It ’s the story of us,
the birds of PARADISE II. The greatest story ever told is full of
unexplainable supernatural events preserved in words fully
contained within the exploits of special people willing to stand
for righteousness and truth against those opposed to them. Evil
versus Good the story has not changed. The whole book of the
BIBLE is a fantastic outline of the war being waged on Earth
over TRUTH and the way to find eternal life intended for
mankind.
The people of the book dedicated to the to the ways of the Most
High God, and those who are not, have been at odds since the
beginning of time. Egyptian Pharaohs rely on rituals and their
incantations of witchcraft to maintain power illegally. Loyalty
is exhibited and evidenced by actions, words and deeds on both
sides so we can tell who is who. The end of the story reveals the
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winning side and the rewards of champions for a job well done.
It is a real contest with high stakes.
The double deceptions we must overcome are mountainous,
multi-dimensional and foreboding obstacles. Our diligence
deserves it due. Victories gained and valleys crossed, mountains
turned into little bumps in the road as concepts over our heads
are captured by sharpened minds. Practice makes perfect and
those who take the time to delve deeply into our real history and
come out on top of all the scattered evidence are like those
caught in a rip tide, smart enough to swim parallel freeing
themselves against impossible odds. Some of us are fully
committed to TRUTH and freedom. It is a matter of degrees.
The Book of Joshua records a fantastic account of a day the sun
stood still during a righteous battle. Think about the implications
of such an intervention and how it may apply to us, today when
nothing seems to be impossible to those who seek our harm.
Joshua 10:13 And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the people
had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is not this written in the book of
Jasher? So the sun stood still in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go
down about a whole day.

The scriptures are an arsenal full of arrows penetrating and
inspiring our hearts and lives with fortification as we try to lead
the way, mired in myriads of choices regarding our personal
standards and the rules of our engagements. The armory of our
battalion is in another dimension. Standing behind the banner of
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TRUTH is my weapon of choice, a sure shield in time of trouble.
We are those peculiar people willing to stand for righteousness
and truth by staying loyal in our actions, words and deeds to the
ways of the Most High God, YHWH. We are those holding onto
hope and faith and winning our contests against all odds,
victories gained by His supernatural assistance and protection.
Invisible power is available to the obedient and those who by
faith continue walking forward fearlessly into battles ordained in
wisdom and knowledge wearing only our secret armor in this
theater of war being waged for the souls of mankind and Earth
itself.
Forty years of wandering in the wilderness was recorded the
first time of the Exodus, by those willing to separate from the
flesh pots of Egypt. Walking by faith no matter what, leaving the
normalcy bias of the day and the doctrines of men, who left the
first Egyptian dictatorship in obedience and loyalty to GOD first
not to tyrants. A physical show of separation was required to
demonstrate allegiance from the evil decrees of the ruling
Pharaoh of the day. Laws became so grievous and contrary to
Gods common law, to the point of ordering the deaths of
innocents, it was a matter of conscience that mandated complete
resistance and separation from such murderers as not only a
demonstration of faith but the action required to be saved from
slavery. We’ve come full circle and it the same today as we
suffer under cruel taskmasters for the same sins of the past.
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It is second Exodus time. Time to remember and past time to
recall the supernatural provision that was provided for the
faithful who followed the shepherd of the day. Moses’s shoes and
clothes did not wear out, and spiritual food, manna- ‘what is it’
materialized daily as needed! Remember that, and fear not. The
separation called for now is SPIRITUAL with evidence of lives
of holiness separated out, in vessels of honor.
Deuteronomy 8:3 And he humbled thee, and suffered thee to hunger, and fed
thee with manna, which thou knewest not, neither did thy fathers know; that
he might make thee know that man doth not live by bread only, but by every
word that proceedeth out of the mouth of YHWH doth man live. 8:4 Thy
raiment waxed not old upon thee, neither did thy foot swell, these forty years.
8:5 Thou shalt also consider in thine heart, that, as a man chasteneth his son,
so YHWH thy Elohim chasteneth thee. 8:6 Therefore thou shalt keep the
commandments of YHWH thy Elohim, to walk in his ways, and to fear him.

Keeping the commandments is the reverence and fear of the
LORD. The warning that Moses gave in the second recording of
Deuteronomy is the same admonition we have today, to come
out and be separate, by staying loyal to the LAW of YHWH, the
royal Tree of Life, that leads to our earthy and heavenly
provision in time of need. We are in two places at once as born
again citizens and our separation from lawlessness is the Royal
Decree. The amazing supernatural grace of God and Law are
one. Law leads to LIFE and transgression of LAW leads to death.
Deuteronomy 29:1-29 These are the words of the covenant, which YHWH
commanded Moses to make with the children of Israel in the land of Moab,
beside the covenant which he made with them in Horeb. And Moses called
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unto all Israel, and said unto them, Ye have seen all that YHWH did before your
eyes in the land of Egypt unto Pharaoh, and unto all his servants, and unto all
his land;The great temptations which thine eyes have seen, the signs, and
those great miracles: Yet YHWH hath not given you an heart to perceive, and
eyes to see, and ears to hear, unto this day. And I have led you forty years in
the wilderness: your clothes are not waxen old upon you, and thy shoe is not
waxen old upon thy foot. Ye have not eaten bread, neither have ye drunk wine
or strong drink: that ye might know that I am YHWH your Elohim. And when ye
came unto this place, Sihon the king of Heshbon, and Og the king of Bashan,
came out against us unto battle, and we smote them: And we took their land,
and gave it for an inheritance unto the Reubenites, and to the Gadites, and to
the half tribe of Manasseh. Keep therefore the words of this covenant, and do
them, that ye may prosper in all that ye do. Ye stand this day all of you before
YHWH your Elohim; your captains of your tribes, your elders, and your officers,
with all the men of Israel, Your little ones, your wives, and thy stranger that is
in thy camp, from the hewer of thy wood unto the drawer of thy water: That
thou shouldest enter into covenant with YHWH thy Elohim, and into his oath,
which YHWH thy Elohim maketh with thee this day: That he may establish thee
to day for a people unto himself, and that he may be unto thee an Elohim, as
he hath said unto thee, and as he hath sworn unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to
Isaac, and to Jacob. Neither with you only do I make this covenant and this
oath; But with him that standeth here with us this day before YHWH our
Elohim, and also with him that is not here with us this day: (For ye know how
we have dwelt in the land of Egypt; and how we came through the nations
which ye passed by;And ye have seen their abominations, and their idols,
wood and stone, silver and gold, which were among them:) Lest there should
be among you man, or woman, or family, or tribe, whose heart turneth away
this day from YHWH our Elohim, to go and serve the elohim of these nations;
lest there should be among you a root that beareth gall and wormwood; And it
come to pass, when he heareth the words of this curse, that he bless himself in
his heart, saying, I shall have peace, though I walk in the imagination of mine
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heart, to add drunkenness to thirst: YHWH will not spare him, but then the
anger of YHWH and his jealousy shall smoke against that man, and all the
curses that are written in this book shall lie upon him, and YHWH shall blot out
his name from under heaven. And YHWH shall separate him unto evil out of all
the tribes of Israel, according to all the curses of the covenant that are written
in this book of the law: So that the generation to come of your children that
shall rise up after you, and the stranger that shall come from a far land, shall
say, when they see the plagues of that land, and the sicknesses which YHWH
hath layed upon it; And that the whole land thereof is brimstone, and salt, and
burning, that it is not sown, nor beareth, nor any grass groweth therein, like
the overthrow of Sodom, and Gomorrah, Admah, and Zeboim, which YHWH
overthrew in his anger, and in his wrath: Even all nations shall say, Wherefore
hath YHWH done thus unto this land? what meaneth the heat of this great
anger? Then men shall say, Because they have forsaken the covenant of YHWH
Elohim of their fathers, which he made with them when he brought them forth
out of the land of Egypt: For they went and served other elohim, and
worshipped them, elohim whom they knew not, and whom he had not given
unto them: And the anger of YHWH was kindled against this land, to bring
upon it all the curses that are written in this book: And YHWH rooted them out
of their land in anger, and in wrath, and in great indignation, and cast them
into another land, as it is this day. The secret things belong unto YHWH our
Elohim: but those things which are revealed belong unto us and to our children
for ever, that we may do all the words of this law.

Lying signs and wonders abound and only the wise shall
understand. The instructions are to get Wisdom and get
Understanding, both are found in Scriptures.

Show yourself

approved and made worthy to escape all these things coming
upon Earth.
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Isaiah 51:6 Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look upon the earth beneath:
for the heavens shall vanish away like smoke, and the earth shall wax old like a
garment, and they that dwell therein shall die in like manner: but my salvation
shall be for ever, and my righteousness shall not be abolished.

Will you be called? Will you be chosen? Seek for the narrow
GATE OF GOD. This world is passing away and will vanish as a
night vision in the paradox of a world without end in a strange
act.
Isaiah 29:7 And the multitude of all the nations that fight against Ariel,(the
lion or lioness of GOD, Jerusalem or Chief of the returning exiles) even all that
fight against her and her munition, and that distress her, shall be as a dream
of a night vision.
Isaiah 51:7 Hearken unto me, ye that know righteousness, the people in whose
heart [is] my law; fear ye not the reproach of men, neither be ye afraid of their
reviling. The earth also is defiled under the inhabitants thereof; because they
have transgressed the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting
covenant.
Isaiah 24:6 Therefore hath the curse devoured the earth, and they that dwell
therein are desolate: therefore the inhabitants of the earth are burned, and
few men left.
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Chapter 11. Night Dream on the Boat Part I and II

M

y Sabbath DREAM ON THE BOAT. A very vivid
dream of my family restored occurred to me on
December 29, 2007. The telling of this story is the

secret of wisdom. Waking up twice on the same day is prophetic
of things to come.
Part I of the dream opens with a full cast of characters. I found
myself in a strange city inside of a double decked boat on a river
with my daughter, ex-husband, my sister, and a stranger. I
noticed we were traveling slowly but without really moving and
soon we passed a waterfall that seemed out of place. I saw it and
pointed it out to the others. All of a sudden the stranger went
down to the lower deck at the back of the boat and they all
disappeared!
I stopped the boat and began to search for them, hearing a faint
voice, my sister ’s call. I thought, maybe the stranger had fallen
overboard but where were they? Thinking them trapped within
the craft, I looked in every available compartment but only found
my blessed by God cat, Nip Chip, tucked away inside a tiny
space and waiting to be rescued.
Nip Chip is only one of two cats from an unusually small litter.
Her brother, who has passed on already, was named Figuero and
we called him Figgy. They both came by faith, in a lesson about
faith, a perfectly prepared gift from The Father. They were the
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manifestation of a prayer request made for a pet cat for Mary, my
daughter, the result of a lesson teaching and learning about how
to pray in, by and through faith. It was her heart ’s desire to have
a cat and as her mother it is my good pleasure to bless her with
her heart’s desire, always. I had the authority to grant or deny her
request and so we prayed, to our heavenly Father and agreed to
wait for the cat to come by faith. The desire of one little heart
became mine as we became one voice, united. There was only
one condition I set regarding the request being made, that it
would be a free cat chosen and not one purchased.
In the beginning of our search it was really surprising and
strange that once the decision had been made to adopt a cat and
we began to looking, we just could not find one free cat. There
was no other alternative so we both stopped trying and just
waited, patiently. I, in my fledgling faith was still learning to
trust and walk by faith myself with only a small measure of faith
given to me as a good and perfect gift, like all good things from
our heavenly Father above.
Finally the day came and the call. A free cat had been found. It
was offered by one of Mary’s friends and was close at hand the
whole time we were waiting, we just didn’t know it until the
kittens were ready for a new home and family to adopt them.
When we arrived at the address given to us to pick up one
female kitten my daughter had chosen ahead of time, we were
greeted at the door and something unplanned for happened.
Surprise, there was another cat that needed a home, a male kitten
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and my heart melted at the sight of the second cat. It was love at
first sight. I would not, could not separate those two, brother and
sister, knowing they would be happier together with a companion
of their own kind, in a world not their own. One male and one
female, a black and white pair of twins. My daughter named
them both, Nip Chip and Figuero whom we called Figgy. A
blessed day.
Nip Chip is the female cat who loves to rest tucked within the
pages of my Companion Bible, the one who is always to be
found at my side or resting in the pages of the living Word when
I leave the book open on my desk. She was the only one I was
personally able to save and rescue on the boat in my dream, an
obvious translation of meaning by association and a parallel to
the living seal of protection procured by those who spend time
relaxing in such a manner. They find rest for their souls and real
life guidance in uncertain waters as we navigate through our
lives.
In the boat and still in the dream I suddenly, found myself back
at land, at the beginning of where I started. I demanded that my
ex-husband tell me what had happened and where he had gone
and then at the same time I decided to tell him, but I went mute
and could not speak. A little time went by and my tongue was
loosed and I did speak but the words escape me now. The happy
ending of the story is all that remains.
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I found myself back at the beginning where I started from. I was
reunited with my family, my second husband the father of my
daughter, and her sister, my step daughter both born on the same
day to different mothers, by the same father. Interesting detail.
The end of the dream was revealed that very same night and our
reunion was complete. I re-entered our family home and as I
walked through the house I said goodnight, to both daughters as I
passed by their rooms. They were quite surprised to see me, back
where I belong. And that is the end of the dream. A beginning
and an ending, Alpha-Omega, Sabbath Day Dream. A blessed
day indeed.
Everything always looks better in the morning when we are
rested and somehow when sleeping, everything just kind of sinks
in to our understanding. A blessed cat being found safe and
sound and the reassurance of a mother ’s concern, a daughters
safety in a perilous world and safety and security back at home
where they started from, together after a long tiring journey.
Family restored and at rest and a special cat in the story, known
for resting on the Good Book tucked peacefully within the pages
of Joshua the savior. A smart blessed by GOD cat.

I had to

share the GOOD book with her many times and move her over
so I could read it.
Part 2 of the dream. It was another vivid and noteworthy dream
back to back with the first one, that came to me in remembrance
immediately upon waking up the second time, on the same day
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occurring the same night, following the first dream after I had
gone back to sleep. It was now, the first day of the week as
night changes to day.
I was walking along a high paved road along a canal and there
was much snow along the banks and it was icy. I saw my
daughter Mary there who was almost grown at the time and she
was walking on the other side, walking parallel to me. She
stepped off the gravel path and looked over at me and said,
“Don’t worry Mom, I know,” but she didn ’t know. She slipped
and slid all the way down the bank on her face, stopping just
short of the water. I was terrified and feared she would sink and
fall through the ice. I did not see the water or the ice but I knew
it was there, like death lurking on top of the frozen water. No
time for a warning to be spoken even

though

she knew

intuitively what my warning would be, she was already falling.
Immediately, I was able to parallel back to her, on my side of the
canal. The bank was too steep for me to go straight down from
the place where I was and to pull her back up. It was only a short
distance on my side that I needed to go back and down the bank
with ease to her location and happily when I got to where I
thought she was, I found her on my side of the canal bank! I
rolled her lifeless looking body over and she was awake and
alive and able to look at me! Relief and quiet joy. At last. My
little daughter was found safe and sound like a blessed by God
cat found tucked away, in a little place in time and space.
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We are all walking around as those only semi-awake and living
in a night dream, as we walk about our lives in the valley of the
shadow of death on planet Earth. The living written WORD is
an ENERGIZING factor of time and space and the what is it,
manna of the spirit and our conduit for the transmission of
Godly TRUTH, the cord that connects us to the power of GOD.
A lawfully ordained path, the LIGHT of LIFE and our link to the
eternal hope of Glory. Access to the mind of Christ is priceless
and it’s free. I am resting in peace. The water of the Word and
the indwelling leading of the SPIRIT energized by living active
WORDS are my invisible weapons. I engage. The second sight
touch of the anointing empowers and inspires. It ’s a test and trial
by faith as we all work toward our own salvation.
The current deceptive system of forced government by
incremental lawless legislation and conversion is one of a slave
nation with cruel taskmasters. Scriptures exhibit a repeat of
governmental system failure and also prophesy the future. We
need a rescue. Our God stands above space and time past,
present and future, these three are one and the same. He is Time
and Truth. The last battle and the first are both held within His
hand of justice and judgment within the fabric of the space-time
continuum. We are literally helpless and in need of a savior who
in the twinkling of an eye will issue the command for a reset. A
New Heaven and New Earth, World without End.
Will you be found or remain lost separated from the born again
Spiritual awakening and the intellectual enhancer, the doorway?
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It’s a voluntary choice and all are welcomed for admittance. My
ability to see this comparison and obvious analogy to scriptures
that make perfect sense is a gift shared and of great price. Our
world is literally passing away. Don’t be deceived. Believe.

2Chronicles 7:14 If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and (REPENT)turn from their wicked
ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their
land.
Hosea 4:6 My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me:
seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy children.
Hosea 4:7 As they were increased, so they sinned against me: [therefore] will I
change their glory into shame.
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Chapter 12. Going Home PARADISE II
Mark 9:35 And he sat down, and called the twelve, and saith unto them, If any
man desire to be first, [the same] shall be last of all, and servant of all.
Mathew 27:64 Therefore that the sepulcher be made sure until the third day,
lest his disciples come by night, and steal him away, and say unto the people,
He is risen from the dead: so the last error shall be worse than the first.
Mathew 19:30 But many [that are] first shall be last; and the last [shall be]
first.
Mathew 20:16 So the last shall be first, and the first last: for many be called,
but few chosen.
Mathew 12:45 Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven other spirits
more wicked than himself, and they enter in and dwell there: and the last
[state] of that man is worse than the first. Even so shall it be also unto this
wicked generation.
Mark 10:31 But many [that are] first shall be last; and the last first.
Luke 13:30 And, behold, there are last which shall be first, and there are first
which shall be last

P

aradise is secure. Signified and sealed it is our
redemption palace of glass, it awaits in the colors of the
rainbow way up high, where the birds of PARADISE II

fly and by the seven written verses resting on the rock of the
ages, time. We are going home to the place prepared ahead of
time for us to be, the saints who love YHWH. The called and
chosen according to His purpose made white and the end of the
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race is within sight. The prize, immortality. Restoration back to
the future, in a little slice of space and time it is waiting, in a
land of NO MORE WAR.
Energize me, Oh LORD, that I should be found worthy. Hear my
plea for promotion to come home where I belong, though my
works be as filthy rags. I offer you my loyalty and my life.
The peace that passes understanding is precious to me as I rest
secure in knowledge and understanding that I will be home soon
heir to the one true King and Kingdom led by the Spirit of
YHWH. I am going back where I started from, my spiritual
abode way up high in the sky so high. The higher road is found
and I know the way. Home is in my heart of hearts leading me,
and I will soon pass through the narrow gate.
Immortality is a prize worth living for and dying for, if need be.
The DOOR and path offered to us, is by WAY of a choice that
leads to life and TRUTH, a lawful entry into eternity. Christ is
the FREEDOM DOOR.
Scientific high priests and fallen angel engineers offering us
super technologies and promises of immortality are counterfeits
of the real reality available. The repeat transgressions of a
superior technology enhanced civilization is in evidence on Earth
now, as in the days of Noah, leading us to deaths door by
deceptions by those guilty of tampering with the sacred laws,
TIME and LIGHT.

The lawlessness of iniquity is at work

destroying the Earth.
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The warning from day one has always been the same. Separate
from the serpentine tree that promises life and delivers death.
Remember the command, the 3:3 deception of all time.
Genesis 3:3 But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden,
Elohim hath said, Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.

Repent America. PARADISE II awaits us now. It ’s time and past
time to separate from lies and liars by way of our second exodus.
Come out and be ye separate. Do the right thing. Always.
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ENDNOTES
Basic Instructions and Warnings- In the valley of the shadow, the
covenant of death shall be overturned as a crown of GLORY. A victory
witnessed by a spirit of judgment and strength found within those
engaged, who shine as ensigns leading the way into the battle in the
gate of time, a war being waged over the TRUTH. The whole TRUTH
and nothing but TRUTH is the way that leads to the amazing grace and
reward of immortality. Our lawful restoration comes by the Spirit and
LAW of life that energizes all creation, TRUTH.
Our God requires an accounting of our lives before our redemption is
restored as it was in the beginning. We are without excuse.
Ecclesiastes 3:15 That which hath been is now; and that which is to be hath already been;
and Elohim requires that which is past.

The corruption of iniquity is revealed in a parallel paradox. Scriptures
reveal the battle of the LAWGIVER against the lawless ones. The
greatest story of all time is a layered revelation hidden within the
translations of Aramaic, Greek and Hebrew words. The controversy and
conspiracy perpetrated against mankind is veiled. Christ rent the veil
separating LIFE from Death. We are known from before we were in the
womb, the hairs of our heads are numbered within the matrix of God ’s
merciful plan to rescue and restore us. Restoration already occurred and
is being held securely in escrow on account, but first there is a great
battle that must conclude. The gate of time is under attack literally.
It is TRUTH that sustains the Spiritual spark within each and every one
of us. The Spiritual mark of our creator that sanctifies us and sets us
apart from death and opens our hearts to receive Him. The second death
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has no effect upon US. We are the citizens of a far country already
having died and been raised from the dead. We ’re at the time of the end
of the day foretold.
Amos 8:9 And it shall come to pass in that day, saith the Sovereign YHWH, that I will
cause the sun to go down at noon, and I will darken the earth in the clear day: 8:10 And I
will turn your feasts into mourning, and all your songs into lamentation; and I will bring
up sackcloth upon all loins, and baldness upon every head; and I will make it as the
mourning of an only son, and the end thereof as a bitter day. 8:11 Behold, the days come,
saith the Sovereign YHWH, that I will send a famine in the land, not a famine of bread,
nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the words of YHWH:

GOD holds us securely in the palm of HIS hand. He is in control of
time even at NOON!
Ecclesiastes 3: 1 To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the
heaven: 3:2 A time to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up
that which is planted; 3:3 A time to kill, and a time to heal; a time to break down, and a
time to build up; 3:4 A time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to
dance; 3:5 A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together; a time to
embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing; 3:6 A time to get, and a time to lose; a
time to keep, and a time to cast away; 3:7 A time to rend, and a time to sew; a time to
keep silence, and a time to speak; 3:8 A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war,
and a time of peace. 3:9 What profit hath he that worketh in that wherein he laboureth?
3:10 I have seen the travail, which Elohim hath given to the sons of men to be exercised
in it. 3:11 He hath made every thing beautiful in his time: also he hath set the world in
their heart, so that no man can find out the work that Elohim maketh from the beginning
to the end. 3:12 I know that there is no good in them, but for a man to rejoice, and to do
good in his life. 3:13 And also that every man should eat and drink, and enjoy the good of
all his labour, it is the gift of Elohim. 3:14 I know that, whatsoever Elohim doeth, it shall
be for ever: nothing can be put to it, nor any thing taken from it: and Elohim doeth it, that
men should fear before him. 3:15 That which hath been is now; and that which is to be
hath already been; and Elohim requireth that which is past. 3:16 And moreover I saw
under the sun the place of judgment, that wickedness was there; and the place of
righteousness, that iniquity was there. 3:17 I said in mine heart, Elohim shall judge the
righteous and the wicked: for there is a time there for every purpose and for every work.
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3:18 I said in mine heart concerning the estate of the sons of men, that Elohim might
manifest them, and that they might see that they themselves are beasts. 3:19 For that
which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts; even one thing befalleth them: as the
one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they have all one breath; so that a man hath no
preeminence above a beast: for all is vanity. 3:20 All go unto one place; all are of the
dust, and all turn to dust again. 3:21 Who knoweth the spirit of man that goeth upward,
and the spirit of the beast that goeth downward to the earth? 3:22 Wherefore I perceive
that there is nothing better, than that a man should rejoice in his own works; for that is his
portion: for who shall bring him to see what shall be after him?

The Strange Work of Redemption: The Day of Slaughter and Woe
approaches don’t you hear the shout? The long blast of a trumpet in a
thousand year day in due season, is upon us. A warning not heeded
produces the power of strong delusion and consequences of death for
those refusing to awake to the TRUTH and take a stand. The day of
judgment comes quickly upon those who refuse to watch, like a thief in
the night as they stubbornly slumber and sleep walk their days away.
Loyalty to the Truth is eternal. The invisible shield of protection is
available to mankind by following in the steps of Christ if you know
the way to go. He came as a man in flesh, the only begotten son of
man, the only one who is and was coming again, found worthy to
overcome the sting of death. It was and is, TRUTH that covered and
cured

us, from the incurable wound of death. It ’s not a secret.

Freedom from death is the great pearl and prize in the contest in this
journey we call life. Freedom and Truth, they are one.
Isaiah 28:1 Woe to the crown of pride, to the drunkards of Ephraim, whose glorious
beauty is a fading flower, which are on the head of the fat valleys of them that are
overcome with wine! 28:2 Behold, YHWH hath a mighty and strong one, which as a
tempest of hail and destroying storm, as a flood of mighty waters overflowing, shall cast
down to the earth with the hand. 28:3 The crown of pride, the drunkards of Ephraim,
shall be trodden under feet: 28:4 And the glorious beauty, which is on the head of the fat
valley, shall be a fading flower, and as the hasty fruit before the summer; which when he
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that looketh upon it seeth, while it is yet in his hand he eateth it up. 28:5 In that day shall
YHWH of hosts be for a crown of glory, and for a diadem of beauty, unto the residue of
his people, 28:6 And for a spirit of judgment to him that sitteth in judgment, and for
strength to them that turn the battle to the gate. 28:7 But they also have erred through
wine, and through strong drink are out of the way; the priest and the prophet have erred
through strong drink, they are swallowed up of wine, they are out of the way through
strong drink; they err in vision, they stumble in judgment. 28:8 For all tables are full of
vomit and filthiness, so that there is no place clean. 28:9 Whom shall he teach
knowledge? and whom shall he make to understand doctrine? them that are weaned from
the milk, and drawn from the breasts. 28:10 For precept must be upon precept, precept
upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little: 28:11 For with
stammering lips and another tongue will he speak to this people. 28:12 To whom he said,
This is the rest wherewith ye may cause the weary to rest; and this is the refreshing: yet
they would not hear. 28:13 But the word of YHWH was unto them precept upon precept,
precept upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little; that
they might go, and fall backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken. 28:14 Wherefore
hear the word of YHWH, ye scornful men, that rule this people which is in Jerusalem.
28:15 Because ye have said, We have made a covenant with death, and with hell are we at
agreement; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not come unto us:
for we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have we hid ourselves. 28:16
Therefore thus saith the Master YHWH, Behold, I lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a
tried stone, a precious corner stone, a sure foundation: he that believeth shall not make
haste. 28:17 Judgment also will I lay to the line, and righteousness to the plummet: and
the hail shall sweep away the refuge of lies, and the waters shall overflow the hiding
place. 28:18 And your covenant with death shall be dis-annulled, and your agreement
with hell shall not stand; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, then ye shall
be trodden down by it. 28:19 From the time that it goeth forth it shall take you: for
morning by morning shall it pass over, by day and by night: and it shall be a vexation
only to understand the report. 28:20 For the bed is shorter than that a man can stretch
himself on it: and the covering narrower than that he can wrap himself in it. 28:21 For
YHWH shall rise up as in mount Perazim, he shall be wroth as in the valley of Gibeon,
that he may do his work, his strange work; and bring to pass his act, his strange act. 28:22
Now therefore be ye not mockers, lest your bands be made strong: for I have heard from
the Master YHWH of hosts a consumption, even determined upon the whole earth. 28:23
Give ye ear, and hear my voice; hearken, and hear my speech. 28:24 Doth the plowman
plow all day to sow? doth he open and break the clods of his ground? 28:25 When he
hath made plain the face thereof, doth he not cast abroad the fitches, and scatter the
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cumin, and cast in the principal wheat and the appointed barley and rye in their place?
28:26 For his Elohim doth instruct him to discretion, and doth teach him. 28:27 For the
fitches are not threshed with a threshing instrument, neither is a cart wheel turned about
upon the cummin; but the fitches are beaten out with a staff, and the cummin with a rod.
28:28 Bread corn is bruised; because he will not ever be threshing it, nor break it with the
wheel of his cart, nor bruise it with his horsemen. 28:29 This also cometh forth from
YHWH of hosts, which is wonderful in counsel, and excellent in working.
Zechariah 11:4-5 Thus saith the LORD my God; Feed the flock of the slaughter;
Whose possessors slay them, and hold themselves not guilty: and they that sell them say,
Blessed [be] the LORD; for I am rich:

and their own shepherds pity them not.

Zechariah 11:7 And I will feed the flock of slaughter, [even] you, O poor of the flock.
And I took unto me two staves; the one I called Beauty, and the other I called Bands; and
I fed the flock.
Zechariah 11:16-17 For, lo, I will raise up a shepherd in the land, [which] shall not visit
those that be cut off, neither shall seek the young one, nor heal that that is broken, nor
feed that that standeth still: but he shall eat the flesh of the fat, and tear their claws in
pieces. Woe to the idol shepherd that leaveth the flock! the sword [shall be] upon his
arm, and upon his right eye: his arm shall be clean dried up, and his right eye shall be
utterly darkened.
1Corinthians 6:16 And what agreement hath the temple of YHWH with idols? for ye are
the temple of the living Elohim; as YHWH hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in
them; and I will be their Elohim, and they shall be my people. 6:17 Wherefore come out
from among them, and be ye separate, saith YHWH, and touch not the unclean thing;
and I will receive you, 6:18 And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and
daughters, saith YHWH the Almighty.

Beauty and Bands: The yoke of corruption and iniquity revealed in a
parallel paradox of scriptures.
Jeremiah 17:7 Blessed is the man that trusteth in YHWH, and whose hope YHWH is.
17:8 For he shall be as a tree planted by the waters, and that spreadeth out her roots by
the river, and shall not see when heat cometh, but her leaf shall be green; and shall not be
careful in the year of drought, neither shall cease from yielding fruit. 17:9 The heart is
deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it? 17:10 I YHWH
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search the heart, I try the reins, even to give every man according to his ways, and
according to the fruit of his doings.
Isaiah 13:19 And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldees ’
excellency, shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah.
Ezekiel 28:17 Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast corrupted thy
wisdom by reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before
kings, that they may behold thee.
Isaiah 61:3 To appoint unto them that mourn in Zion, to give unto them beauty for ashes,
the oil of joy for mourning, the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness; that they
might be called trees of righteousness, the planting of the LORD, that he might be
glorified.

In Controversy We are Judged: We all need to get right with God.
Ezekiel 44:24 And in controversy they shall stand in judgment; [and] they shall judge it
according to my judgments: and they shall keep my laws and my statutes in all mine
assemblies; and they shall hallow my Sabbaths.
Deuteronomy 21:5 And the priests the sons of Levi shall come near; for them the LORD
thy God hath chosen to minister unto him, and to bless in the name of the LORD; and by
their word shall every controversy and every stroke be [tried]:
Micah 6:2 Hear ye, O mountains, the LORD’S controversy, and ye strong foundations of
the earth: for the LORD hath a controversy with his people, and he will plead with Israel.
Isaiah 34:8 For [it is] the day of the LORD’S vengeance, [and] the year of recompenses
for the controversy of Zion.
Hosea 12:2The LORD hath also a controversy with Judah, and will punish Jacob
according to his ways; according to his doings will he recompense him.
1Timothy 3:16 And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was
manifest in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles,
believed on in the world, received up into glory.
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Mathew 10: 26 Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered, that shall not be
revealed; and hid, that shall not be known. 10:27 What I tell you in darkness, that speak
ye in light: and what ye hear in the ear, that preach ye upon the housetops.10:28 And fear
not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him which is
able to destroy both soul and body in hell.10:29 Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing?
and one of them shall not fall on the ground without your Father.10:30 But the very hairs
of your head are all numbered.10:31 Fear ye not therefore, ye are of more value than
many sparrows.10:32 Whosoever therefore shall confess me before men, him will I
confess also before my Father which is in heaven.10:33 But whosoever shall deny me
before men, him will I also deny before my Father which is in heaven.10:34 Think not
that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword.10:35 For I
am come to set a man at variance against his father, and the daughter against her mother,
and the daughter in law against her mother in law.10:36 And a man ’s foes shall be they of
his own household.10:37 He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of
me: and he that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.10:38 And he
that taketh not his cross, and followeth after me, is not worthy of me.10:39 He that findeth
his life shall lose it: and he that loseth his life for my sake shall find it.10:40 He that
receiveth you receiveth me, and he that receiveth me receiveth him that sent me.10:41 He
that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet shall receive a prophet ’s reward; and he
that receiveth a righteous man in the name of a righteous man shall receive a righteous
man’s reward.10:42 And whosoever shall give to drink unto one of these little ones a cup
of cold water only in the name of a disciple, verily I say unto you he shall in no wise lose
his reward.
Jude 1:1 Yahudah, the servant of Yahushua the Messiah, and brother of James, to them
that are set apart by YHWH the Father, and preserved in Yahushua the Messiah, and
called: 1:2 Mercy unto you, and peace, and love, be multiplied.1:3 Beloved, when I gave
all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation, it was needful for me to write
unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith which was once
delivered unto the saints.1:4 For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were
before of old ordained to this condemnation, wicked men, turning the favour of our
Elohim into lasciviousness, and denying the only Master Elohim, and our Master
Yahushua the Messiah.1:5 I will therefore put you in remembrance, though ye once
knew this, how that YHWH, having saved the people out of the land of Egypt, afterward
destroyed them that believed not.1:6 And the angels which kept not their first estate,
but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting chains under darkness
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unto the judgment of the great day.1:7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrah, and the cities
about them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and going after strange
flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering the vengeance of eternal fire.1:8 Likewise
also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise dominion, and speak evil of
dignities.1:9 Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed
about the body of Moses, durst not bring against him a railing accusation, but said,
YHWH rebuke thee.1:10 But these speak evil of those things which they know not: but
what they know naturally, as brute beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves.1:11
Woe unto them! for they have gone in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error
of Balaam for reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core.1:12 These are spots in
your feasts of charity, when they feast with you, feeding themselves without fear: clouds
they are without water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit withereth, without fruit,
twice dead, plucked up by the roots;1:13 Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own
shame; wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for ever.1:14 And
Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these, saying, Behold, YHWH cometh
with ten thousands of his saints,1:15 To execute judgment upon all, and to convince all
that are wicked among them of all their wicked deeds which they have wicked
committed, and of all their hard speeches which wicked sinners have spoken against
him.1:16 These are murmurers, complainers, walking after their own lusts; and their
mouth speaketh great swelling words, having men’s persons in admiration because of
advantage.1:17 But, beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken before of the
apostles of our Master Yahushua the Messiah;1:18 How that they told you there should
be mockers in the last time, who should walk after their own wicked lusts.1:19 These be
they who separate themselves, sensual, having not the Spirit.1:20 But ye, beloved,
building up yourselves on your most set-apart faith, praying in the Set-apart Spirit,1:21
Keep yourselves in the love of Elohim, looking for the mercy of our Master Yahushua
the Messiah unto eternal life.1:22 And of some have compassion, making a
difference:1:23 And others save with fear, pulling them out of the fire; hating even the
garment spotted by the flesh.1:24 Now unto him that is able to keep you from falling, and
to present you faultless before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy,1:25 To the
only wise Elohim our Saviour, be glory and majesty, dominion and power, both now and
ever.

The Double Edged Sword, Mystery of The Seven Stars and The
Little Book.
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Revelation 1:16 And he had in his right hand seven stars: and out of his mouth went a
sharp two edged sword: and his countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength. 1:17
And when I saw him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he layed his right hand upon me,
saying unto me, Fear not; I am the first and the last:1:18 I am he that liveth, and was
dead; and, behold, I am alive for evermore, amen; and have the keys of hell and of
death.1:19 Write the things which thou hast seen, and the things which are, and the
things which shall be hereafter; 1:20 The mystery of the seven stars which thou saw in
my right hand, and the seven golden candlesticks. The seven stars are the angels of the
seven assemblies: and the seven candlesticks which thou saw are the seven assemblies.
Revelation 10: 1And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with
a cloud: and a rainbow was upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun, and his
feet as pillars of fire: 10:2 And he had in his hand a little book open: and he set his right
foot upon the sea, and his left foot on the earth, 10:3 And cried with a loud voice, as when
a lion roareth: and when he had cried, seven thunders uttered their voices. 10:4 And when
the seven thunders had uttered their voices, I was about to write: and I heard a voice from
heaven saying unto me, Seal up those things which the seven thunders uttered, and write
them not. 10:5 And the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth lifted up
his hand to heaven,10:6 And swear by him that liveth for ever and ever, who created
heaven, and the things that therein are, and the earth, and the things that therein are, and
the sea, and the things which are therein, that there should be time no longer: 10:7 But in
the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery of
YHWH should be finished, as he hath declared to his servants the prophets.
Revelation 2:11 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
assemblies; He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death. 2:12 And to the
angel of the assembly in Pergamos write; These things saith he which hath the sharp
sword with two edges; 2:13 I know thy works, and where thou dwellest, even where
Satan’s seat is: and thou holdest fast my name, and hast not denied my faith, even in
those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr, who was slain among you, where
Satan dwelleth. 2:14 But I have a few things against thee, because thou hast there them
that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a stumbling block before the
children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to commit fornication. 2:15 So
hast thou also them that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate. 2:16
Repent; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will fight against them with the sword
of my mouth. 2:17 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
assemblies; To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give
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him a white stone, and in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he
that receiveth it.
Revelation 19:14 And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses,
clothed in fine linen, white and clean. 19:15 And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword,
that with it he should smite the nations: and he shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he
treadeth the wine press of the fierceness and wrath of El-Shaddai. 19:16 And he hath on
his vesture and on his thigh a name written, KING OF KINGS, AND MASTER OF
MASTERS. 19:17 And I saw an angel standing in the sun; and he cried with a loud voice,
saying to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven, Come and gather yourselves
together unto the supper of the great Elohim; 19:18 That ye may eat the flesh of kings,
and the flesh of captains, and the flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of horses, and of
them that sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both free and bond, both small and great.
19:19 And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together
to make war against him that sat on the horse, and against his army.
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